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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
August 25, 2022
4:00 o’clock p.m. [Revised 8/24/22]
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Kevin
Williams
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Mary Jo
Walker

CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2200 SECOND STREET, FORT MYERS, FLORIDA

Please complete a “Request to Speak” form if you plan to address the Historic Preservation
Commission and submit to the recording secretary prior to the start of the meeting.
CALL TO ORDER & ROLL CALL
APPROVE MINUTES: April 28, 2022, June 23,
2022, and July 28, 2022
PUBLIC HEARINGS

1.

Public Hearing: Certificate of Review
COR22-0076, 1745 Ardmore Rd., Edison
Park Historic District: construct roof over
rear patio.

2.

Public Hearing: Certificate of Review
COR22-0077, 3731 McGregor Blvd.,
Seminole Park Historic District: enclose
rear porch with screening.

3.

Public Hearing: Certificate of Review
COR22-0075, 2300 First St., Downtown
Historic District: new hotel.

4.

Public Hearing: Certificate of Review
COR22-0073, McGregor Blvd., Local
Scenic Highway: resurface roadway &
add additional electronic signage.
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5.

Public Hearing: Certificate of Review
COR22-0074, McGregor Blvd./Rachel at
the Well, Edison Park Historic District:
landscaping
and
intersection
improvement.

6.

Public Hearing: Certificate of Review
COR22-0078,
1375
Monroe
St.,
Downtown Historic District: murals on
pillars and stanchions around retention
basin.

7.

Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items

8.

Miscellaneous Business

9.

Discussion Item: Public Art Committee
update.

10.

City of Palms

Vinyl Fencing

Councilperson Update
Adjourn

Special Requirements: If you require special aid or services as addressed in the Americans with
Disabilities Act, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (239) 321-7035 or for the hearing
impaired, TDD telephone number (239) 332-2541.
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THE CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE APRIL 28, 2022, MEETING
On April 28, 2022, at 4:00 p.m., the City of Fort Myers Historic Preservation
Commission met in the City Council Chambers, Oscar M. Corbin, Jr. City Hall, 2200
Second Street, in the City of Fort Myers, Florida.
ROLL CALL
Kevin Williams called the meeting to order at 5:32 p.m.
Members Present
Gina Sabiston
Lynn Stewart
Michelle Santucci
Lisa Belcher
Kevin Williams

Members Absent
John McKenzie
Carly Schwartzel
Sawyer Smith
Mary Jo Walker

Planning Staff Present
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager
Monique John, Senior Administrative Assistant
Other Staff
Travis Cary, Assistant City Attorney
Anthony Palermo, Assistant Director
Liston Bochette, Councilman Ward 4
Christian Gempesaw, ITS Department
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Travis Cary, Assistant City Attorney, swore in all witness that intended to speak on
any of the agenda items.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: It was moved to approve the minutes from January 27,
2022, by Ms. Belcher, seconded by Ms. Santucci, and unanimously approved 4-0. It
was moved to approve the minutes from February 24, 2022, by Ms. Santucci,
seconded by Ms. Belcher, and unanimously approved 5-0.
Ms. Sabiston entered the meeting at 5:33 p.m.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 1: CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW
COR22-0061, 2285 FIRST ST., DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT: REMOVE
PORTION OF STOREFRONT WINDOW AND REPLACE WITH SLIDING WINDOW.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager, Planning Division, Community Development
Department, stated that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 1
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0061
ADDRESS 2247-2287 First Street
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Downtown Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
Bradford Hotel/Bradford Block
PROPOSED PROJECT
Replace one recessed storefront window with a sliding window to accommodate a new
café.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

02/27/98

The City designated the Downtown area as a Historic District.

02/22/01

Application for a canvas awning with scalloped valances was
approved, signage, lighting, and ATM machine approved.

03/27/02

Application to approve a two (2) phase project to remove the
sloped canopy on First & Hendry Streets, replacing with an 8’ deep
canopy, restoration of the pattern of original transom openings
with recessed stucco, restoration of the original sidewalk entry
structure.
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04/30/03

Application to allow four (4) 8 ½’ x 9’ murals on the Bay Street
façade approved.

03/23/04

Application to remove inset storefront and replace with fixed
aluminum windows flush with the façade was approved.

11/21/19

Application to replace front doors was approved

4/22/21

Application to remove courtyard windows, expand openings, and
install new aluminum door system was approved.

11/18/21

Application to install new awnings in the courtyard along Hendry
Street approved.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1. The property located at 2247-2287 First Street, is a multi-tenant commercial
space within a three (3) story contributing structure in the Downtown
Historic District constructed in 1905.
2. The application proposes to remove the one of the smaller recessed windows
along First Street and install a sliding service window for the new coffee
shop.
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72 Review
criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question. These design guidelines
are found in Chapter II of the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(3)

Replacement windows and doors. Replacement windows and
doors should respect the original character of historic buildings by
retaining the original configuration and details of windows and
doors.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES

FOR

HISTORIC
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CHAPTER
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P.

REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND DOORS
The placement and relationship of windows and doors are often critical parts of
the style of a building. The demands of modern energy efficiency and security
standards often lead owners of older building to consider replacement windows.
These guidelines are designed to accommodate replacement windows in a
manner that respects the original character of historic properties.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Replacement windows and doors should retain the same configuration
and details as the originals.
Replacing panes with stained, leaded, or beveled glass is acceptable as
long as the configuration remains the same.
Metal replacement doors may be acceptable as long as they are of the
same configuration as the original door. These metal doors should be
painted or clad to match the trim of the house.
All replacement windows should have either true divided lights, or molded
exterior muntins, if appropriate. Flat or interior false muntins are not in
keeping with the character of older structures. Muntin design should
reflect the original window configuration. False muntin bars, if used,
should be applied to the exterior of the new windows.
Ideally, window and door openings should not be reduced or enlarged in
size. Alterations to window and door openings should remain in proper
proportion to the overall design of the building.
Sensitively designed exceptions to these guidelines will be considered by
the Historic Preservation Commission when such proposals are conceived
to accommodate the adaptive reuse of older buildings or to conform to the
provisions of the Americans With Disabilities Act.
Glass block replacement windows should be installed only on side or rear
elevations not readily visible from the street.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The structure is considered a contributing structure within the
Downtown Historic District.
The proposed Ready Access 600 single panel slider window will have with
clear glass.
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3.

4.

Changes made to the original application in response to the
Commission’s comments at the March 24, 2022, meeting, are as follows:
a.
Original wood window frame and wainscot will be retained
b.
The proposed window is smaller than the existing storefront
window. The opening between the new window and original
window frame will be filled with a wood panel, with attached
graphics strip to match the adjacent storefront windows.
The new window will have no negative impact on the historic character of
the structure or on the character of the district.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed new sliding window complies
with the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 114,
Section 114-72 (a)(3), as well as standard 9 of the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-61.
The proposed improvements shall be installed as indicated in this
Certificate of Review application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Ms. Sabiston stated that she was unsure of the wood below the window
and felt that it might be better as glass instead of the wood material. Ms. Sabiston also
suggested having the advertisement on the glass itself so that should the current
merchant decide to move to a different location the new owner it would still be a
continuous look of what it was originally.
Steven R. Bowen, representing Goodwill Industries, stated that wood material was
being used underneath the glass due to the cell height being at 34 inches and to
provide handicap accessibility. Mr. Bowen advised that the existing perimeter frame of
the entire opening was not being changed, therefore, should a new owner acquire the
property they would have no issues removing the wood and changing it out should
they wish to do so.
Ms. Santucci asked if the window was custom sized.
Mr. Bowen advised that was correct.
MOTION: It was moved by Mr. Williams to approve Certificate of Review COR22-0061,
2285 First St., Downtown Historic District, to remove a portion of the storefront
window and replace with sliding window based on staff recommendations 1 through 5,
seconded by Ms. Belcher, and unanimously approved 5-0.
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 2: CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW
COR21-0054, 2616 MICHIGAN AVE., DEAN PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: SCREEN
ENCLOSURE IN REAR YARD.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager, Planning Division, Community Development
Department, stated that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 2
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR21-0054
ADDRESS 2616 Michigan Avenue
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Dean Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
N/A
PROPOSED PROJECT
Construct a new 26’-4” x 12’ screen enclosure attached to the rear porch.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

04/27/97

Dean Park was designated a Historic District within the City of Fort
Myers; and 2616 Michigan Avenue was listed as a contributing structure
within the District.

05/27/10

An application to Construct a new carriage house on an existing slab,
add a new driveway, replace windows, replace lattice on porches with
wood picket railings, replace doors, replace shingle porch roof with metal
was approved.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 2616 Michigan Avenue is within the Dean Park Historic
District and is a contributing structure in the District. The one-story craftsman
residence was constructed in 1918.
The applicant proposes to construct a new 26’-4” x 12’ screen enclosure, with a
maximum height of 13’8”, attached to the rear porch.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
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Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72 Review
criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(6)

Porches. Porches should retain their original configuration and
materials.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES
K.

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

PORCHES
The retention of the original porch configuration is very important for houses in
a Historic District. A porch is one of the main defining features of a house, and
it often signifies a building’s age and style. Replacement with matching
materials is essential. Wood porches and porch steps should not be replaced
with brick, ironwork, concrete, or concrete blocks. Insensitive porch alteration
compromises the overall appearance of a structure and disturbs its size and
scale.
1.
Enclosure of Existing Porches
Full enclosure of an existing porch will compromise the historic integrity
of a house and therefore is not recommended. Partial enclosure
proposals should be reviewed by the Historic Preservation Commission
on a case by case basis. Front porch enclosures that reorient the
entrance away from the street are strongly discouraged. To be successful,
a porch enclosure must preserve essential design elements of the house
and must be reversible.
2.
Adding a New Porch
Generally, the addition of a porch changes the original character of a
structure, and therefore a new porch or deck should not be added to the
main facade where one never existed. Where photographic or physical
evidence of an original removed porch exists, reconstruction in a design
which is appropriate to the house’s architectural style is encouraged.
3.
Removal of an Original Porch
An original porch should not be removed from the main facade or a
readily visible side facade.
4.
Repair and Replacement
Porch elements which are deteriorated should be repaired or replaced
with matching materials, wherever possible. The use of outdoor carpeting
or artificial turf that will be readily visible is strongly discouraged. The
original porch railings should be retained, wherever possible. If additional
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railing height is required, simple metal or wooden extensions should be
utilized so that the original historic configuration can be maintained.
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.
3.

The existing home is considered a contributing structure within the Dean
Park Historic District.
The applicant is requesting to construct a new 26’-4” x 12’ screen
enclosure with a maximum height of 13’8” attached to the rear porch.
The alterations to the rear of the house will not have a negative impact
on the historic character of the house or to the historic character of the
Dean Park Historic District.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed site improvement complies with
the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 114,
Section 114-72 (a)(6), as well as standard 9 of the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR21-0054.
The proposed improvements shall be constructed as shown on the
elevations prepared by Lombardo Landscaping contained in this
Certificate of Review application.
Applicant shall obtain a permit prior to commencement of construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLC INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Ms. Sabiston asked if there were any photos of the rear of the property.
Ms. Santucci asked if the back was accessible other than through the aviary.
Ms. Belcher asked if the whole structure was completely screened in.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that it was screened in as it was being used as aviary for birds.
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Ms. Sabiston stated that she felt the application was incomplete because it did not
have a photo of the rear of the property.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that a photo of the rear of the property had been provided at
the last Historic Preservation Commission and that it was a staff mistake that it was
not in the current meeting packet but that she was able to pull up the last month’s
meeting agenda for reference.
Ms. Stewart asked what was between the house and the enclosure.
Ms. Sabiston advised that it was a porch.
Ms. DeVaughn reminded the board that the top of the structure was in fact in line
with the top of roof and below the three windows at the top of the house.
Ms. Santucci asked if there had been a change in the engineering of the structure.
Ms. DeVaughn advised the only change was to the photos to give a better visual of the
request.
Ms. Santucci asked if the back of the home was accessible without going through the
aviary.
Justin Donato, applicant, advised that the back porch was accessible through the
aviary and that he would also be screening in the back porch.
Ms. Sabiston stated that screening the back porch should be part of the application.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that screen enclosures on rear porches could be approved
administratively.
Ms. Santucci asked if there was railing in the back.
Mr. Donato advised that there was.
Ms. Sabiston asked if the structure followed the historic setback for the property.
Mr. Donato advised that it was more than ten feet from the side of the property.
Ms. Sabiston stated that the site plan showed the side setback was seven feet and also
showed that the structure was in line with the back porch which was seven feet
therefore the motion needed to include a caveat that the setback must be at ten feet.
Ms. Santucci asked if a new owner was able to remove the aviary structure.
Mr. Donato stated that the structure was able to be removed easily.
Ms. Sabiston stated that she was still not in favor of the request and felt that the
structure negatively affected the character of the house and that it should be set off
from the house as a separate structure.
Ms. Santucci stated she would prefer the structure by the garage.
MOTION: It was moved by Mr. Williams to approve Certificate of Review COR21-0054
at 2616 Michigan Ave, Dean Park Historic District, for a new screen enclosure in the
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rear yard based on staff recommendations 1 through 5, with a caveat that the
structure maintains a historic setback on either side of the yard, seconded by Ms.
Stewart and unanimously approved 4-1 with Ms. Sabiston voting nay.
ITEM NO. 3: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0064, 2501
CORTEZ BLVD., EDISON PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: NEW SCREEN ENCLOSURE
OVER EXISTING CONCRETE PAD.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager, Planning Division, Community Development
Department, stated that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 3 CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0064
ADDRESS 2501 Cortez Boulevard
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Edison Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Enclose existing, partially roofed, patio with an aluminum frame screen enclosure.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

11/06/95

The City designated the Edison Park area as a Historic
District.

02/02/96

Approval granted to enclose a screen porch (former carport)
with solid walls with stucco finish.

01/31/19

Approval granted to construct a 105 +/- square foot
addition, new picture windows, front door, and siding.

01/23/20

Approval granted to construct a new driveway.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 2501 Cortez Boulevard is a non-contributing
structure in the Edison Park Historic District built in 1951.
The applicant proposes to construct an aluminum frame screen
enclosure on the existing, partially roofed, patio on the Columbus Street
facing façade. The new enclosure will have an aluminum pan roof.
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LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application,
that Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72
Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(6) Porches. Porches should retain their original configuration and
materials.

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES, CHAPTER II. DESIGN
GUIDELINES
K.

PORCHES
The retention of the original porch configuration is very important for houses in
a Historic District. A porch is one of the main defining features of a house, and
it often signifies a building’s age and style. Replacement with matching
materials is essential. Wood porches and porch steps should not be replaced
with brick, ironwork, concrete, or concrete blocks. Insensitive porch alteration
compromises the overall appearance of a structure and disturbs its size and
scale.
Enclosure of Existing Porches
Full enclosure of an existing porch will compromise the historic integrity
of a house and therefore is not recommended. Partial enclosure
proposals should be reviewed by the Historic Preservation Commission
on a case by case basis. Front porch enclosures that reorient the
entrance away from the street are strongly discouraged. To be
successful, a porch enclosure must preserve essential design elements
of the house and must be reversible.
Adding a New Porch
Generally, the addition of a porch changes the original character of a
structure, and therefore a new porch or deck should not be added to the
main facade where one never existed. Where photographic or physical
evidence of an original removed porch exists, reconstruction in a design
which is appropriate to the house’s architectural style is encouraged.
Removal of an Original Porch
An original porch should not be removed from the main facade or a
readily visible side facade.
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Repair and Replacement
Porch elements which are deteriorated should be repaired or replaced
with matching materials, wherever possible. The use of outdoor
carpeting or artificial turf that will be readily visible is strongly
discouraged. The original porch railings should be retained, wherever
possible. If additional railing height is required, simple metal or wooden
extensions should be utilized so that the original historic configuration
can be maintained.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale,
and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The property is considered a non-contributing to the Edison Park
Historic District.
The proposed aluminum frame screen enclosure on the existing patio,
on the Columbus Street façade, will not have a negative impact on the
historic character of the District

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed screen enclosure complies with
the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Section 114-72(a)(6) and
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation standard 9.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0064.
The proposed improvements shall be constructed as indicated in this
application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLIC INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Ms. Stewart asked if the new roof matched the existing roof.
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Oezlem Oezer, applicant, stated that the new roof was a pan roof that would be
attached to the façade of the home anchor positively, so it was not the same as the
roof that was already there.
Ms. Santucci asked if the current area under the roof was screened in.
Ms. Oezer advised it was not screened in and was proposing to put in the pan roof,
aluminum structures, and also screening in the area. Ms. Oezer advised that the pan
roof would be attached to the super gutter and come out to the end of the rear porch.
Ms. Santucci asked if the carport was screened in.
Ms. Oezer stated that she had not screened in the carport but that she added an
addition to the carport and had extended it by eight feet and had windows installed.
Ms. Santucci asked what the square footage of the home was.
Ms. Oezer advised that the home was currently at 2,100 square feet.
MOTION: It was moved by Ms. Stewart to approve Certificate of Review COR22-0064,
2501 Cortez Blvd., Edison Park historic district: new screen enclosure over existing
concrete pad, based on staff recommendations 1 through 5 and also changing the staff
report to reflect COR22-0064, seconded by Ms. Belcher and unanimously approved 50.
ITEM NO. 4: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0065, 1463
SANDRA DR., EDISON PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: REMOVE 2 GARAGE DOORS,
FILL AREA, AND INSTALL 2 WINDOWS.
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager, Planning Division, Community Development
Department, stated that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 4
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0065
ADDRESS 1463 Sandra Drive
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Edison Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Remove the two (2) garage doors facing Marlyn Road, fill opening utilizing siding to
match existing, and add two (2) windows.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

11/06/95

The City designated the Edison Park area as a Historic District.
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STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
3.
4.

The property located at 1463 Sandra Drive is a contributing structure in
the Edison Park Historic District built in 1945.
The applicant proposes to remove the two (2) garage doors facing Marlyn
Road, fill opening utilizing siding to match existing, and add two (2)
windows.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72 Review
criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(3)

Replacement windows and doors. Replacement windows and
doors should respect the original character of historic buildings
by retaining the original configuration and details of windows
and doors.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES
P.

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND DOORS
The placement and relationship of windows and doors are often critical parts of
the style of a building. The demands of modern energy efficiency and security
standards often lead owners of older building to consider replacement windows.
These guidelines are designed to accommodate replacement windows in a
manner that respects the original character of historic properties.
1.
2.
3.

Replacement windows and doors should retain the same configuration
and details as the originals.
Replacing panes with stained, leaded, or beveled glass is acceptable as
long as the configuration remains the same.
Metal replacement doors may be acceptable as long as they are of the
same configuration as the original door. These metal doors should be
painted or clad to match the trim of the house.
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4.

5.
6.

7.

All replacement windows should have either true divided lights, or molded
exterior muntins, if appropriate. Flat or interior false muntins are not in
keeping with the character of older structures. Muntin design should
reflect the original window configuration. False muntin bars, if used,
should be applied to the exterior of the new windows.
Ideally, window and door openings should not be reduced or enlarged in
size. Alterations to window and door openings should remain in proper
proportion to the overall design of the building.
Sensitively designed exceptions to these guidelines will be considered by
the Historic Preservation Commission when such proposals are conceived
to accommodate the adaptive reuse of older buildings or to conform to the
provisions of the Americans With Disabilities Act.
Glass block replacement windows should be installed only on side or rear
elevations not readily visible from the street.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale,
and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The property is considered a contributing structure in the Edison Park
Historic District.
The removal the two (2) garage doors facing Marlyn Road, fill opening
utilizing siding to match existing, and the addition two (2) PGT windows
will not have a negative impact on the historic character of the house or
the district as a whole.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed garage alteration complies with
the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Section 114-72(a)(6) and
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation standard 9.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0065.
The proposed improvements shall be constructed as indicated in this
application, with the mullions applied to the exterior of the windows.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLIC INPUT: None
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DISCUSSION: Ms. Sabiston asked if the garage was original to the home.
Bill Solis, applicant, stated that it was not original and that a 1700 square foot garage
had been added onto the home back in the year 2000.
Ms. Santucci asked the applicant if his realtor advised him that the home was in a
historic district.
Mr. Solis advised he had been made aware.
Ms. Santucci asked if the inside of the garage was original.
Mr. Solis stated there was nothing on or in the garage that was original.
Ms. Santucci asked for confirmation if the whole garage structure was newer.
Mr. Solis stated the whole garage was built in the year 2000.
Ms. Santucci asked the applicant if he was having issues with outsiders coming into
the back area or if he wanted to remove the garage area.
Mr. Solis stated he was not having any issues with pedestrians.
MOTION: It was moved by Mr. Williams to approve COR22-0065 at 1463 Sandra
Drive, for a removal of two garage doors and replacing with two windows based on
staff recommendations 1 through 5, seconded by Ms. Santucci, and unanimously
approved 5-0.
ITEM NO. 5 MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS: Ms. DeVaughn advised the commission
that McCollum Hall had officially been listed on the national register of historic places
as of April 18, 2022.
Ms. Sabiston advised that the Lee Trust for Historic Preservation had several events
going on in May as May was Preservation month and to contact the Lee Trust at
Leetrust.org and hit the “Contact Us” option or email leepreservation@gmail.com or
contact Ms. Sabiston directly for any questions.
Ms. Sabiston advised that she was still receiving substantial complaints about the ice
machine in the “Patio De Leon” and also that there was a substantial amount of trash
in the dumpsters as well.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that she had been advised by the Director of Public Works that
the trash containers were not able to be moved. Ms. DeVaughn advised that the issues
with the trash compactors had been going on for some time and were still in the
process of being resolved.
Mr. Williams noted an infestation of rodents due to the built-up trash in the
dumpsters.
Ms. Belcher asked if there had been any progress on the home on the corner of Cortez
Blvd. and Marlyn Road that had an unfinished fence as the unfinished fence was a
very bad eyesight for the neighborhood.
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Ms. DeVaughn advised that the permit for the fence was in the progress of being
issued and that the fence should be finished soon.
Ms. Belcher asked if there was a time limit for items to be finished that had been
approved by the Historic Preservation Commission.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that as long as permits remain active, work is still permitted to
be done but that there were currently no rules of time limits to finish approved items.
Ms. Santucci asked if city properties were connected to the Multiple Listing
Service (MLS).
Ms. DeVaughn stated the City does not list to the MLS. She further advised the
designation of the property should it be historic would be listed on the Lee County
Property Appraiser website.
ITEM NO. 6: PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS: Natalie De La Torres
Salas and Sarah Rigsby, Florida Public Archeology Network, gave a short presentation
regarding a local cemetery located off Second Street that was being developed into a
multi-family residence. Ms. Salas and Ms. Rigsby asked for the commission’s help in
order to receive the archeological report done by the developer.
Councilman Bochette suggested that the commission make a motion for him to bring
the request to City Council to have the developer provide the archeological study for
viewing.
Mr. Williams questioned if the City Council had the authority to require the
archaeological report from the developer.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that the request would have to be for the developer to
voluntarily share the report findings as the site was not a designated area.
Ms. Santucci moved for staff to pursue acquiring the archaeological study from the
developer and if that failed, then to request that councilman Bochette to approach City
Council with the request at the May 16th, meeting to further request the archeological
study at the First Street apartments site. The motion was seconded by Ms. Stewart
and unanimously approved 5-0.
ITEM NO. 7: COUNCILPERSON UPDATE: Councilman Bochette gave an update on
the following subjects:



The 1926 City of Fort Myers Plan
The Yacht Basin improvements

OTHER BUSINESS:
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 6:53 o’clock p.m.
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THE CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE JUNE 23, 2022, MEETING
On June 23, 2022, at 4:00 p.m., the City of Fort Myers Historic Preservation
Commission met in the City Council Chambers, Oscar M. Corbin, Jr. City Hall, 2200
Second Street, in the City of Fort Myers, Florida.
ROLL CALL
Gina Sabiston called the meeting to order at 4:28 p.m.
Members Present
Mary Jo Walker
Joe McKenzie
Lisa Belcher
Gina Sabiston
Sawyer Smith
Lynn Stewart

Members Absent
Michelle Santucci
Kevin Williams

Planning Staff Present
Anthony Palermo, Assistant Director
Taryn Thomas, Senior Planner
Monique John, Senior Administrative Assistant
Other Staff
Ron Dente, Assistant City Attorney
Christian Gempesaw, ITS Department
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Ron Dente, Assistant City Attorney, swore in all witness that intended to speak on any
of the agenda items.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 1: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0067,
2206 BAY ST., DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT: NEW SIGNAGE.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager Community Development Department, stated
that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 1
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0067
ADDRESS 2207 First Street/2415 Dean Street/2206 Bay Street
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Downtown Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
The Morgan Building
PROPOSED PROJECT
New signage
DATES

CASE HISTORY

11/21/96

Pre-construction approval for rehabilitation and restoration of the
Morgan Hotel

02/27/98

The City designated the Downtown area as a Historic District.

09/04/98

Reconstruction following fire.

06/29/07

Replace windows on 2nd and 3rd floors

12/12/07

New signage approved.

03/03/08

Window tinting approved, which has since been removed.

01/26/12

Construct new fabric awnings over the windows and doors (not
including existing overhang) along First Street. Replace existing
non-historic doors and windows along First Street only, was
approved.

8/28/14

Application to install trim around stucco columns between
windows on both the First and Dean Street façades.
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12/17/20

New signage approved

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.

2.

The property located at 2207 First Street/2415 Dean Street/2206 Bay
Street is a contributing structure within the Downtown Historic District,
originally constructed in 1924. The structure was remodeled in 19941998, only the layout of the façade and some interior elements are still
historically correct.
The application proposes install two (2) 147.66”x16.5” (16.9 square feet)
non-illuminated signs. The signs will be bronze metal letters stud
mounted to the façades of Bay Street and Dean Street.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72 Review
criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question. These design guidelines
are found in Chapter II of the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.
(b)

Additional criteria for commercial and mixed-use buildings.
(2)

Signs. Signs should not damage or conceal architectural details
or overwhelm the pedestrian scale of historic districts.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES
Q.

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

SIGNS
Appropriate signage in a Historic District can enhance its historic character.
Signs citing the name and the year of construction of commercial buildings are
fairly common practices.
In reviewing applications for new signs, the Historic Preservation Commission
considers their proposed dimensions, graphics, materials, colors, supports, and
locations. All proposed signs must also conform to the City’s Sign Ordinance.
Sign proposals should be submitted directly to the city.
1.

New signage should be kept unobtrusive by selecting traditional
materials such as wood, metal, or stone, and carefully placing signs in
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2.
3.
4.
5.

locations that do not damage or conceal architectural features and
details.
New signs should be sized to be consistent with the pedestrian scale of
the District. Graphics should be kept simple and legible.
Generally, freestanding signs should be no larger than necessary and
should be mounted fairly low to the ground to avoid blocking the
pedestrian’s and motorist’s view.
Graphics painted on windows or applied to fabric awnings are also
appropriate.
Limit the number of colors on signs and relate the colors to adjacent
structures.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed signage complies with City of
Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 114, Section 114-72 (b)(2).
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0067.
The proposed signage shall be completed as indicated in this Certificate
of Review application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: None
MOTION: It was moved by Mr. Smith to approve COR22-0067, 2207 First Street/2415
Dean Street/2206 Bay Street downtown historic district for new signage, seconded by
Ms. Walker, and unanimously approved 5-0.
Ms. Belcher arrived at the meeting at 4:08 p.m.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 2: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0068,
1645 ARDMORE RD., EDISON PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: NEW VINYL FENCE
AND GATES.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager Community Development Department, stated
that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 2
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0068
ADDRESS 1645 Ardmore Road
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HISTORIC DISTRICT
Edison Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT

11/06/95

DATES

Application to install a 72” high PVC decorative fence along the
side and rear yards was approved.

The City designated the Edison Park area as a Historic District.

CASE HISTORY

Install a six-foot (6’) tall white vinyl fence on the sides of the rear yard with gates on
both sides aligned with the front façade.

10/26/10

Application to construct an aluminum structure on the rear of the
house was approved.

Architectural / Historical Elements

10/28/21
STAFF FINDINGS

1.
2.

The property located at 1645 Ardmore Road is a non-contributing structure
within the Edison Park Historic District, originally constructed in 1953.
The applicant proposes to install a six-foot (6’) tall white vinyl fence along the
sides of the rear yard with gates on either side of the front façade of the home,
as shown on the attached site plan.

Table 1. Approval Matrix
Contributing

X

X

Admin. COR Admin.

COR

Non-Contributing

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Table 1. Approval Matrix
and Section 114-72(a)(7). Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this
application, specifically:

Action
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a. Wood and metal fences, excluding chain-link

1. Fencing/Pergolas/Arbors

Site Elements
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b. All other fence types (including vinyl and chainlink)

1

I

I_I

X

X

I

Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(7)
Fences. Fences in front yards make a strong visual contribution
to the historic streetscape and should not be removed or made
incompatible with historic styles.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES
D.

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

FENCES
The Historic Preservation Commission considers fencing to be a major element
in the character of the Historic Districts because of its strong visual
contribution to the historic streetscape. Consequently, all front and street side
yard fencing (interior side and rear yard fencing less than six feet in height is
exempt) within a Historic District requires design review approval. Fence
projects that meet the following guidelines may be approved by the staff, except
that fence projects that involve Conditional Use Permit or Zoning Variance
procedures should be reviewed by the Commission.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fencing in the front and street side yard setback (generally, the area that
is 15 feet behind the sidewalk) cannot exceed three feet in height.
Additional height may be approved by Conditional Use Permit or Zoning
Variance.
Fencing materials and design should be compatible with the architectural
style of the primary structure on the lot. Vinyl fencing is discouraged.
[emphasis added]
For picket fences, the height of the support posts cannot exceed 36 inches
above grade, and the recommended height of the pickets is 30 inches.
Wooden fences should be painted or stained to match or to be compatible
with the house and the neighborhood.
Fencing should not obscure the front elevation of the primary structure
on the property. Therefore, front yard privacy fences should not be
allowed.
Structural members of a fence should be turned in to face the property.
The finished side of the fence should be presented to the street.
On corner lots, the guidelines apply to the front yard and street side yard
of the property.
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SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property
and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The existing building is a non-contributing structure within the Edison
Park Historic District.
The proposal is to install a six-foot (6’) tall white vinyl fence along the
sides of the rear yard with gates on either side of the front façade of the
home, as shown on the attached site plan.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed vinyl fence and gates do not
comply with the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter
114, Table 1 Approval Matrix, and Section 114-72 (a)(7), standard 9 of
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, or the City’s
Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the Denial of
the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0068.
Finding: The Commission has repeatedly stated during public hearings
that vinyl fencing is not appropriate in, or compatible with, the City’s
historic districts.
Staff cannot recommend approval of the proposed vinyl fencing with
gates as it would be contrary to the City’s Design Guidelines for Historic
Properties which discourages vinyl fencing; as well as the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Rational: Per The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring
& Reconstruction Historic Buildings, 2017 (pg. 146), it is not
recommended to introduce, “a new building or landscape feature that is
visually or otherwise incompatible with the setting’s historic character
(i.e., replacing low metal fencing with a high wood fence).”
Finally, section D.2. of the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties states
that fencing materials and design should be compatible with the
architectural style of the primary structure on the lot. Vinyl fencing is
discouraged.
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3.

An appeal of a denial by the Historic Preservation Commission can be
made in accordance with Land Development Code Section 114-85(b)
Appeals.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Mr. Smith asked how the partial vinyl fence had been installed in the
first place since it was discouraged in the Secretary of Interior Standards.
Ms. DeVaughn advised the fence had been installed before language had been added
to discourage vinyl fencing and that since it was in the back of the property it was less
impactful to the historic district; Ms. DeVaughn noted however, the Historic
Preservation Commission had since then made it clear that was no longer the
commission’s opinion.
Ms. Belcher stated that she lived in the neighborhood and that many of the homes in
the district had vinyl fencing.
Ms. Sabiston stated that some of the vinyl fences in the district had been installed
without proper permits.
Mr. McKenzie stated that he did not approve of vinyl fences in the district.
Mr. Smith asked if the Historic Preservation Commission was an objective or
subjective board.
Ms. Sabiston stated that the board took every case on its own merits.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that there had been discussions prior to the Covid-19 pandemic
to prohibit vinyl fences outright, however the language added into the code was that
vinyl fencing was “discouraged”.
Ms. Belcher stated that there was a home on Euclid Avenue that had a six-foot fence
and questioned if that was permitted.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that a six-foot solid fence was permitted on the rear and sides
of properties and on the front or corner lots there was a 20-foot setback.
Ms. Sabiston stated that there were more appropriate materials for the fencing and
that the Secretary of Interior Standards clearly stated that vinyl fencing was strongly
discouraged and was not appropriate.
Ms. Belcher asked if something that was in disrepair and needed to be replaced was
permitted.
Ms. Sabiston advised that it was permitted to replace any disrepairs but that the
repair must be in kind and be exactly the same as before it was in disrepair.
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Ms. DeVaughn confirmed that Ms. Sabiston was correct and advised that the repair
must be in exactly the same place and that it would be considered a non-conforming
use or structure.
Ms. Belcher stated that the commission should be black and white when it comes to
making decisions on vinyl fencing and that there should be no gray areas such as
language in the Secretary of Interior Standards as “discouraging vinyl fencing” instead
of “prohibited”.
Mr. Smith agree with Ms. Belcher.
Mr. McKenzie stated that it was the commission’s job to uphold the aesthetics of
historic districts.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that the code stated that “wood and metal fences excluding
chain-link can be done administratively for both contributing and non-contributing
structures, whereas all other fence types including vinyl and chain-link required
approval and review by the board.
Clayton Nunez, applicant, stated that there was vinyl fencing on the rear and sides of
the property and that he would like to extend the vinyl fencing to the front of the
property instead of the chain-link fencing that was currently installed. Mr. Nunez
stated that there were other homes in the district that had vinyl fencing and that he
was understanding of whatever the board’s decision would be.
Ms. Belcher asked the applicant if his intention was to take the existing fence down
and replace the whole fence.
Mr. Nunez advised that was correct.
Mr. Smith advised the applicant that the Historic Preservation Commission preferred
that he use different materials for the fencing instead of vinyl.
Mr. Nunez stated that wood fencing stained faster than vinyl and required more
maintenance and money and that he would not be able to keep maintenance up on a
wood fence.
Mr. Smith advised there were other types of synthetic material that would meet the
standards of a historic district.
Mr. Nunez advised that he did not have enough funds for the other types of synthetic
materials.
Mr. Smith asked what the choices were for the applicant if the agenda item were to be
tabled.
Ms. Sabiston stated that tabling the item might be more preferable but that it was the
decision of the applicant to request that the item be tabled and asked staff if that was
correct.
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Ms. DeVaughn advised that if the applicant agreed, then the item could be tabled or
continued or that the applicant could withdraw their application and come back with
a new one. Ms. DeVaughn advised that if the request was denied then the applicant
could appeal before City Council but could not apply for another Certificate of Review
for a vinyl fence for six months.
Ms. Sabiston reiterated the options to the applicant.
Mr. Nunez asked why he was not able to replace the small portion of chain-link on the
side and front of his neighbor’s home with the vinyl fencing.
Mr. Smith advised that the Historic Preservation Commission follows certain
standards, and the standards were that vinyl fencing was no longer being permitted in
historic districts which was what the Historic Preservation Commission was trying to
uphold for all future cases.
Mr. McKenzie advised that vinyl fencing was frowned upon in historic districts
statewide.
Douglas Sowden, the applicant’s neighbor, stated that the wood fencing was not worth
it due to the maintenance and cost. Mr. Sowden reiterated that Mr. Nunez was asking
the board to approve the 30 feet of vinyl fencing on the side in between the two homes.
Ms. Sabiston stated that vinyl fencing was not appropriate in historic districts
according to the Secretary of Interior Standards.
Mr. Sowden stated that his home and his neighbor’s home were not contributing
structures.
Ms. Sabiston advised that they were in a historic district therefore the restrictions
applied to the whole district.
Mr. Sowden asked if all the other homes in the district with vinyl fencing had to
remove their fences and replace them with wood fences.
Ms. Sabiston advised that the commission could only speak on the item request that
was before them.
Mr. Sowden stated that there were many houses in the district that had vinyl fencing.
Ms. Sabiston advised that every application was judged on its own merits. Ms.
Sabiston asked the applicant if they wished to withdraw his application.
Mr. Nunez requested to withdraw his application and asked the board for a signed
letter to give to the fence company to be refunded.
Ms. Sabiston stated that she would sign a letter for the applicant to receive his funds
back.
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Ms. DeVaughn stated that she could place the information in the permit notes for the
applicant as she was unaware if the board should be writing the letters for legality
reasons.
MOTION: The applicant withdrew his application.
Ms. Belcher asked if the Secretary of Interior Standards stated that vinyl fences were
discouraged or prohibited.
Ms. Sabiston stated that she did not have the standards with her at the time.
Ms. Belcher asked what the board could do to prevent the same type of situation from
happening with vinyl fences.
Ms. Sabiston stated that she needed to leave at 5:00 p.m. and requested that staff put
a discussion item for fences and the materials allowed in the agenda for the next
meeting.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 3: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0069,
1657 ARDMORE RD., EDISON PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: NEW VINYL FENCE
AND GATES.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager Community Development Department, stated
that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 3
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0069
ADDRESS 1657 Ardmore Road
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Edison Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Install six-foot (6’) tall white vinyl fence gates on both sides of the front façade.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

11/06/95

The City designated the Edison Park area as a Historic District.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
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1.

2.

The property located at 1657 Ardmore Road is a non-contributing structure
within the Edison Park Historic District. Original date of construction is not on
file and the information is not available on the Lee County Property Appraiser’s
website.
The applicant proposes to install six-foot (6’) tall white vinyl fence gates on
either side of the of the home, as shown on the attached site plan.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Table 1. Approval Matrix
and Section 114-72(a)(7). Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this
application, specifically:
Table 1. Approval Matrix
NonAction

Contributing
Contributing
Admin. COR Admin. COR

Site Elements
1. Fencing/Pergolas/Arbors
a. Wood and metal fences, excluding chain-link
/

\\ /

b. All other fence types (including vinyl and chainlink)

X

X
X

X

Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
Fences. Fences in front yards make a strong visual contribution
(7)
to the historic streetscape and should not be removed or made
incompatible with historic styles.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES
D.

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

FENCES
The Historic Preservation Commission considers fencing to be a major element
in the character of the Historic Districts because of its strong visual
contribution to the historic streetscape. Consequently, all front and street side
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yard fencing (interior side and rear yard fencing less than six feet in height is
exempt) within a Historic District requires design review approval. Fence
projects that meet the following guidelines may be approved by the staff, except
that fence projects that involve Conditional Use Permit or Zoning Variance
procedures should be reviewed by the Commission.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fencing in the front and street side yard setback (generally, the area that
is 15 feet behind the sidewalk) cannot exceed three feet in height.
Additional height may be approved by Conditional Use Permit or Zoning
Variance.
Fencing materials and design should be compatible with the architectural
style of the primary structure on the lot. Vinyl fencing is discouraged.
[emphasis added]
For picket fences, the height of the support posts cannot exceed 36 inches
above grade, and the recommended height of the pickets is 30 inches.
Wooden fences should be painted or stained to match or to be compatible
with the house and the neighborhood.
Fencing should not obscure the front elevation of the primary structure
on the property. Therefore, front yard privacy fences should not be
allowed.
Structural members of a fence should be turned in to face the property.
The finished side of the fence should be presented to the street.
On corner lots, the guidelines apply to the front yard and street side yard
of the property.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property
and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The existing building is a non-contributing structure within the Edison
Park Historic District.
The proposal is to install a six-foot (6’) tall white vinyl fence along the
sides of the rear yard with gates on either side of the front façade of the
home, as shown on the attached site plan.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed vinyl fence gates do not comply
with the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 114, Table
1 Approval Matrix, and Section 114-72 (a)(7), standard 9 of the Secretary
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2.

of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, or the City’s Design
Guidelines for Historic Properties.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the Denial of
the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0069.
Finding: The Commission has repeatedly stated during public hearings
that vinyl fencing is not appropriate in, or compatible with, the City’s
historic districts.
Staff cannot recommend approval of the proposed vinyl fencing with
gates as it would be contrary to the City’s Design Guidelines for Historic
Properties which discourages vinyl fencing, as well as the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Rational: Per The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring
& Reconstruction Historic Buildings, 2017 (pg. 146), it is not
recommended to introduce, “a new building or landscape feature that is
visually or otherwise incompatible with the setting’s historic character
(i.e., replacing low metal fencing with a high wood fence).”
Finally, section D.2. of the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties states
that fencing materials and design should be compatible with the
architectural style of the primary structure on the lot. Vinyl fencing is
discouraged.

3.

An appeal of a denial by the Historic Preservation Commission can be
made in accordance with Land Development Code Section 114-85(b)
Appeals.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Douglas Sowden, applicant, stated that the fence was the last bit of
remodeling that needed to be done on his home. Mr. Sowden stated that he felt the
Secretary of Interior Standards language stated “discouraged” for vinyl fences for
homes that were contributing structures in the district and that he was a noncontributing structure. Mr. Sowden stated that his home was surrounded by homes
with vinyl fencing.
Ms. Sabiston stated that should the applicant decide to move forward with the process
and the request was denied, then his next step would be to appeal before City Council.
Mr. McKenzie asked the applicant why he would not consider the fencing composites
that were more historical appropriate since he was only doing two gates.
Mr. Sowden stated that he would still have to come before the Historic Preservation
Commission if he chooses to do composite materials whereas for wood material he
wouldn’t, however with wood he would be wasting his money because he would not be
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able to keep up the maintenance. Mr. Sowden stated if he had to fight any more for
the fence, he wanted then he would just leave the fencing how it currently was. Mr.
Sowden asked if the board would approve him screwing composite material to the
metal gate frames.
Ms. Sabiston stated that the board would need to see the new plans for a difference
fence and that Mr. Sowden could withdraw his application and come to the next
meeting with new design drawings for consideration.
Mr. Smith reminded the applicant that if he did not withdraw and the item was denied
then he would not be able to request a new fence for six months but that he would
have the most ease of options if he withdrew or tabled his request.
Mr. Sowden agreed to table his request.
Ms. Sabiston asked staff if the continuance needed to be made to a date certain.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that the board did not have to decide a date certain as it was
more of an advertising component, therefore, once the item was scheduled for another
meeting a new zoning sign would be advertised in the applicant’s front yard. Ms.
DeVaughn advised the applicant to make sure that he had new site plans showing the
proposed fence he was wanting to do.
MOTION: It was moved by Ms. Walker to table the item, seconded by Mr. Smith, and
unanimously carried 6-0.
ITEM NO. 4 MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS: Ms. Sabiston advised that on June 8,
2022, the City of Fort Myers received a letter about the construction on First Street
and Fowler Boulevard and the disruption of artifacts on the site. Ms. DeVaughn
advised that the site was not located within a historic district and was not a
designated historic property. Ms. DeVaughn advised that the site had been reviewed
by the Planning Board around the year 2019 and that there had not been anything
about archeological interest in the Comprehensive Plan. Ms. DeVaughn advised that
staff was working on a response to the State as there was some disagreement with
some of the findings such as the City of Fort Myers not following the Comprehensive
Plan. Ms. DeVaughn advised that as the site was not designated historic locally and
there was no language in the code in relation to archeological findings, staff had no
authority to make a developer give any information to the City of Fort Myers. Ms.
DeVaughn advised that when the City of Fort Myers had built the Downtown Fort
Myers Library site, there had been an archeologist that was hired to do test digs in
which pottery pieces had been found, however that was only able to be done because
the property was a city and government project. Ms. DeVaughn stated that the City of
Fort Myers was not the developer nor the property owner of the site in question and
that the Community Development Director, Steve Belden, had reached out to the
developer to request that they voluntarily give the City of Fort Myers their
archeological report since there were no guidelines in the Land Development Code that
required the developer to do so.
Ms. Sabiston stated that she had spoken with Tim Parsons who stated that it was part
of the Florida law that developers were not required to submit their archeological finds
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unless it was human remains. Ms. Sabiston stated that the issue was explained in the
first paragraph of the letter which discussed that the artifacts were in the recorded
Fowler Burial Historic Cemetery and that a historical marker had been removed from
the site.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that she had done research for where the marker could have
been but had found no information on a historic marker being there going back to the
year 2011.
Ms. Walker asked what photographs and historic materials were found that was in the
news media.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that as far as she could recall it was broken pieces of pottery.
Natalie De La Torres Salas, Public Archeologist for the Southwest Region, advised that
her and her team have been trying to get the archeology report from the developer
without any success and that the site was not within a historic district zone but that it
was in an archeological zone. Ms. Salas advised that the site had been recorded for
years in the Florida Master Site File which was a photo record of all the historical and
archeological resources in the State of Florida. Ms. Salas stated that the purpose for
her presence at the meeting was to inquire about what the City of Fort Myers planned
to do to resolve the issue and asked the Historic Preservation Commission to
recommend to City Council to review explicitly the statements made in the letter sent
to the city about the archeological site.
Mr. McKenzie asked if the request being made was under the Historic Preservation
Commission purview.
Ms. Sabiston stated that part of the Historic Preservation Commission’s purview was
education of people in the community about history and historic preservation as well
as identifying new historic sites.
Mr. McKenzie asked why the Historic Preservation Commission was being involved
instead of Ms. Salas going directly to City Council.
Ms. Sabiston advised that City Council had asked her to bring the issue forward at the
Historic Preservation Commission meeting.
Mr. McKenzie asked what Ms. Salas wanted from the Historic Preservation
Commission.
Ms. Salas stated that she had already spoken with the developer and their lawyer but
had gotten no cooperation and still needed the archeological report even though legally
the developer was not required to provide the report unless human remains were
found.
Mr. Smith left the meeting at 5:04 p.m.
Ms. Walker asked what information was used to delegate the property site as
archeological.
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Ms. Salas stated that her team had records on why the site was deemed archeological
and that it was a military grave site.
Ms. Walker expressed concerns that the State of Florida had done nothing before the
present time to preserve the property site since it was already a known archeological
site. Ms. Walker expressed disagreement with the City of Fort Myers being threatened
and held responsible for the site when the State of Florida should be held accountable.
Mr. McKenzie asked was the initiation of the issue due to a report that had been
recently done that had pertinent information or had there already been information
that there was buried human remains at the site.
Ms. Salas stated that it was known that the site was an important historic property.
Mr. McKenzie stated it should have been preserved but that the developer had already
met all their requirements to be able to proceed development.
Ms. Sabiston left the meeting at 5:08 p.m.
Ms. Salas advised that she has gone to City Council multiple times and was advised
by them to come before the Historic Preservation Commission.
Ms. Walker suggested recommending to the State of Florida to purchase the property
from the developer if they so wished to further preserve the property.
Ms. Salas stated that she felt the Historic Preservation Commission should continue to
proactively ask for the archeological report and try to work towards strategically what
the next steps would be.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that the original study on the property was done back in the
year 1992 which predated the historic preservation ordinances. Ms. DeVaughn
advised that she had requested the report from the developer and asked Ms. Salas to
share the 30 years’ worth of data that she was in possession of pertaining to the site.
Ms. Salas stated that the planning department of Fort Myers had access to the
information which was in the Florida Master Site file.
Ms. DeVaughn recommended that in the future that when correspondence was sent,
to share the information with the Planning Department proactively as the Planning
department could have been proactive and possibly been able to assist more. Ms.
DeVaughn advised that if she was able to acquire the full study that had been done on
the property, then staff could move forward with putting new language in the code
that would, in the future, require archeological study report findings.
Ms. Walker advised Ms. Salas that if she sent all the information requested by staff to
Ms. DeVaughn then the Historic Preservation Commission would investigate the next
steps to prevent the issue from happening again.
ITEM NO. 5: PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS: None
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ITEM NO. 6: COUNCILPERSON UPDATE: None
OTHER BUSINESS: Ms. Belcher advised that in her neighborhood the roads were
extremely degraded and unsafe.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that she would send the information over to Nicole Monahan,
City engineer, for review. Ms. DeVaughn advised that at the most previous City
Council meeting, it was decided to waive the requirement for a traffic study for a new
stop sign at West First Street and Virginia Avenue.
Ms. Belcher stated that traffic was a big issue on Euclid Avenue due to cars parking
on the street which also made the roads a safety hazard for passing traffic.
Ms. Walker suggested contacting the Lee County school board to have community
officer or city police put at the location at school times.
OTHER BUSINESS: There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 5:24
o’clock p.m.
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THE CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE JULY 28, 2022, MEETING
On July 28, 2022, at 4:00 p.m., the City of Fort Myers Historic Preservation
Commission met in the City Council Chambers, Oscar M. Corbin, Jr. City Hall, 2200
Second Street, in the City of Fort Myers, Florida.
ROLL CALL
Kevin Williams called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.
Members Present
Kevin Williams
Michelle Santucci
Sawyer Smith
Joe McKenzie
Lynn Stewart

Members Absent
Lisa Belcher
Mary Jo Walker
Gina Sabiston

Planning Staff Present
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning and Zoning Manager
Monique John, Senior Administrative Assistant
Anthony Palermo, Assistant Director Community Development
Taryn Thomas, Senior Planner
Other Staff
Travis Cary, Assistant City Attorney
Christian Gempesaw, ITS Department
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Travis Cary, Assistant City Attorney, swore in all witness that intended to speak on
any of the agenda items.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 1: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0070,
2105 FIRST ST., DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT: INFILL WINDOWS AROUND
ATM.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager Community Development Department, stated
that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM #1
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0070
ADDRESS 2105 First Street
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Downtown Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Remove windows adjacent to ATM and fill in openings.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

02/27/98

The City designated the Downtown area as a Historic District.

11/27/00

An application to alterations to the building and new signage was
approved.

05/27/21

An application to remove windows and install an ATM on the
Monroe Street façade was approved.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 2105 First Street is a non-contributing structure within
the Downtown Historic built in 1996.
The application proposes to remove two (2) non-historic aluminum framed
storefront windows around the ATM, fill the openings, and cover with a stucco
finish.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
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Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72(a)(3).
Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question. These design guidelines
are found in the Design Guidelines for Historic Properties.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(3)
Replacement windows and doors. Replacement windows and
doors should respect the original character of historic buildings by
retaining the original configuration and details of windows and
doors.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

P. REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND DOORS
The placement and relationship of windows and doors are often critical parts of
the style of a building. The demands of modern energy efficiency and security
standards often lead owners of older building to consider replacement windows.
These guidelines are designed to accommodate replacement windows in a
manner that respects the original character of historic properties.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Replacement windows and doors should retain the same configuration
and details as the originals.
Replacing panes with stained, leaded, or beveled glass is acceptable as
long as the configuration remains the same.
Metal replacement doors may be acceptable as long as they are of the
same configuration as the original door. These metal doors should be
painted or clad to match the trim of the house.
All replacement windows should have either true divided lights, or molded
exterior muntins, if appropriate. Flat or interior false muntins are not in
keeping with the character of older structures. Muntin design should
reflect the original window configuration. False muntin bars, if used,
should be applied to the exterior of the new windows.
Ideally, window and door openings should not be reduced or enlarged in
size. Alterations to window and door openings should remain in proper
proportion to the overall design of the building.
Sensitively designed exceptions to these guidelines will be considered by
the Historic Preservation Commission when such proposals are conceived
to accommodate the adaptive reuse of older buildings or to conform to the
provisions of the Americans With Disabilities Act.
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7.

Glass block replacement windows should be installed only on side or rear
elevations not readily visible from the street.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property
and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The structure is considered a non-contributing within the Downtown Historic
District.
The proposed removal of two (2) non-historic aluminum framed storefront
windows around the ATM on the Monroe Street façade, fill the openings, and
covering with a stucco finish will not have a negative impact on the historic
character of the district.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the removal of the windows adjacent to the ATM
complies with the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 114,
Section 114-72 (a)(3), as well as standard 9 of the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval of the
Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0070.
The improvements shall be installed as indicated in this application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Ms. Santucci asked the applicant how his exterior hurricane shutters
closed.
Stephen Bowen, representing Edison National Bank stated that the shutters were
installed in 2001 by the City of Fort Myers because all the storefront windows within
the parking garage structure were non-impact so the shutters were used as protection.
Mr. Bowen stated that it was not the applicant’s intent to remove the shutters.
MOTION: It was moved by Mr. Smith to approve COR22-0070, 2105 First Street,
downtown historic district, infill windows around ATM, seconded by Ms. Santucci, and
unanimously approved 5-0.
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 2: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0071,
2747 MICHIGAN AVE., DEAN PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: REPLACE WINDOWS.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager Community Development Department, stated
that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM # 2
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0071
ADDRESS 2747 Michigan Avenue
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Dean Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
N/A
PROPOSED PROJECT
Replace six (6) windows and one (1) door on the side and rear of the house.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

04/27/97

Dean Park was designated a Historic District within the City of
Fort Myers; and 2747 Michigan Avenue was listed as a
contributing structure within the District.

08/17/00

An application to construct a handicapped ramp, deck, and wood
fencing was approved.

09/28/00

An application to restore the front porch with picket railing and
add three (3) columns was approved.

04/27/04

An application for an addition was approved.

05/28/13

The Dean Park Historic District was listed in the National Register
of Historic Places.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 2747 Michigan Avenue is a contributing
structure within the Dean Park Historic District, originally the Sears
Roebuck Kit Home was constructed in 1925.
The applicant is requesting to replace six (6) windows and one (1) door on
the side and rear of the house.
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(3)

P.

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.
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Replacement windows and doors should retain the same configuration
and details as the originals.
Replacing panes with stained, leaded, or beveled glass is acceptable as
long as the configuration remains the same.
Metal replacement doors may be acceptable as long as they are of the
These metal doors
same configuration as the original door.
should be
painted or clad to match the trim of the house.
All replacement windows should have either true divided lights, or molded
exterior muntins, if appropriate. Flat or interior false muntins are not in
keeping with the character of most older structures. Muntin design
False muntin bars, if
should reflect the original window configuration.
used, should be applied to the exterior of the new windows.
Ideally, window and door openings should not be reduced or enlarged in
size. Alterations to window and door openings should remain in proper
proportion to the overall design of the building.
Sensitively designed exceptions to these guidelines will be considered by
the Historic Preservation Commission when such proposals are conceived
to accommodate the adaptive reuse of older buildings or to conform to the
provisions of the Americans With Disabilities Act.

REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND DOORS
The placement and relationship of windows and doors are often critical parts of
the style of a building. The demands of modern energy efficiency and security
standards often lead owners of older building to consider replacement windows.
in a
These guidelines are designed to accommodate replacement windows
manner that respects the original character of historic properties.

FOR

Replacement windows and doors. Replacement windows and
doors should respect the original character of historic buildings
by retaining the original configuration and details of windows
and doors.

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES

(a)

For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.

Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.

Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72 Review
criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
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7.

Glass block replacement windows should be installed only on side or rear
elevations not readily visible from the street.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

3.

The 2747 Michigan Avenue is considered a contributing structure within
the Dean Park Historic District.
The applicant is proposing to replace six (6) windows and one (1) door on
the sides and rear of the house. All mullions shall be affixed to the
exterior of the windows and door and will have a three-dimensional
profile.
The Andersen replacement windows, and door will not be visible from the
street and will not have a negative impact on the historic character of the
house or to the historic character of the Dean Park Historic District.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed window replacement complies
with the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 114,
Section 114-72 (a)(3), as well as standard 9 of the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0071.
The proposed improvements shall be constructed as indicated in this
Certificate of Review application. All mullions shall be affixed to the
exterior of the window and have a three-dimensional profile.
Applicant shall obtain a permit prior to commencement of construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Ms. Santucci asked if the grouping of three windows to the left of the
front door was under the doors in the agenda item request.
Ms. DeVaughn advised they were not.
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Ms. Stewart asked if all the windows were the same size.
Ms. DeVaughn stated that the sizes varies on the windows but the proposed would be
like for like replacements and that no windows or openings would be enlarged or
reduced.
MOTION: It was moved by Mr. Smith to approve Certificate of Review COR22-0071,
2747 Michigan Ave., Dean Park Historic District: replace windows, seconded by Ms.
Stewart, and unanimously approved 5-0.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 3: PUBLIC HEARING: CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW COR22-0072,
3737 MCKINLEY AVE., SEMINOLE PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT: VINYL COATED
CHAIN LINK FENCE IN REAR YARD.
EX PARTE COMMUNICATION: None
Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager Community Development Department, stated
that staff findings were as follows:
BEGIN STAFF REPORT
AGENDA ITEM #3
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0072
ADDRESS 3737 McKinley Avenue
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Seminole Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Install a green vinyl coated chain link fence in the rear yard
DATES

CASE HISTORY

07/20/98

The City designated the Seminole Park area as a Historic District.

05/27/03

An application to replace the wood railing on the 2nd floor porch
with aluminum railings and to construct an aluminum screen
enclosure on the 2nd floor deck.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1. The property located at
non-contributing structure
constructed in 1992.

3737 McKinley Avenue is a two-story
in the Seminole Park Historic District
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2.

The application proposes to install a five-foot tall vinyl coated chain
(green) link fence in the rear yard.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Table 1. Approval Matrix
and Section 114-72(a)(7). Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this
application, specifically:
Table 1. Approval Matrix
NonAction

Contributing
Contributing
Admin. COR Admin. COR

Site Elements
1. Fencing/Pergolas/Arbors
a. Wood and metal fences, excluding chainlink
b. All other fence types (including vinyl and
chainlink)

X

X
X

X

Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation of
applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines described
below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(7)
Fences. Fences in front yards make a strong visual contribution
to the historic streetscape and should not be removed or made
incompatible with historic styles.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES
D.

FOR

HISTORIC

PROPERTIES,

CHAPTER

II.

DESIGN

FENCES
The Historic Preservation Commission considers fencing to be a major element
in the character of the Historic Districts because of its strong visual
contribution to the historic streetscape. Consequently, all front and street side
yard fencing (interior side and rear yard fencing less than six feet in height is
exempt) within a Historic District requires design review approval. Fence
projects that meet the following guidelines may be approved by the staff, except
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that fence projects that involve Conditional Use Permit or Zoning Variance
procedures should be reviewed by the Commission.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fencing in the front and street side yard setback (generally, the area that
is 15 feet behind the sidewalk) cannot exceed three feet in height.
Additional height may be approved by Conditional Use Permit or Zoning
Variance.
Fencing materials and design should be compatible with the architectural
style of the primary structure on the lot. Vinyl fencing is discouraged.
For picket fences, the height of the support posts cannot exceed 36 inches
above grade, and the recommended height of the pickets is 30 inches.
Wooden fences should be painted or stained to match or to be compatible
with the house and the neighborhood.
Fencing should not obscure the front elevation of the primary structure
on the property. Therefore, front yard privacy fences should not be
allowed.
Structural members of a fence should be turned in to face the property.
The finished side of the fence should be presented to the street.
On corner lots, the guidelines apply to the front yard and street side yard
of the property.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale,
and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.

The structure is considered a non-contributing within the Seminole Park
Historic District.
The proposed green vinyl coated chain link fence will be located at the
rear of the house. The green vinyl coating will minimize the impact of the
fence on the historic character of the district.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed vinyl coated (green) chain link
fence and gates complies with the City of Fort Myers Land Development
Code, Chapter 114, Table 1 Approval Matrix and Section 114-72 (a)(7),
and standard 9 of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0072.
The proposed improvements shall be installed as indicated in this
Certificate of Review application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
END STAFF REPORT

PUBLICE INPUT: None
DISCUSSION: Ms. Santucci asked for clarification if the driveway would be a total of
10 feet wide.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that was correct and that staff did not have any guidelines
when it came to chain link fencing. Ms. DeVaughn explained that the City of Fort
Myers itself had codes that did not allow chain link in the front yard any longer
therefore the fence would have to be at least as far back as 20 feet from where the
front setback was. Ms. DeVaughn advised that in the current situation as on a caseby-case basis, staff felt that the green vinyl chain link would be the least obtrusive to
be able to secure the back half of the property.
Ms. Stewart asked if the applicant had considered black vinyl coating.
Ms. DeVaughn stated they had.
Ms. Stewart and Mr. McKenzie stated they felt the black vinyl coating would fade.
Mr. Williams asked if the applicant was present.
Ms. DeVaughn advised they were not.
Ms. Santucci asked if the Historic Preservation Commission regulated color.
Mr. Williams advised that the board normally did not regulate color.
Ms. DeVaughn advised that she could pass the recommendation of a different color on
to the applicant.
Mr. Smith stated that he was not in favor of a chain link gate that would be clearly
visible from the main road in a historic district.
Ms. Santucci agreed with Mr. Smith.
Ms. Santucci suggested aluminum fencing.
Mr. McKenzie stated he would rather see chain link fencing than the current white
fencing.
Mr. McKenzie asked what the neighbor’s fence was made of.
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Ms. DeVaughn stated that she believed it was chain link fencing.
Mr. Williams stated that as the applicant was not present the board could not table
the item and needed to vote on the request.
Mr. Smith stated that procedurally, the board could move the motion, second it, and
then deny it.
MOTION: It was moved by Ms. Stewart to deny the Certificate of Review COR22-0072,
3737 McKinley Ave., Seminole Park Historic District: vinyl coated chain link fence in
rear yard.
Mr. McKenzie asked if the board could table the item.
Mr. Williams advised the applicant was not present and tabling the item would need
consent from the applicant.
The motion was seconded by Ms. Santucci and unanimously passed with the request
denied 5-0.
ITEM NO. 4 DISCUSSION ITEM/PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE UPDATE: Tom Hall, City
of Fort Myers public art consultant, stated that he had prepared a list of potential
points of interest to include on the OttoCast phone application which included all the
points of interest sent to him by staff. Mr. Hall asked for the board, at their leisure, to
look over the list and if there were any that the board felt were inappropriate to cross
them off and for any that had been omitted to include should the board feel, to add
them to the list. Mr. Hall advised that he may have solved the funding issue for the
Ottocast application in terms of how to cover the subscription fees. Mr. Hall advised
that the civil war soldier in Centennial Park was oriented so that soldier faced the river
and there were many members of the Dunbar Community who felt that the position
denigrated the importance of the civil war soldier and the contribution made by the
black soldiers to defending Fort Myers, so the piece of art was going to be lifted and
turned around tomorrow so that it faced the entrance and Edwards Drive. Mr. Hall
advised that after it was put back in the ground, a slurry would be used underneath to
cement and secure it into the ground. Mr. Hall stated regarding Uncommon Friends,
that at the May 17th meeting the committee voted to de-assession the water elements
of the fountain in Centennial Park. Mr. Hall advised that the reason for that was that
the public continued to go into the pool and Hopscotch over the items the pool to
reach the island and take selfies and other photo with the inventors. Mr. Hall stated
that he had received a quote from the miami-based conservation team for $11,000 to
fix all the breakage. Mr. Hall stated that the sculptor was was Don DJ Wilkins, who
had passed last year, but his widow and a group of his friends were trying to find a
sponsor that would underwrite the costs to keep the fountain as is. Mr. Hall stated
that if the family was not successful in finding a sponsor, then his staff would submit
a Certificate of Review.
Mr. Smith asked what happened to the busts that used to be at the building formerly
know as Harborside now known as Caloosa Sound.
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Mr. Hall advised that he had located five of the busts and they were in the foyer of the
Langford Kingston home and that two busts had not been accounted for and was
unsure who moved them.
ITEM NO. 5: MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS: Ms. DeVaughn stated that there had
been an idea pitched to take 1408 First Street, which was now a vacant lot, and turn it
into a pocket park. Ms. DeVaughn advised that she believed it would be a 15-year
lease and that the subject would come before the board at a later time.
Liston Bochette, Councilman Ward 4, stated that the owner of the proposed property
for the pocket park lived in New York and there had been an on-site discussion about
making the property a pocket park. Mr. Bochette stated that the agreement would be
that the city would pay for the drainage improvements, but at a five-year and up lease.
Mr. Bochette advised the subject would come before the board to determine the details
of the pocket park.
Mr. Smith asked why the Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) was involved in
the pocket park project.
Mr. Bochette advised that the CRA was providing funds towards the project.
Ms. Santucci asked who was leasing the property.
Mr. Bochette advised that it was a New York resident that was going to lease the
property back to the City of Fort Myers.
Ms. Santucci asked for clarification if the City of Fort Myers would be responsible for
paying for the drainage system of the park and leasing it back from the owner.
Mr. Smith stated that the drainage would be paid for by the CRA.
Ms. Santucci asked if the CRA was under city hospice.
Mr. Smith stated that by statute the city was allowed to create an agency that diverts
or takes portion of ad valorem taxes that don't go to the city but goes to the agency
designated and it's to be used to clean up light poverty in areas that have high rates of
disease and homelessness.
Ms. Santucci asked who would be accountable.
Mr. Smith stated City Council since they were a self-appointed commission of the
CRA.
Mr. Bochette advised that City Council was very interested on expanding greenspace
around the McGregor Boulevard corridor.
ITEM NO. 5: PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS: Ms. Santucci stated
regarding the proposed pocket park that she did not understand why the City of Fort
Myers would put money into his investment and then lease back what the City of Fort
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Myers had paid to have done to it and then have to redo it and put more money into it
until when the owner decided to capitalize on his investment.
ITEM NO. 6: COUNCILPERSON UPDATE: Mr. Bochette stated regarding the cemetery
issue on First Street, that the developers had sent in a partial clearance on the
property which showed they had done radar ground surveys therefore the issue was
now removed out of the city's hands and put back to the state if the state wanted to
still contest the property. Mr. Bochette stated the missing plaque which stated the
property was a cemetery was still being investigated at the time.
The Historic Preservation Commission advised that the plaque had been found and
was still on the property and had not been moved.
Mr. Bochette stated there had been a request on luminary to consider fencing the
amphitheater in because of the crowd control and that they expected ticket sales but
that the request would be coming before the board. Mr. Bochette stated that the
details entailed the statue that Tom Hall had given a report on, and that Ward 4 would
be contributing to the preservation of the water feature on the statue to stop
pedestrians from hanging on Mr. Edison and Mr. Ford's neck taking selfies. Mr.
Bochette stated regarding Rachel at the Well and the upkeep and maintenance of it
that there were pledges from the Edison Park neighborhood association, Edison of
Florida States, the Southwest Florida garden Council, and The Uncommon friends
Foundation. Mr. Bochette stated McGregor Boulevard was getting a resurfacing to
replace the storm sewerage systems under the road and that he was asking as Council
for final drawings.
Ms. Stewart asked what cross streets would be involved.
Mr. Bochette stated it would stretch from Manuel’s Branch to 5 Points. Mr. Bochette
stated the Edison extension was discussed to expediate traffic from McGregor through
Edison Park at Altamonte Park to 41 and then out to the east side of town. Mr.
Bochette stated the new owners of the historical building on the other side that was at
the entrance from 41 to Cortez and Edison weren’t able to move forward with their
reconstruction because they did have enough parking and that he had suggested to
engineering to come up with some ideas of how to use part of the 3.9 parking spaces
on the Cortez side between Lions Park to harmonize and make it historically
contributing to the building, traffic controlling, aesthetically pleasing. Mr. Bochette
advised that the new owners intended to do a restaurant Brewery with a popular
visitation site.
Mr. Smith asked if the subject was relevant to the Historic Preservation Commission at
the time.
Mr. Bochette stated that it was since the money for the project was within budget.
Mr. Smith stated that the Historic Preservation Commission could not initiate a
construction project.
Mr. Bochette stated that the three advocate areas Ward 4 had asked to be included in
the budget were the pedestrian mall downtown, the intersection at Cortez and 41, and
14
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the third item was south on the 41 medians. Mr. Bochette stated that the decision had
been made to have the Chairman or Chairwoman or the appointed person of the city
committees, i.e., the Art Committee, Bike Committee, Beautification Committee,
Historic Preservation Commission, Economic Development, and Planning Board with
staff and invited guests to get together and have a what's going on in your committee
talk where everyone was able to make a position.
OTHER BUSINESS: There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 5:01
o’clock p.m.
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CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
AUGUST 25, 2022
AGENDA ITEM # 1
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0076
ADDRESS 1745 Ardmore Road
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Edison Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Construct a shade structure with composite roof and aluminum supports.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

11/06/95

The City designated the Edison Park area as a Historic
District.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 1745 Ardmore Road is a contributing structure in
the Edison Park Historic District built in 1947.
The applicant proposes to install a shade structure with a composite roof
and aluminum supports behind the principal structure.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application,
that Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72
Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation
of applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines
described below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(6)

Porches.
Porches
should
configuration and materials.
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retain

their

original

Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES, CHAPTER II. DESIGN
GUIDELINES

K.

PORCHES
The retention of the original porch configuration is very important
for houses in a Historic District. A porch is one of the main defining
features of a house, and it often signifies a building’s age and style.
Replacement with matching materials is essential. Wood porches
and porch steps should not be replaced with brick, ironwork,
concrete, or concrete blocks.
Insensitive porch alteration
compromises the overall appearance of a structure and disturbs its
size and scale.
1.
Enclosure of Existing Porches
Full enclosure of an existing porch will compromise the
historic integrity of a house and therefore is not
recommended. Partial enclosure proposals should be reviewed
by the Historic Preservation Commission on a case by case
basis. Front porch enclosures that reorient the entrance away
from the street are strongly discouraged. To be successful, a
porch enclosure must preserve essential design elements of
the house and must be reversible.
2.
Adding a New Porch
Generally, the addition of a porch changes the original
character of a structure, and therefore a new porch or deck
should not be added to the main facade where one never
existed. Where photographic or physical evidence of an original
removed porch exists, reconstruction in a design which is
appropriate to the house’s architectural style is encouraged.
3.
Removal of an Original Porch
An original porch should not be removed from the main facade
or a readily visible side facade.
4.
Repair and Replacement
Porch elements which are deteriorated should be repaired or
replaced with matching materials, wherever possible. The use
of outdoor carpeting or artificial turf that will be readily visible
is strongly discouraged. The original porch railings should be
retained, wherever possible. If additional railing height is
required, simple metal or wooden extensions should be
utilized so that the original historic configuration can be
maintained.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 1 - 1745
Ardmore Rd (COR22-0076).docx
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August 25, 2022

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall
be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing,
size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the
property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes
the following:
1.
2.

The property is considered a contributing structure in the Edison Park
Historic District.
The addition of a shade structure at the rear of the home with not have a
negative impact on the historic character of the home or on the district as
a whole.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed shade structure complies with the
City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Section 114-72(a)(6) and
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation standard 9.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0076.
The proposed improvements shall be constructed as indicated in this
application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 1 - 1745
Ardmore Rd (COR22-0076).docx
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08/02/2022
Betty Powell (Owner)
1745 Ardmore Road
Fort Myers, FL 33901
Letter of Intent

I would like to put a composite roof over my existing concrete slab which lies directly behind the smalf
cottage on my property at 17451/2 Ardmore Rd. Fort Myers, FL 33901. The back of the cottage faces
west, and the afternoon sun is very intense. This roof would provide much needed shade from the
afternoon sun and help with our electric bill, as the kitchen is on the back (west) side of the house as
well and heats up immensely in the afternoon.
Lester's aluminum will be installing the composite roof. Nick Powell, my son, will be the agent speaking
for me.

Please contact my son, Nick at 239-464-3785 or daughter in law, Marla at 239-246-8368 if you need any
further information.

Thank you,
Betty Powell
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POWELL BETTY R
1745 ARDMORE RD
FORT MYERS FL 33901
Site Address
Site Address maintained by ~ r am Addressing

1745 ARDMORE RD
, FORT MYERS FL 33901
i
Property Description
Do not use for legal documents!

EDISON PARK
BLK 29 PB 7 PG 28
LOTS 10 + 11

JI

Current Working Values

d!J

-ii
383,689

Just
Attributes

Land Units Of Measure o

LT

Unitso
Total Number of Buildings

1.00
2

4/

Total Bedrooms I Bathrooms

3.0

Gross Living Area (multiple buildings, see
Appraisal Details below} o
1st Year Building on Tax Roll o

2,412
1947
Yes

Historic Designation
Image of Structure

!

L~a~t

(

Photo Date January of 2005 )

t_r1_~p~~or1pc3te:

0

V,ew other photos

~-?l_1!1_?g~~-- -

7

Property Value History
Tax Year
~

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

-

-

Land

Just
129,690
128,580
141,530
145,420
141,950
140,490
139,320
134,270

-

34,500
34,500
37,380
37,380
31,630
31,630
31,63C
31,630

I

Market
Capped
Exemptions I Taxable
Assessed Assessed
129,690
129,690
25,000 104,690
128,58(
128,580
25,000 103,58(
141,530
141,530
25,000 116,530
145,420
145,420
25,000 120,420
141,950
141,950
25,000 116,95(
140,490
140,490
25,000 115,490
139,320
139,320
25,000I 114,320
134,270
134,27q _
25,000 109,270

I

CITY OF FORT MYERS

Permit# BLD2020-02925

1825 Hendry Street, Suite 101
Fort Myers, Florida 33901
Commmunity Development

Issued:

Initial Expiration: 3/28/21

BUILDING PERMIT

For Inspection, call (239) 321-7210

Project Name:

Type of Permit:

9/28/20

CONCRETE SLAB (COTTAGE) : ::: ' ,- ''?j :,"l .)

Job Description:

(14x15) Concrete Slab with thickened 12x12 Footers w/2..:/15 rebar- for possible fence or screen
closure later

Job Location:

1745 ARDMORE RD

Parcel#

234424P3020290100

lot:

10.1

Zoning:

RS-6

Owner:

POWELL BETTY R

Applied Date:

9/18/2020

Contact Phone:

239-334-3798

Blk:

29

Flood: X

Subdiv:

EDISON PARK
Fl Map: 12071C027{

Base Flood Elevation:

Entered By:

MND

Contractor Name:
Job Value:
Setbacks Left:

Square Footage:

$2,175.00
Right:

Electric Upgrade?

#Amps:

Type of Gas:

#Gallons:

Mec;:hanical Type:

Replace?

License ·#

Front:

Rear:
Type of Roof:
#Squares:

Tons:

Company Name

Seer:

kW:

Telephone#

WARNING TO OWNER: YOUR FAILURE TO RECORD A NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT
MAY RESULT IN YOUR PAYING TWICE FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO YOUR PROPERTY. IF
YOU INTEND TO OBTAIN FINANCING, 'CONSULT WITH YOUR LENDER OR AN
ATTORNEY BEFORE RECORDING YOUR NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT.
NOTICE: In addition to the requirements of this permit, there may be additional restrictions
applicable to this property that may be found in the public records of this county, and there may be
additional permits required from other governmental entities such as water management districts,
state agencies, or federal agencies.
09/28/2020

Building Official or Authorized Signature
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GENERAL NOTES
CESJGN CRIJERI:')

~

tO REFERENCECSTNIIDAROS
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",,
,,,,

1.1 THE FlORIDA BUIWMG COC£, 7TH EDlllON (2020)
1.4

1.8

ASCE7-1Ei
ASTM SPEORCATlONS !=OR CONCRETE ANO MASONRY
AO 31B-l.ATEST EDITION 8U1WNG CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR STRIJCTURII.L CONCRETE
AO 520,lP.!EST eaTION 9.JILl)NG COOE REQUIREMENTS FOR MASONRY STRUcnJRES
ACM2015
AA ASM35, M ADM1
NATIONAL CES~N SFECIFICATJONS FOR CONSTRUCTION DESIGN coces MO GU!OB.INES.

2 0 DESIGN LOADS
2.1 CESIGN WIND SPEED PER F.B.C, CH, 16 LATEST EaTION
V1.11., =150M.P.H
VMO = 116M.P.M
2.2 RISKCAiEGORl'
•1
8<PO~E CATEGORY
2.4 ALUMINUM LOADING
2.4 .1 DE.AOLOADS
= MEMBERS SELF-V'IEIGHT
2..tl.2 LIVE LOADS
~ 300 LB VERTICAL LOAD ON PRIMARY MEMBERS
= 200 LB VERTICAL LO.AO ON PURLINS
2.4.3 WIND LO.ADS- PER F.8.C. T AB.E l002.4 (MV'tfRSJ
FOR 20x20x0.013" MESH SCREEN:
HORIZONTALPRESSUREONWlNOWARDSURFACE ,.31 PSF
HORIZONTAL PRESSURE ON LEEWARD SURF'ACES ,. 22 PSF
VER:TICALPRESSJRE ON SCREEN 9.JRFACE
•09PSF
VERTICAL PRESSURE ON SOLID SURFACES
• 2SPSF
2.1119-.1
FOR 18x14lt0013" MESH SCREEN, APA.I ES FACTOR
=0.88
2,4.3.2
FACTOR APPUED TO ALLOWABLE STRESS CESIGN PRESSURE:S= 0.6
2A .o1 RAILINGLOADSPERF.B.CSECTION1ti07.8
2.41.4.1
ltNEAR LO.AON HANCfMILS AND GU.AR~AILS
= SOPLF
CO.~ LOADONHANDRNLSANDGUAADV.ILS
2-44.2
=200LB
24.4.3
CONC LOAD ON INTERi\£tlATE RAILS
-= S0lB
2.5 SOLID ROOF SlRUCTURE
.. 5p9F
2.5. l ROOF OEAO LOADS
2.5,2 ROOF LIVE LOAD
=20PSF
2.5.3 FLOOR CE.tO LOADS 2.IIO PS:2.5.4 R.OOR UVE LOAD
=40PSF
2,3,5 BUILONG TYPE
= PARTIALLY ENCLOSB:>
GC:...2+/.Q.55
2,3,8 COMPONENT AND Q.ACOING (ASD) DESIGN VVIND PRESSURES:
ZONE2= +16.0/-27.1 PSF
ZOt,E$;: +18.0l ,3UI PSF

,.,

B

·•

Bi;;~t:§!W~ITI~
1.0 A 'LICBISEO CONTRACTOR SHALL PERFORM ALL SITE WORK IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPUCA6LE
BUILDING coce, LOCAL OROINANCES. ETC
2.0 CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIB.E FOR \IE:RIFYING Al.L E><ISilNG FlaO CONOTIONS ANO OIMEN90t,,1S
PRIOR TO COM/'itENCe.ENT ~ OEM(UTION. CONSTRUCTION AIO'OR FAERICATION. THE
CONTRACTOR SHALL \oERIFY THAT THE HOST STRUCTURE/FOUNDATION IS IN GOOD COt,OTION V,,lTH
THE SJFFICIENT STRENGTH TO SUPPORT PROPOSED STRUCTURE. THE ENGlNEER OF RECORD lS TO
BE CONT ACTED lN WRITING FOR CLARIFICATION IF DISCREPANCIES AA1SE.
3.0 CONTRACTOR TO V!:RIF'I' ALL llMENSIONS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION .WRITTEN llMSIISIONS TO TAKE
~CEIENCE 0\/ER SCALED Ot.ENSIONS IT IS THE CONlRACTOR'S RESFONSIBIL\lY TO Q-!EC1(
THmE Pl.ANS FOR DIMENSIONM. ERROR AND"OR OMS'SIONS PR!OO TO CONSTRUCTION. IF Nf't
ERRORS OR OMISSIONS EXIST IN OOAWlNGS AND SPECIFICATIONS, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY
THE ENGINEER, IN WRITING, WITHIN 10 DAYS OF Fl:ECElPT OF PLANS ANO PRIOR TO P-N.V
CONSTRUCTlON, OR CONTRACTOR ASSUMES THE REt.PONSIBL:IT'I' FOR THE RESJLTS ANO ALL COS'rS
OF RECTIFYING SME
4.0 l HE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR All t.EANS N-40 ~HOOS ASSOOATED\\'ITH 1l£ WORK TO
BE COMPLETED. TH1S IS TO !NO.LICE Ali SHORING At<OIOR BRACING REOUIRED FOR COMPlETION OJ:

PRO..ECT.
5.0 THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROTECTION OF COMPONENTS, FIXTURES, OPENINGS, AND
LANDSCi'PING ON THE SITE FOR WH\Ol ME NOT lNO..UOED 'o'ITH THE SCOPE OF THEIR PROJECT
6.0 Tl-ESE DRAWINGS ANO DETAILS HAVE BEEN PREPMEO AI\O ENGINEeRB) B.\SED 00 INFORMATION
PROVICED SY THE CONTRACTOO AND'OR MNoll.F"ACTUR~ . CONTRACTOR St:IALL NOTIFY THE
ENGINEER OF RECORD FRIOR TO CONSTRUCT10N IF SPEO.AL. SITE c:oND'TIONS ARISE FOR THE
FOUNDATION OR HOST SfRUCTURE

POWELL PROPERTY

~

1745 ARDMORE RD,
~
10 CONCRET'EIFOUl'IIDATION
1.1 SOIL
1.1 1 ASSUMED SOIL BEARING PRESSURE
= 2,000PSF
1.1.2 PRIOR lO COMCRETE PLACEMENT, TREAT ENTIRE SUBSUR!=ACE FOR TERMITES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FS.C. RECUIRl™ENTS FDR Sl.JNROOMS. NOT REOUIREO FOR EXll:RIOR
SCREEN ENCLOSURES
1,1,3 CONrnETe PLACEO OVER A,POLY VAPOR SHIB.DWt--lERE APPLICABLE
1.2 CONCRETE
1 2.t AU CONCRETE SHN.L BE 3,COO PSI MNU'&.JM
1.2.2 CONCRETE SHALL CON=ORM TO ASTM C94 FOR·
12.21
POR1tANDCcMENT, TYPE 1 - ASTMC15'.l
12.2.2
314" AGGREGATE MAXIMUM - ASTM C33
1 2.23
AiR E:NTRAINMENT, +/. 1% - ASTMC200
12.24
WATER REDUCING AGENT - ASTMOl~
1.2.25
0-EM:POTP-&.EWAlER
1.2.2.6
OTHER ADMXTURE SHALL NOT BE PERMITTED
1.2.3
ALL SL.ASS ON GRACE SHAU. BE 4"THICKMINIMUM
1.3 REINFORCEMENT
1.3.1 FIBERME'SH (3,14~ PER OJBC YAA:O) W.Y ElE USEC IN LIEU ~ VofiOED WIRE MESH IF
APPROPRIATE ACl .ANO ASTM REOUIREMEt.ffS ARE MET .
1.3.2 METAL \l'e.DED~REMESH (WWM) SHALL CO/I.FORM TO ASTM A185.
PREPARE AND PLACE CONCRETE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ACI MANUAL ST A./IDARD PRACTICE
PARTS 1, 2 & 3 ALONG WlTH HOT'NEATHER STANIY\ROPRACTICES RECOMMENDATIONS
IF UTILIZING >N EXISTING SIJBI FOOTING,CONCRETE Sl.4a SHALL BE AMINIMJM OF 4" TH1CK
Afo.D VISIBlY FR'EE OF DETERIORATION. SPALllNG OR EXCESS\JE CRACKING. CONTRACTOR
TO VERIFY THAT EXISTING FOOTING IS A MINMJM OF 12"V.,OE A/>O 8" DEEP BEU)\,',/ E)(]STlNG
SLAB OR 12"X12" STRIP FOOTING.
2.0ALUMINUM
2.1 All STRUCTURE$ SHALL BE 6005 TS ALLOY MINIMUM (UN 0)
2.2 STRUCTURAL ALUMlt-.lJM DESIGN SHALL CONFORM TO 'PART 1-A. SPEOACATIONS FOR ALl.Mf.AJM
STRUCTURES - ALLOWAa.E STR8SS CESIGN" OR "PART 't-8 • SPEOACATIONS FOR ALUMll'fJM
STRUCTURES - BUILClNG LOAD ,t.ND RESISTANCE FACTOR CESIG{ll' OI= THE LATEST AL1.Jh111'.\JM
DESIGN MANUAL .
2.3 PROVICE DIELECTRIC SEPARATloN WHERE ALUMINUM COh".ES IN Q)NfACT 'MTH STEEL OR
PRESSURE TREATED LUMBER.
24 AC'rUAL WAll THO<NESSOF EXTPlDEOAU.Mlt-lJM MEMEERSs-t.-U NOT fELESSTHm 0.(l(O".
2.5 SEL~MATING BEAM SECTIONS TO 8E STITCHED WTH #12 SMS SPACED AT 6" ON-CENTER FROM THE
E1'C A.NO 24• ON-CENTER THROUGHOUT THE REMAINCER
2.6 MINIMUM THO.NESS FOR FORMED SHEET ALUMINUM STROCl\JRAL WALL PANELS (!<!CK.PLATES)
SHALL ae 0.024~.
2.7 TYP~H. h£9i SCREEN USED SHALL Be 18x1~0.01!". THE ENGltEER Or RECORD SHALL BE NOTIFIED
IN THE EVENT OF OIFFERE:NT SCREEN MESH USED.
2.6 ROOFBRACINGSHALLBEAMINIM~ 002"x2"x0.050".
2.Sl OOOR LOCATIONS MAY BE DETER~NED IN THE Flt~D BY CONTRACTOR
2.10FOR PICTURE WINDOW MOORCATIONS TO EXISTING $:REEN :8-IQ.OSURES. THE CONTRACTOR
SHM.L VERIFY Ti-IE EXISTING SCREEN &IQ.OSJRE IS IN STRUC1'~AU. Y SQUIIO COt-DllON »o
t.E£TS THE REOUlf?EMENTS OF THE DETAILS 'MTHIN Tl-£SE PLANS.
2111F ENCLOS~E CONTAINS A SV'IIMMING POOL OR SPA, THE ENCLOSLRE SHALL MEET THE FLORIDA
BUILDING COOE,R6$1CENTIAL SECTION R4501 .17 RESIDENTIAL SWIMM!~ BARRIER REOLIIREMENTS
IN ITS ENTIRETY .
2. l2SCR:EEN ROOM ALUMINUM ROOF SECTIONS (COMPOSI TE OR PAN) SHAU. EE saecrrncesGNEO
F:QR TH~ Vi,t,10 PRESSI.EE STATED >MTH!N THE 'M/IO LOADS SECTIONS OF Tl1E GE!IERAL NOTES.
THE saecnoN OF THESE ROOF SECTIONS WAS BASED ON THE SPAN TAB.ES PUEIJSHED AND
CE:RTIFIED Bf lr-.t>S.PENDENT FLORIDA LICENSEO ENGINEERS Y-IITH THE UP·TO-DATE N.O A
3.0 FASTENERS
3.1 ALL FAST~ERS SHALL COMPL'I' 'WITH ASTM A.153.
3.2 ALL CONCRETESCREWS·SHALL BE TAP<XIN, Sl~N. HILTI, REctiEAO OR APPROVED EQUAL
3.3 All LAG OOLTS 9iALL HAVE A ~NIMUM EMBEO OF 8 TlMES SOLT OAMETER INTO smucruRE
FRAMING,
3.4 USE STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 300 18.8 FOR FASTEN~$ CONNEC'ONG AWMfNUM COMPONENTS TO
PRESSURE TReATEO LUMBER, UNLESS OTHERVVISE NOTED ON A. ANS OR MANUFACTURER OF
GALVANIZED OOL T'S SPEOFiES FOR LJSE ~TH PRESSURE TREATE0 WOOD.
3.5 Tl-£ MlNiMUM c.EN'tER TO CENTER SPACING FOR SMS SHALL BE 3!4" A/IO THE t.A.tt-at-UM CENTffi TO
EOOE SP4CING SHALL BE 1/2" UNLESS OTHER\l\'ISE NOTED
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CITY OF FORT MYERS
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW

1)

2)

Name of Historic District the Property is locat
Dean Park or Seminole Park:

6/i«m.U

3)

Locally Designated Landmark? Yes

Downtown. Edison Park,

ore

If yes, name:
4)

National Register of Historic Places? Yes

0€)

If yes, name:
5)

Property Owner(s): Name, address, and email of all owners of the property.
Name and address of all parties having interests in the subject property,
including owners, major stockholders of corporations and beneficiaries of trusts
(attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:

Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:
6)

If Property Owner is other than individuals: Name and address of all parties
having interests in the subject property, including owners, major stockholders of
corporations and beneficiaries of trusts (attach sheets if needed).
Name:

Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

Application for Certificate of Review - 1

7)

Name of Applicant or Agent, if different from above:
((

Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:

Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:
8)

Property Address and Strap#:
No. of Parcels:
1st Address:
Strap #1:
2nd Address:
Strap #2:
3 rd Address:
Strap #3:

9)

Date Property Acquired:

10)

Description of Location of Property. Please list adjacent streets:

ut1dlfA
11)

~~

-+--

~

Surrounding Uses:
Residential application: indicate the type of residential unit on each side of your
property: single family, duplex, apartment building, tri-plex, etc.
Commercial application: list businesses by name and description of use
(e.g. Smith's Auto Service Cente; ; yir of semi-trucks):
Your Parcel:

~

North:

,,

South:

If

East:

"

West:

(f

Application for Certificate of Review - 2

12)

Dimensions, Size of Property:
Length:
Width:
Area in s.f:
Acres:

ll/b(
.....l.b➔
. . ,~.s£....>,L___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13}

Date of Construction of Historic Structure:

14)

Historic Significance: Please supply any information that is known or available re:
dates of importance, distinctive architectural features or materials, construction
techniques, association to persons or events:

15)

Type of work. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:

,q47

Alteration:
Demolition:
constructio~
Reconstruction:
Excavation:
Relocation:

orew:::

16)

Alteration Type. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Dock/ Pier:
Door:

Fence:
Garage:
Gate:
Shed:
Roof:
Windows:
Signage:
Other: explain:

Application for Certificate of Review - 3

17)

Project Description: Describe all work proposed and attach sheets if necessary:

18)

Will another application be required for this property such as a Variance,

t

Conditionaf'Use, or other special application?
NO:
YES: Please Explain:

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Development Services\Forms\Application for Certificate of Review (HPC)\Certificate of Review Application .doc

Application for Certificate of Review - 4

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Individual Owner]

No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:

1(3.J._p,P

I do hereby appoint
rro.reJ).JL
as my
authorized agent and/or att ne for the purpose of representing my interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of this application and proposed
hearing. I understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised.

Signature of
Owner:
Printed Name:

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5 day of AIAgiaj• 20~ by
~~ ~
\N-e....\\
, who 1s personally known to me or
whofis produced 'v-\0.:''2.H, DL
as identification. He/she has
acknowledged to me and before me that he/she executed this instrument for the
purposes therein expressed.

£0

My commission expires:
Notary Public

JAIME LEONARD
Print Notary Name

.·<;_;;,~·;;~/-..

JAIME LEONARD
Notary Public - State of Florida
\iw.f Commission # GG 28 5404
• ··•.Jon'-:?.:.·' My Camm. Expires Feb 1, 2023
Bonded through National Notary Assn.
•
t

1

/~~'f;\

t
1
•
t

DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
(SIGN AND CERTIFY APPLICABLE AFFIDAVIT ATTACHED HEREIN)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR DISCLOSURE OF SUPPORT OR
NOT TO OBJECT
The City Code, Sub-Part A, Administrative Code, Chapter 2, Administration, Article 11, City
Council requires disclosure be made for all items requiring a public hearing before City Council
as follows:
Disclosure requirements. The following provisions related to disclosures are to
Sec. 2-40.
be made by principals at public hearings. The term principal shall include and extend to any
other person or entity appearing on behalf of a principal, including, but not limited to agents,
representatives, attorneys, contract purchasers, or any other individual or entity acting on behalf
of a principal purchaser or owner.
(1)

All persons or entities seeking any approval, contract, concession, license or any other
relief that requires a public hearing before the city council are required to comply with the
disclosure requirements. Provided, however, that in cases in which the relief sought is
related to a land use application, disclosure shall be required only by the applicant for
such relief. Except to the extent such disclosure is prohibited by a confidentiality order
from a court of competent jurisdiction, such persons or entities shall:
a.

In all items requiring a public hearing, including land use matters, disclose in
writing to the city council or verbally on the record at such public hearing, all
moneys or compensation paid or offered to a person(s) or entity to support or not
object to a matter which is set for a public hearing. Disclosure shall be required
whether compensation was paid or offered to the person or entity or to a third
party. Compensation includes money, property, services or any other commodity
having any economic value or any promise or agreement to provide the same in
the future. The disclosure shall include the name of the person or entity offered
the compensation, the specific compensation offered, what the person was
requested to do or refrain from doing in exchange for said compensation, and
whether and to whom the compensation was paid; and

b.

Jn all items requiring a public hearing, including land use matters, disclose in
writing to the city clerk or verbally on the record at such public hearing, all
moneys or compensation as defined above, sought or requested by a person(s)

or entity to support or not object to a matter which is set for a public hearing.
Disclosure shall be required whether compensation was requested for or paid to
the requestor or a third party. The disclosure shall include the name of the
person or entity seeking the compensation, the specific compensation sought.
what the person offered to do or refrain from doing in exchange for said
compensation, and whether the compensation was actually paid and to whom.

(2)

Any violation of the above shall render the relief or item being sought by the
principal voidable by the city council. Violation may also cause any prior

DISCLOSURE OF SUPPORT OR NOT TO OBJECT
(Principal)
Accurate and complete disclosure is required from time of application submittal up to the
time of the actual public hearing. It is the principal's responsibility to disclose any and all
information regarding compensation paid, offered or received up to the time of the public
hearing. Opportunity will be provided at the public hearing to disclosure any additional
information not included on this form.

Describe all monies or compensation paid or offered to a person(s) or entity to support or not
object to a matter which is set for a public hearing. Disclosure shall be required whether
compensation was paid or offered to person or entity or to a third party.
(Compensation includes money, property, services or any other commodity having any
economic value or any promise or agreement to provide the same in the future).
I,

J/ _ .

A

Address:
City, State, Zip:

wun1'- 6fliee phone:

~~~fi:~~%ss:

~;;R::::-: ==~{!ffnl

~

-

~

do hereby acknowledge that I have read the requirements for Disclosure of Support or Not To
Object and offer the following written disclosure. Compensation given or Offered:

Reason for Compensation: Support or Not To Object (circle applicable option).

7b-llfl-

Any failure to make disclosure shall render the relief or item being sought by the Principal invalid.

Violation may also cause any prior approvals to be overturned and can defeat any
vested rights as a result of such prior approval, in addition to any other remedies
allowed by law.

approvals to be overturned and can defeat any vested rights as a result of such
prior approval, in addition to any other remedies allowed by law.

I do hereby acknowledge that I have read the requirements for Disclosure of Support or
Not To Object listed above and recognize that this disclosure must be made in writing
and stated verbally on the record at the public hearing.
Signature of
Principal:
Printed Name:

Sworn to and subscri
~~ ~i&L

whoh"a

~fore me this .,3 day of bv<-r->-ei\.
, 20..dz,. by
v-iz \ \
, who is personally known to me or
;_&_"L
as identification. He/she has

;.c

produced
acknowledged to me and before me that he/she executed this instrument for the
purposes therein expressed.

c=z) _ J ~

My commission expires:

Notary Public

JAIME LEONARD
Print Notary Name

H:\CDD-Admin\COD-Development Services\Forms\AppHcation for Planned Unit Developments (PUD's )\12-3-09 AGENT

AUTHORIZATION AND AFFIDAVIT. disclosure forms.doc

AGENT AUTHORIZATION AND AFFIDAVIT

I.(-•

a

~

being first dulysworn,t:i~
property described as:

P~

e and say that I am the authorized representative of the owner(s) of the

No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:
Agent lnformation: ~~o!G,,~=--4.-..J~~;::...~~~.&::::s-:::::::...__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Celt phone:
Email address:

I hereby certify that the answers to the questions in this application and all sketches,
data, and other supplementary materials attached to and made a part of the application
are honest and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand this
application must be completed and accurate before a hearing can be advertised.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

3

G':.;5~ D~ Vow.e...,\\

day of Av,,~

~

. 20 ~ by

,who is personally known

t ~~&\

0r~...>IL6 ~~(,,_Q_
as identification.
to me or has produced
He/she acknowledged before me that he/she has executed this instrument for the
reasons therein expressed.
Notary Public Signature:

d::_..::::..:=::::::::::::===:::::::::_::::::==---------

Notary Public Name:

My commission expires:

(fr!;f,}fi\

Notary Public - State of Florida
Commission _If GG 28 5404
··-Jon'-0_..-- My Comm. Expires Feb 1, 2023........... Bonded through National Notary Assn.

'--~~JJ!.i:f!

CITY OF FORT MYERS

1825 Hendry Street, Suite 101

Fort Myers. Florida 33901
July 11~ 2022
Phone: 239-458-0258
Email: leslersaluminum@hotmail.com

DEVIN LESlER
LESTER'S ALUMINUM INC.

10231st1ER
Cape Coral, FL 33909

Re:

Case#: BLDR-019990-2822 at 174S ARDMORE RD
Expiration: 12fl4/2022
Project:
Description: Composite roof over existing concrete.

Dear Applicant:
The purpose of this letter is to inform you that the plan review process for the permit application or
resubmit/revision application recently submitted for the subject property has been completed, resulting in the following
comments from City staff:

Historic District

Nicole DeVaughn

~

This appears to be a new structure, not a new roof (as stated in pennit description). New structure will require
approval by the Historic Preservation Commission at a public hearing prior to permit issuance. Application and
instructions can be found at https:/lwww.cilyftmyers.com/1612/Historic.-Preservation. This application cannot be
submitted to this ermit for rocessin .

For permits submitted prior to February 1, 2016, the responses and/or revised plans sba.11 be compiled into equal f
and resubmitted to the Building, Peimitting & Inspections Division. For permits submitted as of February 1,201
one plan set is required to be resuhmitt~ if submitting paper plans. The following shall accompany all revised
plans/responses, regardless ofwhen/how the application was submitted=
1. Resubmit/Revision Applications
2. Cover Letter, descnl>ing all changes and the affected sheet, ifthe plans were prepared by a
licensed Design Professional.
Please contact the City staff member listed above with any questions pertaining to their respective comments.

Sincerely~
CITY OF FORT MYERS
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BLDR-019990-2022
call 1-866-217-9262 to schedule Inspections or pay Invoices using ourautomated phone s,stem.
You may also visit our web$lte at www.cttvllmyep.com/ene,pov to manage your pennlt online.

Pennit#Bl.O _ _ _ _ _ __

PermitReplnilials_
_ _ _ _ __

BUILDING {BLD) PERMIT APPLICATION
Ame: (239) 321-7925- E-Mat. e-pern'lils@cil.com
.OTE: INSPECTION RECORD BOARD &APPROVED DRAWINGS IIUST BE ON JOB SITE
VALUATION $ 2400
(aD work
includqJ fair market ¥Blue d design fees, sile prep, labor, materials.
.
-. and

NAME

Devin Lester

RESS 102 NE 31st Ter

CJTY/Sl'ATEIZIP C8pe Coral / FL / 33909

Aluminum Inc.
@hobnail.com

:

; er
g

;~
ia

/Fl/33901

239-458-0258

EMAIL*

lestersahJminumcom

·For comparies MIit mull'3le pennit cooofinalors, it is recommended
!hat a univelsal emal address be provided.

R-BUILOER D OtJTTO BR> D
Rd

PHONE

s~

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

u

P, ONE - - 1 - - - - ± - - - - - - - - - - - -

AIL _ - - + - - - - . - - - -- - - - - - -

iA.«
If

EIIA[L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

&L

'"'This section to be filled out if different from Prop OMler/Lessee.

· · 1hat al the begoing information is accurate and that all work wiB be done in oompfianoo with all applicable laws
and ZDrJin9- I hereby consent to and agree fD hold the City harmless for 1he use of DRONES b" purposes d conducling required
NING Tq OWNER: YOUR FM.URE TO RECORD ANOTICE Of COMMENCEMENT MAYRESII..Tlf YOUR PAYING 1WJCE
S TO Y'1ff PROPERTY. IF YOU INTEND TO OBTAIN FINANCING. CONSULT WITH YOUR l£NDER OR AN ATTORNEY
GYOUR!NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT.
NIC SUBMISSJON STATEMENT: Under penalty of pei:;,ry, I declare that all the iufomllltioo mnlained fn 1his building permit
:I

1regu1anqg construdll~

correct.
•

buiking permit lhe applicant promises in good faith that 1he Conslruction lien Law statement
to attachment.

IN PRESENCE OF NOTARY PUeuc-

CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
AUGUST 25, 2022
AGENDA ITEM # 2
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0077
ADDRESS 3731 McGregor Blvd.
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Seminole Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Enclose the rear porch with screening
DATES

CASE HISTORY

07/20/98

The City designated Seminole Park area as a Historic
District.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 3731 McGregor Boulevard is a non-contributing
structure in the Seminole Park Historic District built in 1952.
The applicant proposes to enclose the rear screen porch and cover with a
stucco finish.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application,
that Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-72
Review criteria for existing buildings is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 114-72 Review criteria for existing buildings.
For maintaining, improving, and expanding existing buildings, evaluation
of applications for certificates of review will consider the design guidelines
described below as applied to the alteration and building in question.
(a)

Criteria for maintenance and improvements.
(6)

Porches.
Porches
should
configuration and materials.
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retain

their

original

Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022 [revised 8/24/22]

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES, CHAPTER II. DESIGN
GUIDELINES

K.

PORCHES
The retention of the original porch configuration is very important
for houses in a Historic District. A porch is one of the main defining
features of a house, and it often signifies a building’s age and style.
Replacement with matching materials is essential. Wood porches
and porch steps should not be replaced with brick, ironwork,
concrete, or concrete blocks.
Insensitive porch alteration
compromises the overall appearance of a structure and disturbs its
size and scale.
1.
Enclosure of Existing Porches
Full enclosure of an existing porch will compromise the
historic integrity of a house and therefore is not
recommended. Partial enclosure proposals should be reviewed
by the Historic Preservation Commission on a case by case
basis. Front porch enclosures that reorient the entrance away
from the street are strongly discouraged. To be successful, a
porch enclosure must preserve essential design elements of
the house and must be reversible.
2.
Adding a New Porch
Generally, the addition of a porch changes the original
character of a structure, and therefore a new porch or deck
should not be added to the main facade where one never
existed. Where photographic or physical evidence of an original
removed porch exists, reconstruction in a design which is
appropriate to the house’s architectural style is encouraged.
3.
Removal of an Original Porch
An original porch should not be removed from the main facade
or a readily visible side facade.
4.
Repair and Replacement
Porch elements which are deteriorated should be repaired or
replaced with matching materials, wherever possible. The use
of outdoor carpeting or artificial turf that will be readily visible
is strongly discouraged. The original porch railings should be
retained, wherever possible. If additional railing height is
required, simple metal or wooden extensions should be
utilized so that the original historic configuration can be
maintained.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 2 - 3731
McGregor Blvd REV 8-24 (COR22-0077).docx
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Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022 [revised 8/24/22]

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall
be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing,
size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the
property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes
the following:
1.
2.
3.

The property is considered a non-contributing structure in the Seminole
Park Historic District.
The enclosure of the porch on the rear of the home will not have a negative
impact on the historic character of the district as a whole.
The porch to be enclosed is 79.91-feet from the property line along
Roosevelt Avenue.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed enclosure of the screen porch
complies with the City of Fort Myers Land Development Code,
Section 114-72(a)(6) and Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation standard 9.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the approval
of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0077.
The proposed improvements shall be constructed as indicated in this
application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 2 - 3731
McGregor Blvd REV 8-24 (COR22-0077).docx
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Historic Review Letter of Intent
We are requesting the following alterations to an existing residential structure located at 3731 Mcgregor
Blvd, Fort Myers FL 33901. Enclosing the screened patio to create additional livable sp~ce. We are also
requesting that the former utility closet be converted to a full bathroom.

Project Name: Mcgregor
Property Owner: Josiah Tripp
Agent: John-Carlo Nanfro
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Notes:

NO NOTES

3731 McGregor Boulevard
Fort Myers, FLORIDA 33901
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Cfient File It. 20ENT-0341

M.E. Land Surveying, Inc.
10665 SW 190th Street
Suite 3110
Miami, FL 33157
Phone: (305) 740-3319
Fax: (305) 669-3190
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MELAND
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General Notes:
1.) The Legal Description used to perfonn this survey was supplied by others. This survey does

::~~~~1=~~1:~: =!;r::;;:·~~u%~;~s°~ 0

not determine or is not to Imply ownership

3731 McGregor Boulevard
~:~ ~:
;:! i~1~~,~~re~=:;m;,:i~:~~!~::~~~~=~~~tion
Fort Myers, FLORIDA 33901
d dosed geometric figures was found to exceed lhis requirement. Well-identified features as depleted on the Survey Mcip were meastze ID an
1
.,__ _.;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---!
inf~~sur1ey,
Flood Information:
the location of such Items was shown to us by others and the Information was not verified.

~li~~e~:~::~t'!1~:.:fn~~~

Community Number: 125106
Panel Number: 12071 C041 OF
Suffix: F
Date of Finn Index: 08/28/2008
Flood Zone: X
Base Flood Elevation:
Date of Field Work: 06/22/2020
Date of Completion: 06/23/2020

5.) Examination ofttie abstract of title will have to be made to determine recorded Instruments, if any. affect this
property. The lands shown herein were not abstracted for easement or other recorded
encumbrances not shown on the plat.
6.) Wall ties are done to the face of the wall.
7.) Fence ownership 1s not determined.
B.) Bearings referenced to line noted B.R also are assumed.
9.) Dimensions shmvn are planed and measured unless otherwise shown.
10.) No identification found on property corr.ers unless noted.
11.) Not wlid unless sealed wilh the signing surveyors embossed seal.
12.) Boundary survey means a drawing and/or graphic representation of the survey woo performed in the field,
oould be draV"m at a shovJn scale and/or not to scale.
13.) Elevations if shown are based upon NGVD 1929 unless otherwise noted.
14.) This is a BOUNDARY SURVEY unleS3 otherwise noted.
15.) This survey is exclusive for the use of the parties to whom it is certified. The certifications do not extend
to any unnamed parties.

16.) This survey may be used for construction/permitting purposes

Legal Description:
Lot 2 and 7 and the North 29 feet of Lots 3 and 8, of Block B, of SEMINOLE PARK, according to the plat thereof, as recorded in Plat
Book 5, Page 54, of the public records of Lee County, FLORIDA
Printing Instructions:
While viewing the survey in any PDF Reader, select the File
Drop-down and select "Print". Select a color printer, if available;
or at least one with 8.5" x 14" (legal) paper.
Select ALL for Print Range, and the # of copies you would like to
print out.
Under the "Page Scaling" please make sure you have selected
"None".
Do not check the 'Auto-rotate and Center" box.
Check the "Choose Paper size by PDF" checkbox, then click OK
to print.

Certified To:
KCAP RE Fund II LLC
Entitled, LLC
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
DLP Lending Fund, LLC
its successors and/or assigns as their interest may appear.
Please copy below for policy preparation purposes only:
This policy does not insure against loss or damage by reason of the following
exceptions: Any rights, easements, interests, or claims which may exist by reason
of, or reffectad by, the following facts shown on the survey prepared by

Miguel Espinosa , for M.E. Land Surveying Inc., dated 06/23/2020
bearing J o b # ~

a.

~MELAND

~-

Survey #:B-74209

NONOTES

M.E. Land Surveying, Inc.
10665 SW 190th Street, Suite 3110 Miami, FL 33157
Phone: (305) 740-3319
Fax: (305) 669-3190
LB#:7989

Client File#: 20ENT-0341
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CITY OF FORT MYERS
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW

Date:
1)

8/5/2022

Address of Property to be Reviewed:
3731 Mcgregor Blvd, Fort Myers, FL 33901

2)

Name of Historic District the Property is located in:
Dean Park or Seminole Park:

Downtown, Edison Park,

Seminole Park
3)

Locally Designated Landmark? Yes or!No l
If yes, name:

4)

National Register of Historic Places? Yes orl No !
If yes, name:

5)

Property Owner(s): Name, address, and email of all owners of the property.
Name and address of all parties having interests in the subject property,
including owners, major stockholders of corporations and beneficiaries of trusts
(attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

6)

Josiah Tripp
3731 Mcgregor Blvd
Fort Myers, FL 33901
386 538 0973
jtrippinvestments@gmail.com

If Property Owner is other than individuals: Name and address of all parties
having interests in the subject property, including owners, major stockholders of
corporations and beneficiaries of trusts (attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

Application for Certificate of Review - 1

7)

Name of Applicant or Agent, if different from above:
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

8)

John-Carlo Nanfro
JC Building Company LLC
1610 SW 89 pl
Miami FL 33165
305 609 0325
jnanfro@jcbuildco.com

Property Address and Strap#:
No. of Parcels:
1st Address:
Strap #1:
2 nd Address:
Strap #2:
3 rd Address:
Strap #3:

1
3731 Mcgregor Blvd, Fort Myers, FL 33901
35-44-24-P1-0040B.0020

9)

Date Property Acquired:
7/7/2022

10)

Description of Location of Property. Please list adjacent streets:
SEMINOLE PARK
BLK B PB 5 PG 54
LOTS 2 + 7 + THE N 29 FT OF LOTS 3 + 8

11)

Surrounding Uses:
Residential application: indicate the type of residential unit on each side of your
property: single family, duplex, apartment building, tri-plex, etc.
Commercial application: list businesses by name and description of use
(e.g. Smith's Auto Service Center, repair of semi-trucks):
Your Parcel: Single Family
North:

Single Family

South :

Single Family

East:

Single Family

West:

Single Family

Appl ication for Certificate of Review - 2

12)

Dimensions, Size of Property:
Length:
Width:
Area in s.f:
Acres:

13)

40'-0"
72'-0"
1832 (g ross livable)
.53

Date of Construction of Historic Structure:
1952

14)

Historic Significance: Please supply any information that is known or available re:
dates of importance, distinctive architectural features or materials, construction
techniques, association to persons or events:
There is no historical significance known for this specific property.

15)

Type of work. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Enclosing existing screened porch & converting utility
Alteration:
closet to restroom.
- - - - -- - -- -- - - -- -- -- - DemoIiti on:
New construction:
Reconstruction:
Excavation:
Relocation:

16)

Alteration Type. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Dock/ Pier:
Door:
Fence:
Garage:
Gate:
Shed:
Roof:
Windows:
Signage:
Other: explain:

Enclosing existing screened porch & converting utility
closet to restroom.

Application for Certificate of Review - 3

17)

Project Description: Describe all work proposed and attach sheets if necessary:
Please reference attached signed and sealed plans. Enclosing existing screened
porch & converting utility closet to restroom.

18)

Will another application be required for this property such as a Variance,
Conditional Use, or other special application?

[ijoJ
YES: Please Explain:

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Development Services\Forms\Application for Certificate of Review (HPC)\Certificate of Review Application.doc

Application for Certificate of Review - 4

AGENT AUTHORIZATION AND AFFIDAVIT

I, (Name)
being first duly sworn, depose and say that I am the authorized representative of the owner(s) of the
property described as:

No. of Parcels:
Addresses:

- 3-:{,=---r,,-,--.......,.
. ,l Pl-,-~- ~- - o- L..
---=~a--,-\/a-___,f-o_r-_ ,-_M
_y_e_r_S_,___,[, ,.l-. - ')--=~,.. . .,q,.'tl
. . -+-/

(

Strap#:

:½ - qq -i-d

=w,-&fib B. !io:z.o

I

Agent Information: Jo
. h '1 La r I0 JJ?,o?'ra Dv,1,y 11 c o( , )(, 0u;J di()?} C0rv-, oq"i.,
Address:
lt.'/0 ~w ?'7 .P{
'
v
City, State, Zip: ; Ji. tql'h i .
3':> l c; S
Office phone:
,.
- - -- - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - CeII phone:
1>t S /;Cr7 O) v ,;
Email address:
, J N o.rvfr 11@ J C. (101 I Go. l,Otvy

..P L

J

I hereby certify that the answers to the questions in this application and all sketches,
data, and other supplementary materials attached to and made a part of the application
are honest and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand this
application must be completed and accurate before a hearing can be advertised.

Printed Name:

~

/-2

Signature:

J

cc:;z:.rf

o

tJ 0ol)fro ~

Sworn to and subscribed before me this':)

~\~\~

.':x:fu\ £\f\ 1 ct)\(\

7

day of

9U~ )S:\

.20~, by

, who is personally known

~ D$-96 L\ \;,(.;;C\Cotr'

\...
as identification.
to me or has produced
He/she acknowledged before me that he/she has executed this instrument for the
reasons therein expressed .
Notary Public Signature:
Notary Public Name:

My commission expires:

MON'.0UE JOHN
MY COMMISSION# HH 237815
EXPIRES: June 12, 2026

LlC

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Individual Owner]
~

'

I,
cl 5 ~ «- \,_
\ .f ~- ~
, being first duly sworn,
depose and say that I am the oner of the property described as:

:J:

No. of Parcels:
Addresses :
Strap#:

J

-C__

lo

NC¥"\ VO

I do hereby appoint
2 ~""
a.f
as my
authorized agent and/or attorney for the purpose of representing my interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of this application and proposed
hearing. I understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised.

Signature of
Owner:
Printed Name:

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

~

A-uJv':tt ,

day of
20 Z,1,...by
79 \9?
~
who is pei-sonally known to me or
who has produced ~~=.cq
l_,t..H\t;,~
as identification. He/she has
acknowledged to me and , fore me that he/she executed this instrument for the
purposes therein
r %/ d.

\li;,I~

~5=

,

My commission expires:

Print Notary Name

DISCLOSURE OF SUPPORT OR NOT TO OBJECT
{Principal)
Accurate and complete disclosure is required from time of application submittal up to the
time of the actual public hearing. It is the principal's responsibility to disclose any and all
information regarding compensation paid, offered or received up to the time of the public
hearing. Opportunity will be provided at the public hearing to disclosure any additional
information not included on this form.

Describe all monies or compensation paid or offered to a person(s) or entity to support or not
object to a matter which is set for a public hearing. Disclosure shall be required whether
compensation was paid or offered to person or entity or to a third party.
(Compensation includes money, property, services or any other commodity having any
economic value or any promise or agreement to provide the same in the future).
I,

Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:
do hereby acknowledge at I have read th requirements for Disclosure of Support or Not To
Object and offer the following written disclosure. Compensation given or Offered:

\flO.J'-{

Reason for Compensation : Support or Not To Object (circle applicable option).
Any failure to make disclosure shall render the relief or item being sought by the Principal invalid.

Violation may also cause any prior approvals to be overturned and can defeat any
vested rights as a result of such prior approval, in addition to any other remedies
allowed by law.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR DISCLOSURE OF SUPPORT OR
NOT TO OBJECT
The City Code, Sub-Part A, Administrative Code, Chapter 2, Administration, Article II, City
Council requires disclosure be made for all items requiring a public hearing before City Council
as follows:
Sec. 2-40.
Disclosure requirements. The following provisions related to disclosures are to
be made by principals at public hearings. The term principal shall include and extend to any
other person or entity appearing on behalf of a principal, including, but not limited to agents,
representatives, attorneys, contract purchasers, or any other individual or entity acting on behalf
of a principal purchaser or owner.
(1)

(2)

All persons or entities seeking any approval, contract, concession, license or any other
relief that requires a public hearing before the city council are required to comply with the
disclosure requirements. Provided, however, that in cases in which the relief sought is
related to a land use application, disclosure shall be required only by the applicant for
such relief. Except to the extent such disclosure is prohibited by a confidentiality order
from a court of competent jurisdiction, such persons or entities shall :
a.

In all items requiring a public hearing, including land use matters, disclose in
writing to the city council or verbally on the record at such public hearing, all
moneys or compensation paid or offered to a person(s) or entity to support or not
object to a matter which is set for a public hearing. Disclosure shall be required
whether compensation was paid or offered to the person or entity or to a third
party. Compensation includes money, property, services or any other commodity
having any economic value or any promise or agreement to provide the same in
the future. The disclosure shall include the name of the person or entity offered
the compensation, the specific compensation offered, what the person was
requested to do or refrain from doing in exchange for said compensation, and
whether and to whom the compensation was paid; and

b.

In all items requiring a public hearing, including land use matters, disclose in
writing to the city clerk or verbally on the record at such public hearing, all
moneys or compensation as defined above, sought or requested by a person(s)
or entity to support or not object to a matter which is set for a public hearing.
Disclosure shall be required whether compensation was requested for or paid to
the requestor or a third party. The disclosure shall include the name of the
person or entity seeking the compensation, the specific compensation sought,
what the person offered to do or refrain from doing in exchange for said
compensation, and whether the compensation was actually paid and to whom.

Any violation of the above shall render the relief or item being sought by the
principal voidable by the city council. Violation may also cause any prior

CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
AUGUST 25, 2022
AGENDA ITEM # 3
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-75
ADDRESS 2300 First Street
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Downtown Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
New nine (9) story hotel.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

02/27/98

The City designated the Downtown area as a Historic
District.

07/28/16

Application approved to construct a nine (9) story mixed-use
building and remove the non-historic fountain and a portion
of the brick courtyard.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The property located at 2300 First Street is a vacant lot within the
Downtown Historic District located at the southeast corner of First
and Jackson Streets.
The application proposes to construct a nine (9) story hotel.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application,
that Land Development Code, Chapter 114 Historic Preservation, Section 114-75
Sec. 114-75. Review criteria for new construction.
For new construction in historic districts and on landmark sites, evaluation
of applications for certificates of review will consider the guidelines found [in]
Chapter III, section C, Design Guidelines for Historic Properties. These guidelines
address major aspects of new construction so that new buildings and other

Page 1 of 4

Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022

improvements will complement and enhance historic areas rather than
compromise their integrity:
(a)

Height. The height of new buildings should be reasonably similar to
historic buildings on the same of block or historic district.

(b)

Proportion. New buildings should be similar to nearby buildings in
proportion of width to height.

(c)

Rhythm. The building's façade should maintain the rhythm of the
historic streetscape. Entrances should be oriented to the street, and
blank walls or garage doors should never dominate a prominent
(street facing) façade.

(d)

Setbacks. The distance from the building to the front property line
should be similar to adjacent and nearby buildings, even if that
distance is greater than required by current city codes.

(e)

Materials and texture. New buildings should be compatible with
adjacent and nearby buildings on the block as to materials and
texture. Building materials and textures should be those used
historically for all major surfaces.

(f)

Roof shapes. Roofs for new buildings should be similar to nearby
buildings or in the historic district.

(g)

Architectural details and decorative features. The design of new
buildings should take their cues from the basic forms and
decorative elements of block or historic district.

(h)

Styles. Contemporary styles should be harmonious in form,
material, and scale with the character of the block or historic
district.

(i)

Windows. Window size and proportions should be similar to those
used historically. To create larger surfaces of glass, consider
combining several standard windows in a row. Mullions (muttons
or grills) should be applied to the exterior of the window,
sandwiching mullions between glass panes is highly discouraged.

(j)

Infrastructure. Infrastructure upgrades should enhance rather than
detract from the character of historic district. Changes can
dramatically affect the character of streets, alleys, sidewalks, street
trees, on-street parking, lighting, etc.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
H. NEW CONSTRUCTION
New construction in Historic Districts can achieve a number of important
City of Fort Myers goals. New construction can reverse blighted conditions a new building can replace a burned-out structure, or new construction can
occur on a debris-strewn or overgrown lot. New construction can increase
housing opportunities for the City, bringing new people into the
neighborhood that will enjoy the established urban setting and become
involved in neighborhood activities.
H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 3 - 2300 First St
(21COR73).doc.docx
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Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022

New construction in historic areas, often called infill construction, has
occurred throughout the country. When successful, the new structures have
complemented an historic area and enhanced its overall character. In
contrast, insensitive new construction can compromise the integrity of an
historic area and possibly result in lowered property values.
The purpose of the Design Guidelines for New Construction is to ensure that
the architectural character of Fort Myers’ Historic Districts is maintained
and enhanced. The Historic Preservation Commission does not specify a
particular architectural style or design for new construction projects. The
scale, mass, and size of a building are often far more important than the
decorative details applied. New or infill construction should not seek to
mimic or match exactly existing buildings in the District, as historic
reproductions tend to confuse observers, now and especially in future years.
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property.
The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features
to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

2300 First Street is a vacant property in the Downtown Historic
District.
The proposed new nine (9) story hotel will be as follows:
a.
Arched entryways on both First and Jackson.
b.
A natural stone façade for the first and second floors
c.
Red brick façade for stories 3-6.
d.
A light-colored exterior insulation and finish system (EIFS)
will cover the façade of stories 7-9.
e.
Flat metal framed canopies will extend over the sidewalks.
f.
Aluminum storefront door and window system.
No outdoor lighting or signage is included in the COR application
and must be approved at a future date.
The nine (9) story building will have a maximum height of 110 feet
10 inches at top of parapet. Elevations prepared by brp Architects
shows a maximum height of 210 feet 10 inches because the first
floor begins at 100 feet 0 inches.
There will be no on-site parking.
A Planned Unit Development, Ordinance No. 3828, granted
additional height, with a maximum of nine (9) stories and 142.5 feet
in height.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 3 - 2300 First St
(21COR73).doc.docx
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Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022

7.

Staff finds that the proposed hotel is in character with the style and
proportions of the neighborhood and will not have a negative impact
on the historic character of the Downtown Historic District.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the new nine (9) story hotel is in character
with the City of Fort Myers Code of Ordinances, Chapter 114,
Section 114-75, and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation standard 9.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the
approval of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0075.
The proposed new construction shall be done in accordance with
the plans as indicated in this Certificate of Review, and as show on
the elevations prepared by brp Architects, dated 08/04/22.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 3 - 2300 First St
(21COR73).doc.docx
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l1IIERES
CAPITAL
Harley Sisler
ERES Capital I Director
harlev .sislerfa'erescompanies.com
Cell: 336.413.3410
To Whom It May Concern,
I hope this letter finds you well. Please accept this Letter of Intent and its request of your time and
consideration in the review of the hotel that we are developing at 2300 First Street (the SE corner of First
and Jackson) in downtown Ft. Myers, Florida. We ask for your blessing, support and approval as it relates
to all matters and responsibilities of the Historic Preservation Committee (HPC}.
The Historic Preservation Committee' s objective is to "Promote an awareness of the significant
architectural, cultural heritage and historic resources of the City." Glven our site is located within the
Downtown Historic District per Map O of the Comprehensive Plan, and we are surrounded by beautiful
buildings ofhistorical significance that will only enhance our project, we feel that it is important to us and,
indeed it is required, that we receive your support and approval.
As it relates to the benefits provided to the city and surrounding community, the project will complement,
both functionally and aesthetically, the downtown "walkability" and vibrancy of First Street, acting as a
high-end, quality book end to the numerous restaurants, bars, retail stores and locally owned businesses
along the main artery of the downtown. Further, the project will generate significant tax revenues (sales,
room, real estate, etc.) above and beyond what the current, vacant lot supports.
According to Gerald Hendry of Ma,'--well Hendry Simmons Real Estate Appraisers and Consultants, 'The
construction phase ofthe [140] room hotel project in this location is expected to support 396 jobs and create
a total economic impact of $42,721,215 ... On an ongoing operational basis, the project is expected to
directly support 44 jobs in the first year and between 62 and 81 jobs total in the first five years ofoperations.
These are jobs directly associated with the ongoing operations, management, and maintenance of the hotel
project and affiliated parking garage. As previously mentioned, a reasonable holding period for the
developer of a project such as this is 5 years. Glven that holding period, the ongoing operational impacts
have been measured across those 5 years. The total economic impact of the 5 year ongoing operations is
$44,263,792. The impacts reported for each ofthose years ($7,794,636 to$ I 0,265,086) would be felt within
the given operational year."
"Based on the analysis performed consistent with the proposed project characteristics, cost, and location,
the total economic impact of the project from inception through the end of Year 5 of operations is
$86,985,007 with job support of 745 jobs."
The name of our project, in its current iteration, will be the Hilton Tempo Downtown Ft Myers. The
ownership group consists ofTom DiBenedetto, Tim O 'Reilly, Mike Elliott and David Fry. Harley Sisler is
the agent representing the ownership group.
We truly appreciate your time, consideration, and support in making this project a success.
Sincerely,

Private & Confidential

INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLICANTS of
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES
CHAPTER 114 of the
CITY OF FORT MYERS LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE
The City of Fort Myers has three historic districts within its City limits. They are named
the Downtown District, Edison Park, Dean Park and Seminole Park. Chapter 114 of the
Land Development Code (LDC) was adopted to set forth regulations, among other things,
for review of alterations, construction, and demolition of structures located within the three
designated historic districts. The review takes place prior to submittal for any other
permits, including building permits. For complete regulations concerning Historic
Preservation, please refer to Chapter 114 of the Land Development Code.
The Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) has been formally established to meet and
review the architectural details of any construction to take place in order to preserve the
architectural integrity of the historic districts. The staff of the Planning Division of the City
serves as staff to the HPC; and, processes and reviews proposed construction of
structures, additions and accessory structures within all three historic districts.
When a Certificate of Review is Required or Not Required: The regulations for when
a Certificate of Review is required or not are included in the Land Development Code,
Chapter 114, Section 114-71, as follows:
(1)
(2)

Before altering, relocating, or demolishing any structure, and before any
new construction, within a historic district that has been designated by the
City of Fort Myers.
Before altering, relocating, or demolishing any structure, and before any
new construction, on the site of a landmark that has been designated by the
City of Fort Myers.

When not required. A certificate of review is not required for the following activities, as
described later in this article:
(1)
(2)
(3)

A certificate of review is not required for ordinary repair and maintenance
that does not change the design, material, or appearance of exterior
elements; see section 114-42(a)(1).
The color of paint on painted surfaces may be changes without a certificate
of review. However, see section 114-72(a)(2) for criteria regarding painting
of unpainted surfaces including brick or masonry.
During a state of emergency, certain required repairs may be made without
a certificate of review; see section 114-81.

Instructions for the Application: The following instructions are to be followed in order
to submit an application for a Certificate of Review.
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1) Pre-Application Meeting with City Staff
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A Pre-Application Meeting with City Staff is required prior to submittal of an
application for construction of a new building (not including a shed).
The applicant will be asked to describe the nature of the project.
Please bring a drawing of the proposed project to the meeting. Any type of
drawing may be used but must be to scale. Pictures may be used for
accessory uses like fences or sheds.
Staff will discuss applicable standards, applicable information requirements,
application format requirements, and the timing of review and approval.
Arrangements for the meeting may be made by calling the Community
Development Department, Nicole DeVaughn, Planning Manager, 3217975.

2) Application Deadline; Review
Public hearings cannot be scheduled until all required information is provided.
a.
b.
c.

In order to be heard that same month, a complete application must be
submitted by the 1st Friday of the month.
Once an application is submitted, the City will notify the applicant whether
the application is complete and sufficient for review.
The Historic Preservation Commission shall, within 60 days of staff’s receipt
of a complete application package, hold a public hearing upon each
application. (Sec. 114-83.)

3) Staff Report and Recommendation
a.
b.
c.

A staff report will be prepared following the conclusion of review that will
include basic information regarding the project.
The staff report will include a recommendation, listing the deviations, terms
or conditions for the project.
Staff will recommend approval, approval with conditions, or denial of the
request.

4) Sign shall be Posted on the Property
a.
b.
c.

The applicant is responsible for posting a sign provided by the City on the
subject property regarding the date and time of the Public Hearing in front
of the Historic Preservation Commission.
The sign must be posted a minimum of seven (7) days prior to the meeting.
A notarized Affidavit of Posting and a picture of the posted sign must be
returned to staff prior to the meeting. Digital dated photos may be emailed.
(Sec. 114-76.)
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5) Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) Public Hearing
a.
b.
c.
d.

The Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) meets regularly on the
4th Thursday of each month at 4:00 p.m. in City Council Chambers at City
Hall, 2200 Second Street.
The applicant or agent shall be present at the scheduled hearing. If you are
unable to attend, notify Staff one week prior to the meeting.
The HPC will review the application for consistency with the Secretary of
Interior Standards and City regulations; consider the Staff report and
recommendation; and make a final decision.
HPC members volunteer to serve without compensation and are appointed
by the City Council.

6) Number of Copies of the Application for Submittal
a.
b.
c.

Submit one (1) original and 14 copies of the application plus all required
attachments.
Submit to the Community Development Department by the 1st Friday of the
month for staff review.
Additional copies may be required later if additional information is required,
for distribution to the Commission. Staff will contact the applicant and notify
them of the number and date the copies are due for the public hearing, if
any.

7) Fees: there are no fees at this time.
8) Attachments for All Applications
The following documents shall be submitted with all applications. A total of one (1)
original and 14 copies of the application and all attachments are required for each
submittal. Drawings shall be a minimum of 8.5” x 11” or 11” x 17” in size, unless larger
copies are required by staff due to the scope of the project. The following is a list of
attachments to be submitted with the application.
a.

Letter of Intent stating:
i. the actual request
ii. why the request is being made
iii. benefits to the City and surrounding community
iv. name of the project, owner, and agent

b.

Forms Signed and Notarize (Provided by City, See Attached)

c.

A copy of a recent survey.
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d.

Existing Conditions Site Plan: The existing conditions site plan, if not
included on the survey, must be drawn to scale: recommended are 1/8”,
3/16” or ¼” = 1 inch. An aerial may be permitted as a substitute as
determined by staff. Please include the following on the site plan.
i. North arrow and scale.
ii. Date of preparation of the plan.
iii. Name and location of all alleys and existing streets adjacent to the
site.
iv. Location and width of all easements for utilities and drainage within
and/or adjacent to the site.
v. Perimeter lot line.
vi. Location, height and type of fencing on the property.
vii. Location of adjacent sidewalks.
viii. Footprints of all buildings on the property including sheds, garages
and carports.
ix. Distance between buildings and the property line.
x. Footprint of driveway and walkways.
xi. Location of major trees, if applicable.

e.

Samples: Samples of materials to be used shall be submitted with the
application as needed to fully describe the proposed appearance, color,
texture, materials or design of the building(s), structure(s) and any
outbuilding, wall, courtyard, fence, landscape feature, paving, storage,
architectural element or exterior lighting.

f.

Elevations of all sides of the building to be modified shall be provided.

g.

Manufacturer specifications shall be provided for all material changes,
including but not limited to doors, windows, fences, siding, roofing, etc.

h.

Adequate information to enable the Historic Preservation Commission to
visualize the effect of the proposed undertaking on adjacent buildings and
streetscape within an historic district shall be provided.

i.

Photos of the structure to be modified shall be provided with the application.

9) Attachments for New Structures or Additions to Existing Structures. In addition
to the items listed in (8) above:
a.
b.
10)

Full plans and specifications, signed and sealed
Landscape plans, signed and sealed

Disclosure of Ownership Requirements. No application shall be accepted
unless it is presented on the official forms provided by the City.
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a.

Any person or entity holding real property in the form of a partnership,
limited partnership, corporation, assignment of interest, trust option,
assignment of beneficial interest, or any form of representative capacity
whatsoever for others, except as otherwise provided in Chapter 98 of the
land development code, shall make a public disclosure in writing, under
oath, and subject to the penalties prescribed for perjury. In the case of a
trust, the four (4) largest beneficiaries must also sign the affidavit.

b.

Exemption include the beneficial interest which is represented by stock in
corporations registered with the federal securities exchange commission or
in corporations registered pursuant to Chapter 517, Florida Statutes, whose
stock is for sale to the general public.

c.

The written disclosure shall be made to the city manager at the time of
application. The disclosure information shall include the name and address
of every person having a beneficial interest in the real property, however
small or minimal. All evidence submitted shall be subject to the city’s
satisfaction, and said satisfaction shall be liberally interpreted in favor of the
city’s interest having a beneficial interest in the real property, however small
or minimal

d.

The city shall send written notice to the person required to make
disclosures, under Chapter 98 of the land development code, prior to the
time when such disclosures are required to be made, which written request
shall also inform the person required to make such disclosure that such
disclosure must be made pursuant to this article.

e.

Sign in blue ink, and certify applicable affidavit attached herein.

It is important that the application be filled out properly. The City
accepts no responsibility for the completeness and accuracy of the
application, and will not process an incomplete or inaccurate
application.
H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\COR Application\COR Instructions (rev 6-7-19).docx
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CITY OF FORT MYERS
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW
Date:
1)

August 4, 2022

Address of Property to be Reviewed:
2300 First Street

2)

Name of Historic District the Property is located in: Downtown, Edison Park,
Dean Park or Seminole Park:
Downtown District

3)

Locally Designated Landmark? Yes or No
If yes, name:

4)

National Register of Historic Places? Yes or No
If yes, name:

5)

Property Owner(s): Name, address, and email of all owners of the property.
Name and address of all parties having interests in the subject property,
including owners, major stockholders of corporations and beneficiaries of trusts
(attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

6)

See attached list of Owners

If Property Owner is other than individuals: Name and address of all parties
having interests in the subject property, including owners, major stockholders of
corporations and beneficiaries of trusts (attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

Application for Certificate of Review - 1

Attachment to #5

David Fry

3429 Hibiscus Drive
Fort Myers, FL 33901
davidfry@comcast.net

Mike Elliott

1819 Main Street
Suite 1000
Sarasota, FL 34236
Mike.elliott@erescompanies.com

Tim O’Reilly

4045 E. Sunshine
#200
Springfield, MO 65809
tim@ohospitalitymanagement.com

Tom DiBenedetto

96 Nahant Road
Nahant, MA 01908
jinvestors@aol.com

{999 / 01 / 01003430.DOCX v1}

7)

Name of Applicant or Agent, if different from above:
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

8)

7 Dey Street, Apt. 22E
NY, NY 10007
336-413-3410
Harley.Sisler@erescompanies.com

Property Address and Strap #:
No. of Parcels:
1st Address:
Strap #1:
2nd Address:
Strap #2:
3rd Address:
Strap #3:

9)

Harley Sisler

One
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
13-44-24-P4-00408.001B Folio ID: 10162407

Date Property Acquired:
January 28, 2022

10)

Description of Location of Property. Please list adjacent streets:
Property is located on the SE corner of First and Jackson St. in downtown Fort Myers, FL

11)

Surrounding Uses:
Residential application: indicate the type of residential unit on each side of your
property: single family, duplex, apartment building, tri-plex, etc.
Commercial application: list businesses by name and description of use
(e.g. Smith’s Auto Service Center, repair of semi-trucks):
Your Parcel:

Proposed high-rise Tempo by Hilton Hotel

North:

Sidney & Berne Davis Art Center and RE/MAX real estate office

South:
East:
West:

Century Link - Residential home internet service provider
Roetzel Andress - Legal Professional Association
Izzy's Fish & Oyster - restaurant

Application for Certificate of Review - 2

12)

Dimensions, Size of Property:
Length:
Width:
Area in s.f:
Acres:

129.82' on SW side, 128.22' on NE Side
83.67' on NW side, 104.02' on SE side
12,036 SF
0.28 Acres

13)

Date of Construction of Historic Structure:

14)

Historic Significance: Please supply any information that is known or available re:
dates of importance, distinctive architectural features or materials, construction
techniques, association to persons or events:

15)

Type of work. Mark with an “X” for those that apply:
Alteration:
Demolition:
New construction:
Reconstruction:
Excavation:
Relocation:

16)

X

Alteration Type. Mark with an “X” for those that apply:
Dock/ Pier:
Door:
Fence:
Garage:
Gate:
Shed:
Roof:
Windows:
Signage:
Other: explain:

Application for Certificate of Review - 3

17)

Project Description: Describe all work proposed and attach sheets if necessary:
Proposed project will be a nine story high-rise Tempo by Hilton Hotel with 140 guestrooms.
The first floor will include a lounge/cafe area open to the public. The second floor will
include meeting spaces for multiple venues such as wedding, small conferences, etc.
The ninth floor will have a bar, which will also be open to the public. Also on the
ninth floor, there will be an outdoor pool and indoor fitness room for guests.

18)

Will another application be required for this property such as a Variance,
Conditional Use, or other special application?
NO:
YES: Please Explain: Due to changing the exterior elevations of the project, the PUD
will need to be amended through public hearing process.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Development Services\Forms\Application for Certificate of Review (HPC)\Certificate of Review Application.doc
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T.O. PARAPET
210' - 10"
ROOF
206' - 10"

9TH FLOOR
194' - 10"

8TH FLOOR
182' - 10"

LIGHT-COLORED EIFS
COMPLIMENTARY TO THE
STUCCO BUILDING TO THE
NORTHWEST OF THE PROPERTY.

7TH FLOOR
172' - 6"

6TH FLOOR
162' - 2"

5TH FLOOR
151' - 10"

RED BRICK TO MATCH IZZY'S
FISH AND OYSTER BUILDING TO
THE WEST OF THE PROPERTY

I
4TH FLOOR
141' - 6"

3RD FLOOR
131' - 2"
NATURAL STONE TO MATCH
STONE ON THE SIDNEY & BERNE
DAVIS ART CENTER TO THE
NORTH OF THE PROPERTY

2ND FLOOR
117' - 2"

1ST FLOOR
100' - 0"

NATURAL STONE AT ARCHES DETAILED
SIMILAR TO FIRST NATIONAL BANK ON THE
CORNER OF FIRST ST AND HENDRY ST.

NORTH ELEVATION

0'

8

16

32

64'
319 N. Ma in Ave, Suite 200

THFF - TEMPO HOTEL

Springfield, MO 6SB06

rp

Phone: 417.865. 6 l00

ARCHIT:CTS

2300 FIRST STREET, FORT MYERS, FL 33901

www.brporc.com

08/04/22

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCREEN.

T.O. PARAPET
210' - 10"
ROOF
206' - 10"

9TH FLOOR
194' - 10"

8TH FLOOR
182' - 10"

7TH FLOOR
172' - 6"

6TH FLOOR
162' - 2"

5TH FLOOR
151' - 10"

4TH FLOOR
141' - 6"

3RD FLOOR
131' - 2"

2ND FLOOR
117' - 2"

1ST FLOOR
100' - 0"

WEST ELEVATION

0'

8

16

32

64'
319 N. Ma in Ave, Suite 200

THFF - TEMPO HOTEL

Springfield, MO 65806

Phone: 417.865.6100

ARCHIT:CTS

2300 FIRST STREET, FORT MYERS, FL 33901

www.brporc.com
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MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCREEN.

T.O. PARAPET
210' - 10"
ROOF
206' - 10"

9TH FLOOR
194' - 10"

WINDOWS ANGLED TO CAPTURE
VIEWS OF THE PORT/RIVER AND
AVOID DIRECT VIEWS INTO
ADJACENT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

8TH FLOOR
182' - 10"

7TH FLOOR
172' - 6"

6TH FLOOR
162' - 2"

5TH FLOOR
151' - 10"

4TH FLOOR
141' - 6"

3RD FLOOR
131' - 2"

2ND FLOOR
117' - 2"

1ST FLOOR
100' - 0"

EAST ELEVATION

0'

8

16

32

64'
319 N. Ma in Ave, Suite 200

THFF - TEMPO HOTEL

Springfield, MO 65806

Phone: 417.865.6100

ARCHIT:CTS

2300 FIRST STREET, FORT MYERS, FL 33901

www.brporc.com
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T.O. PARAPET
210' - 10"
ROOF
206' - 10"

9TH FLOOR
194' - 10"

8TH FLOOR
182' - 10"

7TH FLOOR
172' - 6"

6TH FLOOR
162' - 2"

5TH FLOOR
151' - 10"

4TH FLOOR
141' - 6"

3RD FLOOR
131' - 2"

2ND FLOOR
117' - 2"

1ST FLOOR
100' - 0"

SOUTH ELEVATION

0'

8

16

32

64'
319 N. Ma in Ave, Suite 200

THFF - TEMPO HOTEL

Springfield, MO 65806

Phone: 417.865.6100

ARCHIT:CTS

2300 FIRST STREET, FORT MYERS, FL 33901

www.brporc.com

08/04/22
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SQ. FT. TABLE
FLOOR
1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
5TH
6TH
7TH
8TH
9TH
TOTAL

ROOM MATRIX
SQ. FT.
9,410
10,388
10,889
10,292
10,292
10,292
10,292
10,292
8,335
90,482

FLOOR
2ND
3RD
4TH
5TH
6TH
7TH
8TH
9TH
TOTAL

KING
3
12
12
12
12
12
11
0
74

QQ
6
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
58

K ACC
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
4

QQ ACC
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
4

TOTAL
10
21
21
21
21
21
18
7
140

CONNECTING ROOMS - 26 TOTAL
KING ROOMS - 78 TOTAL
DOUBLE QUEEN ROOMS - 62 TOTAL
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ZONING INFDRMA TION PROVIDED BY: CITY OF FORT HYERS, COHHUNITY D£V£LOPH£NT
JJEPARTNENT/PLANNING, DATEJJ1 DECEMBER 30, 2021, ZDNING VERIFICATION LETTER
ORDINANCE No. 3828 ADOPTED ON HARCH 5, 2018
ZONING IJESJGNA TIONi PUD (PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT)
BUILDING SIZE REQUIREMENTS,
(2) SMART CODE REQUIREHENT1 SECTION 118,8,6,G,2, URBAN CENTER SUHHARY TABLE,
HEIGHT, REQUIRES 2 STORIES HINIHUH, 7 STORY HAXIHUH; BONUS HEIGHT DETERMINED
BY EXCEPTION ARCHITECTURAL JJESIGM
WARRANT! ALLOW A HAXIHUH HEIGHT DF NINE (9) STORIES DR 142.5 FEET AT RIDGE HEIGHT.

1□

i
1□

ALTA I NSPS
LAND TITLE SUR VEY

20

30

A PARCEL OF LAND LYING IN
PORTION OF BLOCK 8,
HOMESTEAD OF JAMES EVANS,
<PLAT BDOK 1, PAGE 23, INSTRUMENT No. 2007000282723)
SECTION 13, TOWNSHIP 44 SOUTH, RANGE 24 EAST,
PUBLIC RECORDS OF LEE COUNTY, FLORIDA

SCALE IN FEET

SETBACK REQUIREMENTS1
(8) SMART CODE REQUIREMENT, SECTION 118,8,6.G,2. URBAN CENTER SUHHARY TABLE,
SETBACKS ALLOWS A 0 FOOT TD 10 FOOT MAX/HUH FRONT AND SIDE YARD SETBACK.
WARRANT! ALLOW ENCROACHMENT INTO THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY AS FOLLDWS1

DESCRIPTION: PE:R TITLE: CDMMITME:NT
A PARCEL OF LAND LYING IN BLOCK 8, HDH£ST£AD OF JAHES £VANS, PLAT
BOOK 1, PAGE 23, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF LE£ COUNTY, FLDR/JJA, BEING
HORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS;

FIRST STREET RIGHT-OF-WA y,
A. THE STREET LEVEL AWNING/CANOPY WILL ENCROACH A HAXIHUH OF 10 FEET 6 INCHES.
B. TH£ CORNICE LINE WILL ENCROACH A HAXIHUH OF 18 INCHES,
C. THE ROOF £AVES WILL ENCROACH A HAXIHUH OF 24 INCHES.
.JACKSON STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY,
A. TH£ STREET LEVEL AWNING/CANOPY WILL ENCROACH A HAXIHUH OF 8 FEET O INCHES.
B. TH£ CORNICE LIN£ WILL ENCROACH A HAXIHUH OF 18 INCHES.

•
0
□

PARKING RE:QUIREMENTS,

P.R.M.
P.C.P.
P,U.E,

6, PUBLIC PARKING, TH£ PLACE ON FIRST PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT IS LOCATED WITHIN
TH£ DOWNTOWN CORE PEDESTRIAN SHED AND IS £X£HPT FROH PROVIDING ON-SIT£ PARKING
PER SECTION 118,8,5,A.7, THOUGH TH£ DEVELllPER HAY BE PROVIDING SPACES llN-SIT£,

D.E.

F.P.L.E.
INST.
P.T.
D.R.
(S)

<Ml
<Pl
(D)

(I)

LI

RN

...

P. □.B.

R.'w'.B.
'w',M.
'w'.V.
F.H.
0/H

P.P.

G.A.&W.
E.B.
C,T,B,
T.S.B.
NI □

N/T,T,
ELEV.
B.M.
~

A/C
~

s.v.

E.B.M.H.
c. □.

G.V.
S.S.M.H.

LEGEND:
SET 114 IRON ROD (CAP LB6'9CD
FOUND IRON ROD <I.R.)
CONCRETE MONUMENT (C,M.)
PERMANENT REFERENCE MONUMENT
PERMANENT CONTROL P□ INT
PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT
DRAINAGE EASEMENT
FLORIDA P □ 'w'ER & LIGHT EASEMENT
INSTRUMENT
POINT □ F TANGENCY
OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK
AS PER SURVEY
AS MEASURED
AS PER PLAT
AS PER DEED
CURVE NUMBER
LINE NUMBER
RIGHT-OF-WAY
CENTERLINE
POINT □ F BEGINNING
RECLAIM 'w'ATER BOX
'w'ATER METER
WATER VALVE
FIRE HYDRANT
OVERHEAD P □ 'w'ER
P□ 'w'ER POLE
GUY ANCHOR & WIRE
ELECTRIC BOX
CABLE TELEYISI □ N BOX
TELEPHONE SERVICE BOX
NAIL S. DISK
NAIL 3. TINTAB
ELEVATION
BENCHMARK
TYPICAL ELEVATION
AIR CONDITIONER
CONCRETE
SE'wER VALVE
ELEC BOX MANHOLE
CLEAN □UT
GAS VALVE
SA NIT ARY SE'w'ER MANHOLE

CDHMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF BLOCK 8 OF JAMES £VANS
HDHESTEAD, PLAT BOOK 1, PAGE 23, RUN WESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHERLY
RIGHT OF WAY LIN£ OF FIRST STREET 109.00 FEET TD THE NORTHWEST CORNER
OF AN EASEMENT RECDRJJED IN OFFICIAL RECORDS BllOK 3318, PAGE 2068 ANIJ
THE POINT [JF BEGINNING. FROH SA/JJ POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTINUE ALONG
SAID RIGHT OF WAY LIN£ S55"00'00'W FOR 83.67 FEET TU TH£ EASTERLY
RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF JACKSON STREET; THENCE S26°00'00'E ALONG SAID
RIGHT OF WAY LINE FOR 129.82 FEET; THENCE LEAVING SAID RIGHT OF WAY
LINE, RUN PARALLEL TD FIRST STREET N55"00'00'E FDR 104,02 FEET, THENCE
RUN N35"00'00"'W FDR 128,47 FEET TD TH£ POINT OF BEGINNING.
TOGETHER WITH TH£ EASEMENT HEREIN DESCRIBED AS1
PEJJESTRIAN INGRESS / EGRESS EASEMENT
LEGAL DESCRIPTillN llF A PARCEL llF LAND LYING IN BLOCK 8, HOMESTEAD OF
JAMES £VANS, PLAT BOOK 1, PAGE 23, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF LEE
COUNTY, FLORIJJA, BEING HORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS;
CDHHENCING AT TH£ NORTHEAST CORNER OF BLOCK 8 OF JAHES EVANS
HDHESTEAD, PLAT BOOK 1, PAGE 23, RUN WESTERLY ALONG TH£ SOUTHERLY
RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF FIRST STREET 109.00 FEET TD THE NllRTHWEST CDRNER
OF AN EASEMENT RECORDED IN OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK 3318, PAGE 2608 AND
THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
FROM SAID POINT OF BEGINNING, LEAVING SAID SOUTHERLY RIGHT OF WAY LINE
RUN S35"00'00"'£ ALONG THE WESTERLY LIN£ OF SA/IJ EASEMENT FDR 78.65
FEET; THENCE RUN N55°17'40'£ ALONG THE DUTSIJJE FACE llF A BLOCK WALL
FDR 19.38 FEET TD TH£ WESTERLY LINE OF A PARCEL DESCRIBED IN OFFICIAL
RECORDS BOOK 1369, PAGE 2273; THENCE RUN PARALLEL TD LEE STREET
N32"00'00'W ALONG SAID WESTERLY LINE FDR 78.86 FEET TD THE SOUTHERLY
RIGHT DF WAY LINE OF FIRST STREET; THENCE LEAVING SAID VESTERLY LINE
RUN S55"00'00'W ALONG SA/IJ SDUTHERL Y RIGHT OF WAY LIN£ FDR 23.50 FEET
TD THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

SURVEY NOTES:
1. BASIS OF BEARING SHDWN HEREON TAKEN FRON THE SDUTHEASTERL Y
RIGHT-OF-WAY LIN£ OF FIRST STREET, AS BEING S.55"00'00'W.
2. FIELD NOTES IN HOMESTEAD OF JAMES EVANS.
3. THIS CERTIFICATION IS ONLY FDR LANDS DESCRIBED HEREON. IT IS NOT A
CERTIFICATION DF TITLE, ZONING DR FREEDDH DF ENCUHBRANCES.
4. THIS SURVEY IS BASED ON TITLE COHHITHENT BY OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL
TITLE INSURANCE CDHPANY, FILE No. 19109469 PF, DATED: NOVEMBER 29, 2021.
5. UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES AND UTILITIES, IF ANY, ARE NOT INCLUDED.
6, THIS HAP/PLAT IS CONSIDERED SIGNED USING A DIGITAL SEAL IN ACCORDANCE
WITH TH£ APPLICABLE STATE LAWS AND STATUTES FS 668.001-006; FS 668.50;
FS 472.0E5; 5J-17.06E, FLORIDA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE, STAT£ OF FLORIDA.
7. ALL BE/JR/MiS AND IJISTANCES ARE PLAT AND lt£ASlREIJ, lN..ESS OTHERWISE SJ-ClWN
B. /SSLJtW:£ lF THIS IRAW/"6, FRt:J,f THIS FIRM SHALL NOT RELIEVE Tf£ BU/LJLR
ANDAR ca-lTRACTfRS CF Tf£ RCSPOVSIBILITY TD REVIEW AND VERIFY ALL /IIJTES,
Dil£NSICNS, ELEVATit:J,JS, ANIJ AI1£RENC£ TD APPLICABLE JJUILJJIMj cares PRifR TD
CCH£NC£J,,£NT lF ANY ct:l>ISTRlCTit:J,J. BUJLJLR M4Y tcEIJ TD AD..JJST ELEVAT/t:J,J
ANDAR SETBACKS PR/CR TD ca-lSTRfLTJal/ IF OTI-CR RESTRICT/r::JvS EXIST.
9. THIS SLR\tf'Y IS INT£Nl£D m BE VIEWED AS AN 18X24, ZO SC/JLE IRAWit-Ki.
10. BENCHMARK DERIVED FROM GPS RTK NETWORK FPRN 0103,
ELEVATION 35:67 NAVD 1988.
11. ELEVATIONS ARE NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM OF 1988 <NAVD 1988).
FLOOD ZDN£1 'A£' EL£VATION1 7' NAVD 1988
COMMUNITY No., 125106 PANEL No., 0288
SUFFIX --- F REVISION DATE1 8/28/08
HAP NUMBER: 12071C0288F

ALTA NOTES:
ITEH 16, AT TH£ TIHE OF THE SURVEY THERE WAS ND OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE
OF EARTH HOVING DR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
ITEM 17, THERE ARE ND CONTOIPLATEJJ RIGHT-OF-WAY DR ROADWAY CHANGES
AND ND OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE OF RECENT STREET DR SIDEWALK
CONSTRUCTION REPAIRS.
ITEM 19, SURVEYOR HAS OBTAINED A PROFESSWNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
POLICY IN THE AHDUNT OF 1,000,000.00 DOLLARS.

ITEMS PERTAINING TO TITLE COMMITMENT:
BY [LD REPUBLIC NATir::JvAL TITLE INSLRAICE ct:H'ANY, CfH,IJ"f1,£NT Na 19109469,
MJVEHBER 29, 2021 AT 5100 PM.

SCHE:DULE: B, PART II
ITEM
ITEH
ITEM
ITDI
ITEM
ITEH
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEH
ITEM
ITEM

1 JJEFECTS AND LIENS, NOT SURVEY RELA TEJJ.
2 ACCURATE AND CDHPREH£NSIV£ SURVEY,
3 RIGHTS DR CLAIMS, NOT SURVEY RELATED.
4 LIENS, NOT SURVEY RELATED.
5 EASEMENTS DR CLAIMS, NONE DETERMINED DR PROVIDED.
6 TAXES AND SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS, NOT SURVEY RELATED.
7 LIENS, NOT SURVEY RELATED,
8 LEE COUNTY ORDINANCES 86-14 AND 86-38, NOT SURVEY RELATED,
9 RIGHTS OF TENANTS, NOT SURVEY RELATED
10 ALL HATTERS CCNTAINED ON Tl-£ PLAT CF 1-11HESTEAD CF JAMES £VANS, AS
R£CfJRIED IN PLAT BfD< 1, PAGE 23, OF TH£ PU/l..IC R£Cfl?JJS DF LEE
ClJl.l,ITY., FLfRIDA, AS SfCJWN /-CRITJN,
11 PEIJESTRIAN ACCESS EASEMENT AGREEMENT, AS SHOWN HEREON
12 EASEMENT IN FAVOR OF FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, GR. BOOK
3020, PAGE 984, AS SflJWN H£R£DN.
13 EASEMENT IN FAVOR OF FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, GR. BOOK
2996, PAGE 840, AS SflJWN HER£fN..
14 ~UT/CNS ESTABLISHl/113 LIENS, /IIJT SlRVE:Y RaATE:D.

TD FTH IXJWNTflN HOTEL, LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, FIRST
STREET PLACE, LLC, A FLORIDA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, RDETZEL AND
ANDRESS, LPA AND OLD REPUBLIC NA TIDNAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY.

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THIS HAP OR PLAT AND THE Sll?VEY ON WHICH IT IS
BASED WERE HADE IN ACCCRIJANCE WITH THE 20E1 HINIMUH STANDARD DETAIL
REQUIREMENTS FDR AL TA/NSPS LAND TITLE SURVEYS, .JD/NTL Y ESTABLISHED AND
ADfJPTE:IJ BY AL TA ANIJ NSPS ANJJ INCLUJJ£S ITEMS 1, E, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16,
17, 18 l!ND 19 CF TABLE A TfCREIF. THE FIELD 'rlfRK WAS CfH'LETED a-J .1L Y 27, E022

Phillip M Mould, ~!~1~\~~~~~is~~~:~:07
P.S.M. 6515 State Flo,id,
of Florida
~c:i~~~o22.01.2so9:23:33
PHILLIP H. Mlll.N...D
LS6515
.JULY 28, 2022
REVISED:

DESCRIPTIDM

BY,

1/12/E2
2/9/E2
7/27/22

AJJDED ZONING NOTES
ADDED EASEMENTS
BOUNDARY SURVEY

FBH
RBH
RBH

DATE

□F

DRA\,/N1

LAST FIELD \/ORK• 7/27/22
CHECK1

SCALE

PR□ .J. 11

HARRIS-JORGENSEN, LLC,

(tffff, °ftd'RiEA Sfj~~i00

,_R~B~H~~P_HH_+-'1~·=~e~o·~~e3~o~o_F,_IR~s_r~s_r__, 304fA~f
SURVEY DATE
FILE ND.
SHT.- 1
PHONE: (239) 257-2624
12/7/21

44-24-13

OF - 1

FAX: <239> 257-2921

FLORIDA CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION LB6'921

AGENT AUTHORIZATION AND AFFIDAVIT

I, (Name)

Harley Sisler

being first duly sworn, depose and say that I am the authorized representative of the owner(s) of the
property described as: EVANS JAMES HMSTD PORT OF BLK 8 PB 1 PG 23 AS DESC IN INST
#207000282723
One
No. of Parcels:
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
Addresses:
13-44-24-P4-00408.001 B Folio ID: 10162407
Strap#:

Agent lnformation: _ _H
_a_r_le...._y_S_is_le_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __
Address:
7 Dey Street, Apt. 22E
City, State, Zip:
NY, NY 10007
Office phone:
336-413-3410
Cell phone:
Harley.Sisler@erescompanies.com
Email address:

I hereby certify that the answers to the questions in this application and all sketches,
data, and other supplementary materials attached to and made a part of the application
are honest and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand this
application must be completed and accurate before a hearing can be advertised.

~

Signature:
Printed Name:

Harley Sisler

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

OS day of

(Sl.Cl'C\ { 80.r\Cf\d Hrrle,i a·S\ec
to me or has produced U\\/CC \ [CW~

~

. 20.92_, by

.who is personally known

as identification.
He/she acknowledged before me that he/she has executed this instrument for the
reasons therein expressed.
Notary Public Signature:
Notary Public Name:

My commission expires:
Jenice Hernandez
Notary Public State Of New York

No. OIHE6359"254

Qualified 1n Bronx, Cert. Kings, NV Counties
Comm1ss1on Expires May 22nd 2025
The UPS Store@ 82 Nassau 212.406.9010

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Multiple Owners]
We, Mike Elliott, Tim O'Reilly, David Fry and Tom DiBenedetto
being first duly sworn, depose and say that we are the owners of the property described
as:
No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap #:

One
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
13-44-24-P4-00408.001B Folio ID: 10162407

Harley Sisler
We do hereby appoint_________________________________________
as our
authorized agent and/or attorney for the purpose of representing our interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of this application and proposed
hearing. We understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised.

Signatures:
-

INDIVIDUAL
NOTORIZED
DOCUMENTS FOR
EACH OWNER ARE
ATTACHED
BELOW

Typed or Printed Name:
Mike Elliott
Tim O'Reilly
David Fry
Tom DiBenedetto

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ___ day of ____________, 20___, by
_______________________________________, who is personally known to me
or who has produced __________________________as identification. He/she has
acknowledged to me and before me that he/she executed this instrument for the
purposes therein expressed.
__________________________
Notary Public

My commission expires:

__________________________
Print Notary Name
[add signature lines and notary clauses as needed on attached sheets]

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Multiple Owners]
We, Mike Elliott, Tim O'Reilly, David Fry and Tom DiBenedetto

being first duly sworn, depose and say that we are the owners of the property described
as:
No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:

One
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
13-44-24-P4-00408.001 B Folio ID: 10162407

We do hereby appoint
Harley Sisler
as our
authorized agent and/or attorney for the purpose of representing our interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of th is application and proposed
hearing. We understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised .
Signatures:

Typed or Printed Name:
.Mike Elliott

Tim O'Reilly
David Fry
Tom DiBenedetto
Sworn to and subscribed before me this

k

or who has produced
~QUd
O Las identification. He/she has
acknowledged to me and before me that he/she executed this instrument for the
purpo s therein expressed.
My commission expires : H \3-D /Z-02-SNotary Public

v'..u\Print
">St:L \Ja1~
Notary Na

~,fJ~•~-"'
,.l!-~··•f.•"

KARISSA MALTBY

(•f;:&J•\ MYGOMMISSION#HH188384

"-~o;·;.f/ EXPIRES: November 30. 2025
''utti'

[add signature lines and notary clauses as needed on attached sheets]

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Multiple Owners]
We, Mike Elliott, Tim O'Reilly, David Fry and Tom DiBenedetto

being first duly sworn, depose and say that we are the owners of the property described
as:
No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:

One
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
13-44-24-P4-00408.001 B Fo lio ID: 10162407

We do hereby appoint
Harley Sisler
as our
authorized agent and/or attorney for the purpose of representing our interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of this application and proposed
hearing. We understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised.
Signatures:

Typed or Printed Name:
Mike Elliott
Tim O'Reilly
David Fry
Tom DiBenedetto

Sworn to and subscrib~d before me this 5\nday of ~USA

\\ffi \.)\~u\,l\)

, 20~?... by

,who is personally known to me

or who has produced ,¥-<>.,j..Ll--""'"--'-"'><..>...:,;'-'A---+...!..L.J.;JJ.i.,._,__,____ _as identification. He/she has
acknowledged to me a
executed this instrument for the
purposes therein expressed.

~J~j~C\jH¼D

h'f ,sbn roG\ y CW\P£S
Print Notary Name

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Multiple Owners]
We, Mike Elliott, Tim O'Reilly, David Fry and Tom DiBenedetto

being first duly sworn, depose and say that we are the owners of the property described
as:
No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:

One
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
13-44-24-P4-00408.001 B Folio ID: 10162407

We do hereby appoint
Harley Sisler
as our
authorized agent and/or attorney for the purpose of representing our interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of this application and proposed
hearing. We understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised.

Signatures:

Typed or Printed Name:
Mike Elliott
Tim O'Reilly

~
Sworn

,..,Tom DiBenedetto
tOSUSCfi8edbefure me this -5:=- fi-,--d-ay-of-,4.-:LJ-~-/!-<'7_,._-T--,-2 0-J2l.,.....,..-,-b-y_ _ __

Tom D l ~ ! tJ'St:>'z:.-':r:tl?

, who is personally known to me

or who has produced
DR\.V~s I L l C£.t\1&E- as identification. He/she has
acknowledged to me and before me that he/she executed this instrument for the

~ e xpressed.

~ J'.j)'~

My commission expires:

Notary Public

LfJuJI<.~

A. D1 /3&().}&lJ&TTo

Print Notary Name

~

®

LAWRENCE A DIBENEDETTO
Notary Public
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

My Commission Expires On
August 29, 2.025

[add signature lines and notary clauses as needed on attached sheets]

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST AND AUTHORIZATION FORM
[Multiple Owners]
We, Mike Elliott, Tim O'Reilly, David Fry and Tom DiBenedetto

being first duly sworn, depose and say that we are the owners of the property described
as:
No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:

One
2300 First St. Fort Myers, FL 33901
13-44-24-P4-00408.001 B Folio ID: 10162407

We do hereby appoint
Harley Sisler
as our
authorized agent and/or attorney for the purpose of representing our interests in the
above-described property which is the subject matter of this application and proposed
hearing. We understand that this application must be complete and accurate before a
hearing can be advertised.
Signatures:

Typed or Printed Name:

Jvti£/IML £fJJ,ott,
~~i___
__________
'('

Michael Elliott
Tim O'Reilly
David Fry
Tom DiBenedetto

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 4th day of ___.AC..>Jui.qg...,u.....s""-t__, 20 22 , by
Michael Elliott
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, who is personally known to me
He/she has acknowledged to me and before me that he/she executed this
instrument for the purposes therein expressed.
D(IITALLY

SIGIIEO
✓

Notary Public

My commission expires: May 6, 2025
r.Hf-. l•\Oi:A

NOINt'l'PVBl<
l l Alt. Of COlOAAOO

Amy Walker
Print Notary Name

Onl ne Notary Public. Th:S nolarlal act Involved th•
UH o l online al.ldlo/vldoo communicationt odmolooy.

[add signature lines and notary clauses as needed on attached sheets]

CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
AUGUST 25, 2022

*** This item shares backup materials with Agenda Item #5 for
McGregor Blvd./Llewellyn Dr. improvements. ***
AGENDA ITEM # 4
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0073
ADDRESS McGregor Boulevard & Victoria Avenue & Clifford Street
HISTORIC DISTRICT
N/A
HISTORIC NAME
McGregor Boulevard Historic Highway
PROPOSED PROJECT
Improve the intersection of McGregor Boulevard and Victoria Avenue adding a
crosswalk, requiring new pedestrian signals, install ADA compliant surfaces on
ramps, and add five (5) feet of pavement along Victoria Avenue. Install lighted
pedestrian crossing signs and crosswalks at the intersection of Clifford Street.
Install four (4) electronic signage in the right-of-way adjacent to the Edison Ford
Winter Estates.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

07/20/09

McGregor Boulevard was designated as a Local Historic
Scenic Highway.

09/24/09

Application to install landscape medians and relocation of
traffic signal was approved.

06/28/18

Application to construct a roundabout at the intersection of
McGregor Boulevard and Virginia Avenue was denied. The
denial was appealed and upheld by City Council.

06/24/21

Application to modify the intersection of McGregor Boulevard
and Victoria Avenue was removed from the agenda by the
City Engineer in order to hold meetings with public to
discuss project.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.

A new crosswalk will be added across Victoria Avenue, requiring new
pedestrian signals and a pedestrian detector will be installed.
Page 1 of 4
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Public Hearing
August 25, 2022

2.
3.
4.
5.

An additional five (5) feet of paving will be added to the Victoria Avenue
right-of-way on the south side of McGregor Boulevard.
Install new crosswalks with pedestrian activated flashing beacons at the
intersection with Clifford Street.
Install electronic feedback signs as well as flashing signal ahead signs
adjacent to the Edison Ford Winter Estate.
No palm trees are expected to be impacted by this project.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application,
that the Code of Ordinances of the City of Fort Myers, Chapter 114- Historic
Preservation, specifically Sections 114-82(10) and 114-160, are applicable to this
application as follows:
Sec 114-82 Applications required for public utilities
10.

Street paving, sidewalk and curb and gutter replacement following
consultation with historic preservation commission.

Sec. 114-160. - McGregor Boulevard (State Road 867).
McGregor Boulevard (State Road 867), right-of-way extending from its
intersection with U.S. 41 (State Road 45) south to the city limits, is hereby
designated as a local historic scenic highway.
(1)

The following uses or activities are prohibited within the right-of-way of
McGregor Boulevard as defined and designated herein as a local historic
scenic highway:
a.
There shall be no removal of any living palm tree within the rightof-way or any activity which requires the removal of such living
tree without the replacement of such a similar tree.
b.
There shall be no new street connections, road connections, road
intersections, or the widening of any existing intersections and
no overpasses or underpasses made either with, under or over
McGregor Boulevard or any alteration of the physical dimensions,
appearance or location of the portion of McGregor Boulevard after
July 20, 2009, except for the following:
1.
Bicycle paths, the construction of which does not require
the removal of any palm tree.
2.
Construction, by owners of property or easements abutting
such road, of access roads, driveways or other such
entrances and exits to such road. Should such
construction require the removal of a living palm tree, such
palm tree shall be relocated as close to the original location
as possible.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 4 - McGregor
Blvd_Victoria Intersection Improvements.docx
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3.

4.

The ordinary maintenance and repair of the road, provided
the physical dimensions and location of the road are
preserved.
The establishment of three-lane turn intersections on such
road, if such can be accomplished without the dislocation
of immediately bordering palm trees or can be
accomplished by transplanting such palm trees to conform
with the revised intersection design.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
2.

The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved.
The removal of historic materials or alteration of features and
spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.

LAWS OF FLORIDA
Chapter 81-164 Laws of Florida: An act relating to historic highways.
Section 3. Designation as a historic highway. McGregor Boulevard is hereby
designated as a state historic highway. No state or county funds shall be
expended by any public body or agency for any of the following purposes:
(3)(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to provident the ordinary
maintenance and repair… nor to prevent any work that is necessary for the public
health or safety as determined by the agency having jurisdiction over the portion
of the road involved.
STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes
the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The existing dimensions of the McGregor Boulevard right-of-way and Royal
Palm trees constitute the historic component of the roadway.
The curbing along Victoria Avenue at McGregor Boulevard will be extended
by 5 feet towards the centerline of Victoria Avenue. The crosswalk will be
enhanced with the addition of ADA detectable warning surfaces to the
ramps, and new pedestrian crossing lights will be installed.
Install new crosswalks with pedestrian activated flashing crossing signs at
the intersection with Clifford Street.
The proposed intersection improvements at the Victoria Ave. and Clifford
St. intersections will not have a negative impact on the historic character
of the highway.
Flashing beacon signal ahead and electronic radar feedback signs are
proposed on both approaches to the Edison Ford Winter Estates within
the McGregor Boulevard.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 4 - McGregor
Blvd_Victoria Intersection Improvements.docx
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6.
7.

Electronic and flashing signs are inappropriate immediately adjacent to
the National Register for Historic Places listed Edison Ford Winter Estates
and would have a negative impact on the historic character of the site.
McGregor Boulevard is a state and locally designated historic highway, any
additional electronic and/or flashing signs would degrade the historic
character of the highway.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed intersection alterations, Clifford
Street and Victoria Avenue, are in character with the City of Fort Myers
Land Development Code, Chapter 114, Sections 114-82 (10) and 114-160,
as well as standard 2 of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission render
decisions for Certificate of Review COR22-0073 as follows:
a.
APPROVE the proposed improvements at the intersections of
McGregor Boulevard at Clifford Street and at Victoria Avenue.
b.
DENY the request for four (4) electronic radar feedback and flashing
signal ahead signs. The proposed signs will be detrimental to the
historic character of both the scenic highway and the National
Register Edison Ford Winter Estates.
The proposed intersection improvements at Clifford Street and at Victoria
Avenue shall be completed as contained in the plans prepared by Johnson
Engineering, as contained in this application. Changes to these plans will
required additional approval by the Historic Preservation Commission.
Any impacted palm trees shall be replaced in accordance with
Sec. 114-160 (1)(a).
The Certificate of Review shall become effective immediately.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 4 - McGregor
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City of Fort Myers, Florida
Engineering Division

Nicole C. Monahan, P.E., City Engineer
2200 Second Street
Ft. Myers, FL 33902-2217
Telephone (239)321-7445

Cit)• a( Palms

August 18, 2022
Ms. Nicole DeVaughn, AICP
City Planning Manager
Community Development Department (CDD)
1825 Hendry Street, Suite 101
Fort Myers, FL 33902
VIA: Hand Delivered to CDD
Re:

Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) - McGregor Blvd. Resurfacing Project

Dear Ms. DeVaughn:
Included herewith, please find Engineering's updated HPC application for the McGregor Blvd. Resurfacing
Project. This submittal includes fourteen (14) hard copies of the HPC application and one (1) original HPC
application, hand delivered to the CDD.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 239-321-7459, or our Transportation
Engineer, Carl Karakas, at 239-771-0483.

s:v��

Nicole C. Monahan, P.E. C"(S� �Y'
City Engineer Transportation Engineer
City of Fort Myers

/Vt�t7/,e_ /J'1.,?/J-,e i

�

This Backup material is for Public Hearings 4 & 5 of the
8/25/22 HPC agenda

Copy w/attachments:
Project File 1043-2021

Carl Karakas, Transportation Engineer

CITY OF FORT MYERS
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW

Date:
1)

6/27/2022

Address of Property to be Reviewed:
McGregor Boulevard from Manuals Branch to US 41/Cleveland Avenue

2)

Name of Historic District the Property is located in:
Dean Park or Seminole Park:

Downtown, Edison Park,

Edison Park

3)

Locally Designated Landmark? Yes or No
If yes, name:

4)

National Register of Historic Places? Yes or No
If yes, name:

5)

Property Owner(s): Name, address, and email of all owners of the property.
Name and address of all parties having interests in the subject property,
including owners, major stockholders of corporations and beneficiaries of trusts
(attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

6)

City of Fort Myers

2200 Second St.
Fort Myers FL 33901

239-321-7459
239-910-2215
NMonahan@cityftmyers.com

If Property Owner is other than individuals: Name and address of all parties
having interests in the subject property, including owners, major stockholders of
corporations and beneficiaries of trusts (attach sheets if needed).
Name:
Business Name:
Address :
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

City of Fort Myers

Application for Certificate of Review - 1

7)

Name of Applicant or Agent, if different from above:
Name:
Business Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:

8)

Property Address and Strap #:
No. of Parcels:

151 Address:
Strap #1:
2 nd Address:
Strap #2:
3rd Address:
Strap #3:
9)

Date Property Acquired:

10)

Description of Location of Property. Please list adjacent streets:
McGregor Boulevard Right of Way

11)

Surrounding Uses:
Residential application: indicate the type of residential unit on each side of your
property: single family, duplex, apartment building, tri-plex, etc.
Commercial application: list businesses by name and description of use
(e.g. Smith's Auto Service Center, repair of semi-trucks):
Your Parcel:
North:

Residential/ Commercial

South:

Residential / Commercial

East:

Residential/ Commercial

West:

Residential / Commercial

Application for Certificate of Review - 2

12)

Dimensions, Size of Property;
Length:
Width:
Area in s.f:
Acres:

13)

0.95 Miles
60' ROW
300,000
6.9 Acres

Date of Construction of Historic Structure:
McGregor Boulevard Constructed 1948

14)

Historic Significance; Please supply any information that is known or available re:
dates of importance, distinctive architectural features or materials, construction
techniques, association to persons or events:
McGregor Boulevard was constructed in 1948 by the Florida Department of Transportation. McGregor Boulevard
within the project limits is currently owned and maintained by the City of Fort Myers.

15)

Type of work. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Alteration:
Demolition:
New construction:
Reconstruction:
Excavation:
Relocation:

16)

X

X

Alteration Type. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Dock/ Pier:
Door:
Fence:
Garage:
Gate:
Shed:
Roof:
Windows :
Signage:
Other: explain:

Roadway Work, Safety Improvements, and Utility replacement

Application for Certificate of Review - 3

17)

Project Description: Describe all work proposed and attach sheets if necessary:
Milling and resurfacing McGregor Boulevard from Manuals Drive to US 41. Intersection safety improvements

at the Intersection of Llewellyn Drive, and new McGregor Blvd. crosswalk improvements at the
Victoria Avenue intersection.

18)

Will another application be required for this property such as a Variance,
Conditional Use, or other special application?

NO:No
YES: Please Explain:

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\COR Application\Certificate of Review Application (2-8-21 ).doc

Application for Certificate of Review - 4

McGregor Boulevard Resurfacing

Letter of Intent
August 16, 2022
Dear Historic Preservation Commission:
The City of Fort Myers is planning to resurface McGregor Boulevard from Manuals Drive to U.S.
41. The project will consist of milling and resurfacing of the existing roadway with miscellaneous
replacement of utilities, sidewalk, curb, and street signs. These improvements will generally be inkind replacements which will not result in significant changes to the scenic appearance or
functionality of McGregor Boulevard.
Please note that The Laws of Florida, 1975, Chapter 75-312, Senate Bill No. 620 (which
established McGregor Boulevard as a historic Highway) states:
"Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the ordinary maintenance and repair of the
road or structures, provided the physical dimensions and location of the road and the appearance
of any structure are preserved, nor to prevent anv work that is necessary for the public health
or safetv as determined by the agenc\' having jurisdiction over the portion of the road
involved."
In an attempt to increase safety along the corridor the following improvements are proposed:
Crosswalk Improvements at Victoria Avenue

2122 Johnson Street

■

P.O. Box 1550 ■ Fort Myers, Florida 33902-1550
(239) 334-0046

McGregor Boulevard Resurfacing
May 31, 2022
Page 2

A designated crosswalk on the north leg of the intersection at Victoria Avenue and McGregor
Boulevard is being proposed. The addition of the crosswalk to a signalized intersection requires
introducing pedestrian signals and a pedestrian detector as part of the safety upgrade. Figure 1
shows the existing pedestrian crosswalk signal and pavement marking. The proposed crosswalk
will implement a similar concept to the northwest comer of the intersection. Increased visibility to
all crosswalks will be improved by re-striping as high emphasis. To accommodate the proposed
pedestrian signal and to meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements, a curb
ramp/detectable warning surface will be installed on the northeast corner ofthe intersection. Please
note, no changes to the width or location of the curb on McGregor Boulevard are being
proposed. A conceptual representation of the improvements at Victoria Avenue and McGregor
Boulevard is provided as Exhibit 1.

Figure 1: Existing Crosswalk at Victoria Avenue
and McGregor Boulevard

McGregor Boulevard Resurfacing
May 31, 2022
Page 3
Detectable warning surfaces are required at all crosswalk locations. Figure 2 depicts a standard
detectable warning surface.

Figure 2: Detectable Warning Surlace

Safety Improvements Adjacent to the Edison and Ford Winter Estates and Clifford Street

At the request of the Edison and Ford Winter Estates, radar feedback signs as well as updating the
signal ahead signs to include flashing beacons is proposed on the project to provide traffic calming
and bring additional awareness to the signalized crosswalk. Additionally, the existing crosswalk
will be replaced with a stamped concrete crosswalk to improve both visibility and aesthetics. Radar
Feedback signs are proposed at the limits of the 25 MPH speed zone to provide traffic calming to
vehicles approaching the Edison and Ford Winter Estates. Figure 3 depicts the typical radar
feedback sign along McGregor Boulevard. Figure 5 depicts a standard beacon and signal ahead
sign.
To better delineate the crosswalks at the Llewellyn intersection and at the Estates, stamped
concrete crosswalks are being proposed. An example of a stamped concrete crosswalk is provided
in Figure 6.
Pedestrian safety improvements are also proposed at Clifford Street in the form of Rectangular
Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB). These beacons will be identical to the beacons that exist along
McGregor Boulevard further south of the project limits (i.e. , Del Rio Drive and McGregor
Boulevard), shown below in Figure 4 ..
A conceptual representation of these improvements is provided in Exhibit 2.

McGregor Boulevard Resurfacing
May 31, 2022
Page4

Figure 3: Radar Feedback Sign

Figure 5: Signal Ahead Sign W/Beacon

Figure 4: RRFB

Figure 6: Example of Stamped Concrete
Crosswalk

McGregor Boulevard Resurfacing
May 31, 2022
Page 5

Llewellyn Drive Intersection Improvements
At the intersection of Llewellyn Drive and McGregor Boulevard, minor intersection modifications
are proposed along the Llewellyn Drive curb returns. No changes are proposed along McGregor
Boulevard. The current configuration allows for ingress and egress on both sides of the fountain.
The proposed improvements will revise Llewellyn Drive to a single inbound lane on the south side
and a single outbound lane on the north side of the fountain. The intent of these safety
improvements is to reduce the number of conflict points between vehicular traffic and pedestrians
and shorten the pedestrian crossing distance. To enhance visibility and aesthetics of the crosswalk,
a stamped concrete crosswalk is being proposed. A conceptual representation of the improvements
at Llewllyn Boulevard is provided as Exhibit 3-1 and Exhibit 3-2.
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Carl Karakas
Transportation Engineer
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City of Fort Myers, Florida
Engineering Division
Nicole C. Monahan, P.E., City Engineer
2200 Second Street
Ft. Myers, FL 33902-2217
Telephone (239)321-7445

City ot'Palms

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE:

August 16, 2022

TO:

Nicole DeVaughn, AICP, Planning Manager, Community Development Department

COPY:

Nicole Monahan, P.E., City Engineer, Public Works Department

FROM:

Carl Karakos, Transportation Engineer, Public Works Department

SUBJECT:

August 11, 2022 Staff Review Comments -August 28, 2022 HPC Meeting
COR22-0073 - McGregor Blvd. Improvements
COR22-0074 - Llewellyn Dr. Improvements

Regarding subject application review comments, please be advised as follows:

COR22-0073 - McGregor Blvd. Improvements
1) Provide locations and size of all proposed signage.
See revised Exhibit 2, Proposed Pedestrian Signage Improvements, which now includes the proposed
signage sizes and locations.
2) There is "flashing signal ahead" signs proposed. There is nothing in the narrative explaining why these
signs are necessary and exactly where they will be located. The drawing provided shows these on the
Estates property. If that is the case, a separate application for that property must be submitted.
There are two existing SIGNAL AHEAD signs, one northbound and one southbound. These existing
signs will be replaced with new signs that include a beacon. No new SIGNAL AHEAD signs are
proposed. Please note this work is being done at the request of the Estates as a safety improvement. The
flashing signal ahead signs are referenced in the LOI under "Safety Improvements Adjacent to the Edison
and Ford Winter Estates and Clifford Street". An additional figure has been added to the LOI. Please note,
this is a proposed safety improvement.
3) Is new curbing proposed at McGregor and Altamont (shown in yellow)? If so, details must be
provided.
The existing curbing in the SE comer of the intersection on the Altamont return is being reconstructed
slightly to the west to accommodate the new curb ramp. The curb alignment along McGregor Boulevard
is not changing. Please note, this proposed curb is part of a pedestrian safety improvement.
4) Application references an "Exhibit l" and "Exhibit 2," there is no documents labeled as such included
in the application.
Exhibits have been revised to include appropriate labels.
5) It is nearly impossible to read the white wording on the document titled "Proposed pedestrian signage
improvements." This document needs to be reworked for clarity.
Exhibits has been revised.
6) Additional comments may be forthcoming once the requested information has been provided.
Understood.

COR22-0074 - Llewellyn Dr. Improvements
1) Letter of intent states a stamped concrete crosswalk is proposed, though no work is proposed within
the McGregor ROW. There is nothing in the application showing the location of the proposed
crosswalk or details regarding the stamp pattern.
The location of the stamped concrete crosswalks is being added to the pedestrian and signage
improvement exhibit. The city is coordinating the color and pattern with the Estates. Please note these
improvements were added at the request of the Estates.
2) How will drivers know the entrance/exit to Llewellyn is one-way? Is signage proposed? Nothing is in
the application regarding signage or paint at this location.
The Llewellyn intersection will be signed like a standard intersection with a singly ingress and egress. It
is not a one-way intersection. The width of the roadway on either side of the fountain is being reduced
with the appropriate pavement markings to distinguish lane configuration. All pavement markings are per
the Federal Highway Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). Pavement markings are
governed by these safety standards. Please note, this is a proposed safety improvement.
3) Details of the new planting area behind Rachel at the Well is required.
Please see the rendering of the intersection improvements. Sheet L-6 of the landscaping plans has been
included as well.
4) Application references an "Exhibit 3," there is no document labeled as such in the application.
The exhibits will be labeled accordingly
5) Additional comments may be forthcoming once the requested information has been provided.
Understood.
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AGENT AUTHORIZATION AND AFFIDAVIT

I, (Name)
being first duly sworn, depose and say that I am the authorized representative of the owner(s) of the
property described as:

No. of Parcels:
Addresses:
Strap#:

I hereby certify that the answers to the questions in this application and all sketches,
data, and other supplementary materials attached to and made a part of the application
are honest and true to
e best of my knowledge and belief. I understand this
application must be c ,~~~nd accurate before a hearing can be advertised.
Signature:
Printed Name:
Sworn to and subscribed before me this :JI day of

~ , c t\r Af..<')

""'~\e,-,.._

Notary Public Name:

My commission expires:
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CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
AUGUST 25, 2022

*** This item shares backup materials with Agenda Item #4. ***
AGENDA ITEM # 5
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0074
ADDRESS McGregor Boulevard & Llewellyn Drive
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Edison Park Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
McGregor Boulevard Historic Highway/Rachel at the Well
PROPOSED PROJECT
Improve the intersection of McGregor Boulevard and Llewellyn Drive with single inbound
lane on the south side and a single outbound lane on the north side. A landscape island
will be constructed on Llewellyn Drive on the rear side of Rachel at the Well entry into
Edison Park.
DATES

CASE HISTORY

07/20/09

McGregor Boulevard was designated as a Local Historic Scenic
Highway.

09/24/09

Application to install landscape medians and relocation of traffic
signal was approved.

06/28/18

Application to construct a roundabout at the intersection of
McGregor Boulevard and Virginia Avenue was denied. The denial
was appealed and upheld by City Council.

06/24/21

Application to improve the intersection of McGregor Boulevard and
Llewellyn Drive with single inbound and outbound lanes and add
a landscape island to the rear of the Rachel at the Well was
withdrawn by City Engineer so staff could meet with residents to
address concerns regarding changes to Rachel at the Well.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.
2.

The application proposes a single inbound lane on the south side and a single
outbound lane on the north side at the intersection of McGregor Boulevard and
Llewellyn Drive.
Additional curbing and landscaping will be added to the east side of the entryway
that houses the Rachel at the Well, a.k.a The Spirit of Fort Myers, sculpture. The
entryway into Edison Park was dedicated in 1926.

Page 1 of 3

Historic Preservation Commission
Public Hearing
August 25, 2022

3.

Curbing will be added to reduce the width of both the north and south lanes.
Additional markings will be painted on Llewellyn Dr, none are proposed on
McGregor.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, that
the Code of Ordinances of the City of Fort Myers, Chapter 114- Historic Preservation,
specifically Sections 114-82(10) and 114-160, are applicable to this application as
follows:
Sec 114-82 Applications required for public utilities
10.

Street paving, sidewalk and curb and gutter replacement following
consultation with historic preservation commission.

Sec. 114-160. - McGregor Boulevard (State Road 867).
McGregor Boulevard (State Road 867), right-of-way extending from its intersection with
U.S. 41 (State Road 45) south to the city limits, is hereby designated as a local historic
scenic highway.
(1)

The following uses or activities are prohibited within the right-of-way of
McGregor Boulevard as defined and designated herein as a local historic scenic
highway:
a.
There shall be no removal of any living palm tree within the right-of-way
or any activity which requires the removal of such living tree without
the replacement of such a similar tree.
b.
There shall be no new street connections, road connections, road
intersections, or the widening of any existing intersections and no
overpasses or underpasses made either with, under or over McGregor
Boulevard or any alteration of the physical dimensions, appearance or
location of the portion of McGregor Boulevard after July 20, 2009,
except for the following:
1.
Bicycle paths, the construction of which does not require the
removal of any palm tree.
2.
Construction, by owners of property or easements abutting such
road, of access roads, driveways or other such entrances and
exits to such road. Should such construction require the
removal of a living palm tree, such palm tree shall be relocated
as close to the original location as possible.
3.
The ordinary maintenance and repair of the road, provided the
physical dimensions and location of the road are preserved.
4.
The establishment of three-lane turn intersections on such road,
if such can be accomplished without the dislocation of
immediately bordering palm trees or can be accomplished by
transplanting such palm trees to conform with the revised
intersection design.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 5 - McGregor
Blvd_Llewellyn Intersection Improvements.docx
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Public Hearing
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SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
2.

The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The
removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.

LAWS OF FLORIDA
Chapter 81-164 Laws of Florida: An act relating to historic highways.
Section 3. Designation as a historic highway. McGregor Boulevard is hereby designated
as a state historic highway. No state or county funds shall be expended by any public
body or agency for any of the following purposes:
(3)(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to provident the ordinary
maintenance and repair… nor to prevent any work that is necessary for the public health
or safety as determined by the agency having jurisdiction over the portion of the road
involved.
STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes the
following:
1.
2.
3.

The existing right-of-way, Royal Palms, and Rachel at the Well constitute the
historic components of the roadway.
The proposed intersection improvements will not have a negative impact on the
historic character of the highway.
At the June 24, 2021, Historic Preservation Commission meeting, residents raised
concerns about the landscaping as proposed in the application. At issue was the
impact tall landscaping would have a detrimental impact on the appearance on
the Edison Park entryway when approached from Llewellyn Drive. No changes
were made to the landscape plans to address the concerns of the residents.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission TABLE
Certificate of Review, COR22-0074 for the following reasons:
a.
The application did not contain any information regarding the
meeting with the Edison Park Neighborhood Association about
their concerns regarding the landscape island. No changes to the
application were made since the June 24, 2021, submittal.
b.
The ADA ramps should be realigned so they are angled toward the
Llewellyn Drive right-of-way and not McGregor Boulevard.

H:\CDD-Admin\CDD-Pln\Historic Pres\HPC\AGENDAS\2022\August 25\Agenda Item 5 - McGregor
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CITY OF FORT MYERS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
AUGUST 25, 2022
AGENDA ITEM # 6
CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW# COR22-0078
ADDRESS 1375 Monroe Street and Folio 10162345
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Downtown Historic District
HISTORIC NAME
None
PROPOSED PROJECT
Murals on pillars and stanchions around retention basin
DATES

CASE HISTORY

02/27/98

The City designated the Downtown area as a Historic
District.

07/09/19

The Downtown River Basin project was completed.

STAFF FINDINGS
Architectural / Historical Elements
1.

2.

The property located at 1375 Monroe Street, is a non-contributing
structure within the Downtown Historic District. This property
includes the event center and the river basin. Folio 10162345
(Hendry Street) contains the river basin and the amphitheater.
The Public Art Committee is proposing to have artists paint murals
in the hollows of the piers and stanchions around both portions of
the river basin.

LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:
Staff concludes after a site visit and a review of the documents in this application,
that Land Development Code, Chapter 126 Signs, Section 126-109 Mosaics and
murals is applicable to this application, specifically:
Sec. 126-109. - Mosaics and murals.
Mosaics and murals located within any historic district or on any
designated historic building shall be reviewed and considered by the historic
preservation commission through the certificate of review process during a
public hearing. Murals may be removed at the discretion of the property owner,
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following consultation with the historic preservation commission regarding
method(s) of removal. The applicant shall provide the name and address of the
property owner; the site address at the proposed location of the mosaic or
mural; written consent of the building owner, if different from the property
owner; renderings of the proposed mosaic or mural, depicting the size, scale
and location of the mosaic or mural on the proposed site; and a written
description of intended art work, along with justification for the proposal. Such
information shall be provided to the community development department prior
to scheduling the item for approval by the historic preservation commission, in
accordance with the application requirements for a certificate of review.
Consideration for approval shall be made using the following criteria:
(1)

A rendering of the proposed mosaic or mural, depicting the size,
scale and location of the mosaic or mural on the proposed site, as
well as a written description of intended artwork and justification
for the artwork, are required for all applications.

(2)

Mosaics and murals shall be reviewed on a case-by-case basis in
relation to their context, surroundings, and environment.

(3)

Mosaics and murals shall be installed in strict conformity with
submitted and approved plans and any special conditions.

(4)

Mosaics and murals shall be maintained in their original condition
and should an approved mosaic or mural at any time deteriorate,
removal of the same shall be mandatory and if not removed shall
be considered a violation of this section and shall be enforced
pursuant to Chapter 2 Article V.

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES, CHAPTER II. DESIGN
GUIDELINES
There are no design guidelines for murals.
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction
shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property.
The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features
to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.

STAFF REVIEW
After a site visit and a review of the documents in this application, staff concludes
the following:
1.

The project area is considered a non-contributing structure within
the Downtown Historic District.
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2.

Examples of the proposed images have been provided in the
application; images include historical and cultural references of the
area.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff makes a finding that the proposed murals comply with the
City of Fort Myers Land Development Code, Chapter 126,
Section 126-109, as well as standard 9 of the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
Staff recommends to the Historic Preservation Commission the
approval of the Certificate of Review, Application COR22-0078.
The proposed murals shall be installed as indicated in this
Certificate of Review application.
All required permits shall be obtained prior to construction.
This Certificate of Review will become effective immediately.
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Historic Preservation Commission
c/o Planning Division
City of Fort Myers
Community Development Department
1825 Hendry Street
Suite 101
Fort Myers, FL 33901

RE:

LETTER OF INTENT
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW
FORT MYERS RIVER BASIN MURAL PROJECT

Dear Sirs and Madam:
I am filing this Letter of Intent in my capacity as the City of Fort Myers Public Art Consultant
for and on behalf of the City's Public Art Committee (PAC).
In collaboration with the Fort Myers Community Development Agency and the Fort Myers
Mural Society, the PAC wishes to install 54 murals on the concrete pillars/stanchions and four
obelisks that anchor the decorative railing the circumscribes the Downtown Detention Basin west
of Hendry Street and north of Bay Street. This request is being made in furtherance of a project
that will acquaint the public with our town's historic connection to the Caloosahatchee River.
Each pillar/stanchion and obelisk was designed to house art. Toward that end, the architects
included illuminated recesses or l" deep cut-outs for murals, bas reliefs or other works of art.
The PAC has determined that murals which tell the story of Fort Myers' historic relationship
with the river are most consistent with the parameters of Phase 1 of the Riverfront
Redevelopment Plan, which serves to remind the general public that at one time the bank of the
Caloosahatchee River actually meandered 20-30 feet south ofpresent-day Bay Street.
We believe that the mural project will deliver the following benefits to the City and surrounding
community:
1. History-based art panels will convert the drab concrete stanchions that anchor the
decorative railing into a colorful eye-catching walkable outdoor art museum.
2. A mural project containing more than fifty (50) history-based murals will be an arts and
cultural destination.
3. An arts and cultural destination that contains more than fifty (50) history-based murals
will keep visitors downtown longer, potentially driving paying customers into downtown
eateries, pubs, cafes and retail stores either during or following their self-guided walking
tours.
4. These history-based murals will be enhanced by sculptures brought to the waterfront on a
temporary, annual basis by ArtFest Fort Myers and the Sidney & Berne Davis Art Center
in collaboration with the Public Art Committee.

5. Converting the river basin into an arts and cultural destination will encourage both
residents and visitors to feel more connected to the riverfront and town not only through
the stories they tell, but by giving viewers picturesque backdrops for selfies and photo
ops that will drive social media and increase word of mouth.
6. Converting the river basin into a walkable outdoor art and history museum will enhance
the visitor experience for locals, winter residents, business guests, conventioneers and
other vacationers, especially during special events such as Art Walk, Music Walk,
ArtFest Fort Myers and July 4th and New Year's Eve celebrations ... as well as the
crowds that attend concerts, performances and other events performed at the adjoining
amphitheater.
7. A project like this will also appeal to heritage and cultural tourists (who are estimated by
the UN World Travel Organization to increase by 15% in coming years and who typically
stay longer and spend more money at the destinations they visit).
8. By virtue of its scope and content, the River Basin Mural Project is expected to bring
international recognition to the City and Lee County.
9. Finally, a walkable mural path in a photogenic setting like the river basin that is united by
the Otocast mobile phone app is likely to draw out-of-county audiences either on its own
or in tandem with other art and cultural events (such as Florida Rep performances). In
fact, according to an Americans for the Arts study, 24.3% or 831,749 people who
attended art & cultural events in Lee in 2015 came from out of the county, spending an
average of $4 7.31 per person over and above the cost of admission at the event they
attended, including meals, transportation and lodging.
10. The River Basin Mural Project will also advance the City's diversity and inclusiveness
goals by featuring women and people of color and by including female and POC artists.

The river basin, decorative railing and supporting pillars/stanchions and obelisks are owned by
the City of Fort Myers.
The name of the project is the Fort Myers River Basin Mural Project.
City of Fort Myers Public Art Committee.

Public Art Consultant
City of Fort Myers
19783 Beaulieu Court
Fort Myers, FL 33908
239-691-2292
tom(ivartswfl..com
Attachments:
Application for Certificate of Review, with addenda and power point with images
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Locally Designated Landmark? Yes o@
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National Register of Historic Places? Yes o@
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Property Owner(s): Name, address, and email of all owners of the property.
Name and address of all parties having interests in the subject property,
including owners, major stockholders of corporations and beneficiaries of trusts
(attach sheets if needed).
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Address:
City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
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If Property Owner is other than individuals: Name and address of all parties
having interests in the subject property, including owners, major stockholders of
corporations and beneficiaries of trusts (attach sheets if needed).
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City, State, Zip:
Office phone:
Cell phone:
Email address:
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15)

Type ot work. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Alteration:
Demolition:
New construction:
Reconstruction:
Excavation:
Relocation:

16)
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Alteration Type. Mark with an "X" for those that apply:
Dock/ Pier:
Door:
Fence:
Garage:
Gate:
Shed:
Roof:
Windows:
Signage:
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17)

Project Description: Describe all work proposed and attach sheets if necessary:

18)

Will another application be required for this property such as a Variance,
Conditional Use, or other special application?
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YES: Please Explain:
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FORT MYERS
RIVER BASIN MURAL PROJECT
The Partners
The Fort Myers River Basin Mural Project ("the Project") is a collaboration
by and between the City of Fort Myers Public Art Committee, Fort Myers
Community Redevelopment Agency and Fort Myers Mural Society.

Intent
The Project has been designed ·to remind Fort Myers of its historic
connection to the Caloosahatchee River.

Historical Background
Since the day Brevet Major I.C. Ridgely of the 4th U.S. Artillery sailed up
the Caloosa River and landed on the site of long-abandoned Fort Harvie
with orders to build a new and expanded military outpost, Fort Myers has
enjoyed a special relationship with the Caloosahatchee River. In little more
than a couple of hours, soldiers caught enough fish to feed two companies
of ravenous soldiers. Manuel Gonzalez arrived by boat on February 21, 1866
with his son, brother-in-law and best friend, Joe Vivas, to carve a
settlement from the ruins of the old fort. They too fed themselves primarily
with fish caught in the river. And the legendary fishing, coupled with the
scenic beauty of the river, attracted such legendary early settlers as Thomas
and Mina Edison, Ambrose and Tootie McGregor, Hugh O'Neill and Peter
Tonnelier.
Until 1908, the bank of the river meandered twenty to thirty feet south of
present-day Bay Street. That changed when Tootie McGregor Terry
purchased the Royal Palm Hotel. Rather than merely hire workers to clean
the banks of the river behind the hotel, Tootie persuaded adjoining

waterfront property owners to construct a concrete seawall 200 feet from
the bank of the river and fill in the gap with sand and shell dredged from
the river bottom. This effort continued through the 1920s and 1930s,
producing the topography of the City we know today.
When the City initiated Phase 1 of the Fort Myers Riverfront
Redevelopment Plan in 2011 to reduce the amount of "urban nonpoint
source pollution" flowing into the river through runoff from the downtown
hardscape, planners decided to take advantage of the opportunity to remind
the public of the historic location of the bank of the Caloosahatchee River.
During construction of the Downtown Detention Basin the following year,
crews unearthed remains of the original seawall that existed when the river
stretched southward closer to Bay Street. The City used a piece of stone
from that seawall to build a monument to mark the location of where the
river once reached and today this monument can be found below the
decorative railing along edge of the basin at Bay Street.

River Basin Mural Project Tells the Autobiography of
Fort Myers' Origins as a Waterfront Community
While folks who read the signage posted at intervals on the decorative
railing that circumscribes the river basin may indeed learn that the river's
edge once meandered along Bay Street, there exists nothing to inform or
remind them that for the first one hundred years or more of our existence,
Fort Myers was a thriving port served by a series of piers and marginal
wharves that jutted hundreds of feet into the Caloosahatchee River. There
exist no reminders that prior to the railroad's arrival on February 20, 1904,
the only way in or out of Fort Myers was by boat. Well into the 1920s,
steamships operated by the Towles, Kinzie and Menge Brothers Lines plied
the river, accommodating incoming and outbound passengers, delivering
and picking up freight and conducting island and upriver tours. And long
after the arrival of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, establishments like the
Lee County Packing Company, Royal Palm Hotel and the fish houses that
proliferated along the piers transacted _most of the commerce that took
place in the burgeoning waterfront town.

A power point accompanies this Application for Certificate of Review. It
contains the images that will be used by a team of some 20 to 25 local
artists who have indicated a desire to participate in this legacy mural
project. These images were chosen by a committee consisting of City of Fort
Myers Public Art Consultant Tom Hall, City of Fort Myers Public Art
Committee member Ava Roeder, True Tours owner and operator Gina
Taylor, Fort Myers Mural Society Executive Director Shari Shifrin and
muralist Erik Schlake from a field of more than 400 historic photographs
and postcards that were provided by or gleaned, inter alia, from Florida
Memory, the Southwest Florida Historical Society, IMAG History & Science
Center historian John Dahowski, historians Ken Rager and Randy Koger
and Joanne Iwinski Miller's Fort Myers Old Photo Facebook Page.
The mural painted using these images will be amplified by narrative and
audio recordings that will be uploaded to Otocast, the free mobile app to
which the City subscribes for purposes of providing the public with
information about the works included in the City's outdoor public art
collection. The points of interest along the river basin will include a feature
that will alert and automatically play the audio for a given mural as a user
approaches within five or six feet of its location. QR Codes and trifolds
available from downtown business locations and hotel accommodations
will be used to acquaint the public with the app's existence and availability.
True Tours also plans to evolve a walking tour that features the river basin
murals.

Project Carries Out the Original Intent of the Riverfront
Redevelopment Planners
The murals contemplated by the Project will be installed in recesses that
have been incorporated into the stanchions that anchor the decorative
fence that circumscribes the detention basin. Each recess is one inch deep
and measures 20 by 36 inches. There are forty-four (44) stanchions. The
front-facing cut-outs are illuminated by a light embedded in the adjoining
sidewalk. The project will also include unlighted cut-outs on six corner

stanchions plus the four monuments of obelisks that are located on either
side of Edwards Drive, where it bisects the north from the south detention
basin.
The Project will finally realize the original intent of the Riverfront
Redevelopment Phase 1 planners for these cut-outs to include art of some
kind. "Think of the new river basin as a canvas," Assistant City Manager
Marc Collins urged the Fort Myers Public Art Committee in June of 2012.
"Rather than a place for one piece of art, the new basin will be the site for
multiple artworks; an economic engine to incorporate arts into the entire
downtown. And not just the visual arts. It will be a public space that can be
used by dancers, musicians and performers from the Florida Repertory
Theatre."

Diversity and Inclusivity
The River Basin Mural Project will also advance the City's goal of fostering
diversity and inclusiveness. First, the project will proudly tell stories that
feature women (for example, Tootie McGregor) and people of color (such as
our first settlor, Manuel Gonzalez and our first African-American settler,
Nelson Tillis). Second, the project is open to and will include female, POC
and LGBTQ-identifying artists.

Benefits to be Derived from the Proiect
The river basin mural project is expected to deliver the following benefits:
History-based art panels will convert the drab concrete stanchions
that anchor the decorative railing into a colorful eye-catching
walkable outdoor art museum.
2. A mural project containing more than fifty (50) history-based murals
will be an arts and cultural destination.
3. An arts and cultural destination that contains more than fifty (50)
history-based murals will keep visitors downtown longer, potentially
1.

driving paying customers into downtown eateries, pubs, cafes and
retail stores either during or following their self-guided walking tours.
4. These history-based murals will be enhanced by sculptures brought to
the waterfront on a temporary, annual basis by ArtFest Fort Myers
and the Sidney & Berne Davis Art Center in collaboration with the
Public Art Committee.
5. Converting the river basin into an arts and cultural destination will
encourage both residents and visitors to feel more connected to the
riverfront and town not only through the stories they tell, but by
giving viewers picturesque backdrops for selfies and photo ops that
will drive social media and increase word of mouth.
6. Converting the river basin into a walkable outdoor art and history
museum will enhance the visitor experience for locals, winter
residents, business guests, conventioneers and other vacationers,
especially during special events such as Art Walk, Music Walk,
ArtFest Fort Myers and July 4th and New Year's Eve celebrations ... as
well as the crowds that attend concerts, performances and other
events perlormed at the adjoining amphitheater.
7. A project like this will also appeal to heritage and cultural tourists
(who are estimated by the UN World Travel Organization to increase
by 15% in coming years and who typically stay longer and spend more
money at the destinations they visit).
8. By virtue of its scope and content, the River Basin Mural Project is
expected to bring international recognition to the City and Lee
County.
9. Finally, a walkable mural path in a photogenic setting like the river
basin that is united by the Otocast mobile phone app is likely to draw
out-of-county audiences either on its own or in tandem with other art
and cultural events (such as Florida Rep performances). In fact,
according to an Americans for the Arts study, 24.3% or 831,749
people who attended art & cultural events in Lee in 2015 came from
out of the county, spending an average of $47.31 per person over and
above the cost of admission at the event they attended, including
meals, transportation and lodging.

Coordination with Visitor & Convention
Marketing, Publicity and Outreach

Bureau

On August 1, 2022, Lee County Visitor & Convention Bureau Executive
Director Tamara Pigott made a presentation to Mayor Kevin Anderson, City
Manager Marty Lawing and the City Council during which she cited five
pillars that make Lee County special, including "a strong connection to the
water" and "sense of community," which both lie at the heart of the River
Basin Mural Project.
In the marketing materials Ms. Pigott included in her presentation,
artworks such as the Fire Dance sculpture in Centennial Park, a number of
the Carmona sculptures located along First Street and murals like the ones
at McCollum Hall and the Urban Community Farm were used to promote
Fort Myers, which the VCB touts as "Lee County's front door." Ms. Pigott
promised that we'll hear more from the VCB going forward about
placemaking. The River Basin Mural Project will set the gold standard when
it comes to artistic placemaking.

Materials and Longevity
The paintings will be rendered on mural cloth using a prescribed palette of
colors designed to reduce fading and promote longevity. The pigments will
be provided by Golden Paints, which sets the standard for mural paint
products.
The mural cloth will then be installed in the cut-outs by means of a six-step
process that not only binds the cloth to the concrete wall, but seals the
artwork, protecting it from heat, moisture and humidity. Each mural will
also be covered with an anti-graffiti finish that allows removal of paint, ink
and other substances with Dawn and hot water. In fact, this protective
finish would also protect the murals in the event of flooding from a tropical
storm or other water-related natural disaster. Through the use of these
measures, the life of the murals is estimated at 50 or more years.

IMAGES PERTAINING RIVER
BASIN MURAL PROJECT
APPLICATIO N TO HISTORIC
PRESERVATIOI\J COMMISSION
FOR CERTIFICATE OF REVIEW
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Menge Brothers Steamboat
Thoma s Edison
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Lee County Packing Co. Shipping
Labels

Lee County Packing Co. Shipping
Label s

Lee County Packing Co. Shipping
Label s
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Pleasure Palace Postcard
CITY

ECREATION PIER, FT. M ERS, FLORIDA

Wes Nott with Women's Swim Team at
Municipal Pool

Municipal Pool with Pleasure Palace in
Background

Fort Myers High School Swim Team

Royal Palm Hotel from Wharf Fashion Promenade

Aerial View of Royal Palm

Royal Palm Hotel Night View
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When People Could Still Catch Tarpon
in the River
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Julia Isabel Frierson Hendry Drives
Stake into Railroad Ties in 1904

At the ACL's Train Station & Depot on
Monroe Street

At the ACL Train Station on Monroe
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Aerial of Piers - 1923
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Memorial Day 1953 Lee County
Packing House Fire

Judy Garland Entertaining Troops at
USO Hall (Now Hall of 50 States)
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Towles Steamship Mildred (far left, 2
row)
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